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cAbstract
Hybrid spin-oscillator systems, formed by single spins coupled to mechanical oscil-
lators, have attracted ever-increasing attention over the past few years, triggered
largely by the prospect of employing such devices as high-performance nanoscale
sensors or transducers in multi-qubit networks. Provided the spin-oscillator cou-
pling is strong and robust, such systems can even serve as test-beds for studying
macroscopic objects in the quantum regime. In this thesis we present a novel hybrid
spin-oscillator system that consists of a diamond cantilever whose mechanical mo-
tion couples to the spin degree of freedom of embedded NV centers through crystal
strain.
This thesis starts with a characterization of the coupling strength between NV spin
and resonator motion. Static cantilever bending experiments reveal spin-strain cou-
pling constants of several GHz per unit of strain, corresponding to a single phonon
coupling strength g0 ≈Hz. Although we demonstrate that our hybrid system resides
deep in the resolved sideband regime, our current experimental conditions prevent
bringing the diamond resonator to its motional ground state, since spin decoherence
rate and mechanical heating rate exceed g0 by several orders of magnitude. How-
ever, cooling the resonator, even to its motional ground state, is possible if cantilever
dimensions are reduced to the nanometer scale and corresponding experiments are
performed at cryogenic temperatures.
While spin-strain coupling is not favorable for such experiments in the quantum
regime, it offers many other exciting features. In the second part of this thesis, we
report on the implementation of a novel continuous decoupling scheme that protects
the NV spin from environmental noise, increasing both Rabi oscillation decay time
and inhomogeneous coherence time by two orders of magnitude. The remarkable
coherence protection is explained by the robust, drift-free strain-coupling mechanism
and the narrow linewidth of the high-quality diamond mechanical oscillators.
A major finding of this thesis is the demonstration of coherent spin manipula-
tion with transverse AC strain fields, which is presented in the third part of this
thesis. We show that AC strain driving not only addresses a magnetic dipole for-
bidden transition, but also allows working in the strong driving regime, in which
the induced spin rotation frequency exceeds the initial spin splitting. Few systems
have reached this regime, despite the appeal of studying dynamics beyond the rotat-
ing wave approximation. Additionally, continuous strain driving enhances the NVs
spin coherence time by decoupling it from environmental magnetic noise. In the
last part of this thesis, we combine coherent MW and strain spin driving to realize
a three-level ∇-system in the NV ground state by coherently addressing all three
spin transitions. Our studies of the spin dynamics not only confirm the theoretical
prediction that the global phase (i.e. the relative phase of the three driving fields)
governs the occurring spin dynamics, but also that closed-contour driving shields
the NV’s spin from environmental noise without applying complicated decoupling
dschemes. The corresponding decoupling mechanism is well explained by the effect of
noise on the ∇-system Hamiltonian. Based on our findings, we believe our closed-
contour interaction scheme will have future applications in sensing and quantum
information processing, for example as a phase sensor or as a test-bed for state
transfer protocols.
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1. Introduction
Quantum two- or few-level systems are highly promising for future quantum in-
formation or metrology applications, as they offer suitable platforms to implement
physical quantum bits (qubits). In the field of quantum information science, qubits
serve as the main building block for novel quantum computation techniques [2, 3],
and have been proposed to test and implement secure quantum communication
protocols [4]. Furthermore, harnessing such systems provides an attractive route
towards improving current measurement techniques. If prepared in a protected su-
perposition state, qubits can be employed for high-performance characterization of
environmental quantities such as mass or magnetic fields [5]. More advanced sensing
schemes rely, for example, on squeezing effects, pushing the experimental noise floor
below the quantum limit [6].
The exciting prospect of realizing quantum devices in the nearer future has trig-
gered numerous theoretical and experimental studies in the last decades. These cul-
minated in the identification and characterization of a remarkable variety of suitable
few-level systems, such as quantum dots, ultracold atoms, superconducting qubits,
and solid state spin defects. These systems are considered suitable for quantum
applications as they are well decoupled from environmental fluctuations and offer
long coherence times. In addition, their internal properties, i.e. the qubit’s quantum
state, can be coherently controlled and detected by applying external magnetic,
electric or optical fields [7–11].
Despite the progress that has been made within the last years, there is still much
work to be done until quantum devices become reality. A major challenge in quan-
tum computation is the demand of implementing a network of interacting quantum
systems by establishing long-range coupling between initially well isolated qubits
[12]. This already complicated task is further hindered by the prospect that such
quantum networks most likely need to constitute different types of quantum sys-
tems. For example, a quantum computer may rely on solid state spins as memory
qubits due to their long coherence times, while using superconducting qubits for
computational tasks due to their fast processing capabilities [13, 14]. Another chal-
lenge can be found in the field of high-performance sensing. Typically, weak external
fields can be measured precisely if the qubit’s superposition state decoheres slowly
[15]. Future quantum sensing devices thus require the implementation of a cou-
pling mechanism that links the qubit to its environment, but does not degrade its
quantum mechanical properties.
Mechanical resonators offer a promising route to address these challenges. They
can couple to many different types of two-level systems through a variety of cou-
pling mechanisms (Fig. 1.1a). For example, mechanical resonators couple to photons
through radiation pressure, to superconducting qubits via capacitive coupling and
to spin qubits by magnetic field gradients [16–19]. As these coupling mechanisms
are coherent, the transfer of information between different qubits is possible and
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Figure 1.1.: Possible applications of hybrid spin-oscillator systems. a) Mechanical
resonators couple to different types of qubits, thereby serving as transducer devices
to build hybrid quantum networks for future quantum devices (after [13]). b) A me-
chanical oscillator can link the qubit to environmental fields without degrading its
coherence properties, enabling high-performance sensing. c) If the qubit-oscillator
coupling is strong enough, the qubit can be used to cool down the mechanical oscilla-
tor to its quantum ground state. Hybrid systems thus allow for studying macroscopic
objects in the quantum regime.
the realization of hybrid qubit networks seems realistic [20]. Mechanical oscillators
are moreover capable of linking well isolated two-level systems to their environment
without degrading their precious decoherence properties. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1b,
the resonator’s motion is, for example, coupled to an embedded spin qubit by crystal
strain. Consequently, the spin qubit might serve as a probe for any external signal
that causes the resonator to deflect. Clearly, the performance of such a hybrid sen-
sor would be determined by the individual properties of both quantum system and
mechanical resonator, and the strength of the employed coupling mechanism.
Hybrid quantum systems not only enable further progress in the field of quan-
tum information processing and metrology as described above. They also offer the
opportunity to study the classical-to-quantum crossover by preparing the mechani-
cal oscillator in non-classical states of motion. Recently, several groups successfully
cooled mechanical oscillators to their quantum ground state [17, 21–23], created
spin-phonon entanglement [24] or squeezed mechanical states [25, 26]. However,
these experiments were performed using typical optomechanical systems, whose lin-
3ear interactions limit the scope of future studies. For example, the creation of
non-Gaussian mechanical states, believed to be beneficial for fault-tolerant quan-
tum information processing and secure quantum communication schemes, requires
the presence of non-linear interactions between qubit and resonator [27]. While such
type of interaction is hard to realize in typical optomechanical setup, exploiting hy-
brid spin-oscillator systems in the strong-coupling regime, where the interaction can
be nonlinear, might be able to address this open challenge [28–30].
Scope of this thesis
In this thesis, we report on the implementation and subsequent characterization of
a novel hybrid spin-oscillator system, in which the mechanical motion of diamond
cantilevers is coupled to the spin degree of freedom of embedded Nitrogen-Vacancy
(NV) centers through crystal strain. Gaining a thorough understanding of the spin-
strain coupling mechanism in this hybrid system and investigating its potential for
future fundamental studies and applications in sensing or information processing are
major goals of the experiments we perform.
We start with a theoretical description of the three main ingredients of our hybrid
system in Chap. 2. While we review the most important aspects of NV centers
and cantilevers, the focus of our theoretical description lies on understanding the
employed coupling mechanism. For this reason, we explain in great detail how strain
and stress coupling to the NV’s spin and orbital degrees of freedom must be treated
formally, and how such coupling can be studied experimentally.
Following a brief introduction to sample fabrication and employed experimental
methods, we apply the developed formalism and quantify strain and stress coupling
to a single NV spin in Chap. 3. Regarding the prospect of our hybrid spin-oscillator
for future experiments in the quantum regime, we conclude that spin-induced res-
onator cooling is challenging and requires a cryogenic environment and significantly
improved resonator geometries.
At this stage of the experiment, studying the classical-to-quantum crossover of
our hybrid device is hard to realize. Yet the unique combination of diamond res-
onators and NV centers allows realizing several fascinating schemes in the context
of high-performance sensing and coherent spin manipulation. In Chap. 4, we em-
ploy the parametric interaction between cantilever and spin to implement a novel
coherence protection scheme, in which the spin precession frequency is locked to
the oscillator mode. The remarkable coherence protection – both Rabi oscillation
and spin decoherence time increase by two orders of magnitude – results from the
nearly drift-free spin-strain coupling and the high-quality mechanical resonators we
employ.
We proceed with demonstrating coherent NV spin manipulation using time-
varying strain fields (Chap. 5). When studying the limits of this novel spin manip-
ulation technique, we find that our hybrid system resides deep in the strong driving
regime, and studying dynamics beyond the usually used rotating frame is possi-
ble. Additionally, continuous strain driving enhances the NVs spin coherence time
by decoupling it from environmental magnetic noise. Our noise-isolating scheme
therefore enables novel studies of weaker environmental noise sources, for example
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electric noise originating from surface charge fluctuations. Our approach to strong
coherent strain-driving of the NV spin has implications far beyond the coherence
protection. By combining our strain-induced spin driving with coherent microwave
spin manipulation, the NV’s spin forms a three-level ”∇-system”, on which all three
possible spin transitions can be coherently addressed. In Chap. 6 we present a de-
tailed study of the spin dynamics of such a closed-contour interaction scheme and
confirm the theoretical prediction that the global phase, i.e. the relative phase of the
three driving fields, governs the occurring spin dynamics. Furthermore, we find that
it shields the NV’s spin from environmental noise and explain this novel decoupling
mechanism by the symmetries of the underlying Hamiltonian.
Finally, in Chap. 7 we summarize the main results of this thesis and in particular
discuss the prospect of orbital-strain coupling between NV and diamond resonator
for experiments in the quantum regime. As this coupling mechanism is several
orders of magnitude stronger then the spin-strain interaction we have studied so far,
bringing the resonator to its quantum ground state should be within reach using
this approach.
The hybrid spin-oscillator system 5
2. The hybrid spin-oscillator system
In the first chapter of this thesis we introduce our hybrid spin-oscillator system. To
that end we briefly illustrate our motivation to work with a hybrid system consisting
of NV centers embedded in and thus intrinsically coupled to the mechanical motion
of diamond cantilevers through crystal strain. In the following, we investigate in
detail the physical concepts and properties of the three components – NV centers,
strain coupling and diamond cantilevers – relevant for the understanding of our
experimental results.
2.1. Motivation
Existing hybrid systems feature many different combinations of quantum two- or
few-level systems, mechanical resonators and coupling mechanisms. These include
superconducting circuits coupled by changes in the magnetic flux [31] or capacitive
coupling [17, 32, 33], ultracold atoms linked by radiation pressure forces [16, 34, 35],
quantum dots as well as solid state spins and defects coupled by magnetic field
gradients [18, 36, 37], or crystal strain [1, 38–42] to mechanical oscillators of different
materials and shapes.
Due to their substantially different properties, each of these hybrid systems comes
with its own advantages and challenges. Superconducting qubits for example are
characterized by very strong interactions with mechanical motion. Consequently,
they were integrated as control and detection elements in nanomechanical sys-
tems [32] and employed to establish coherent, single-phonon control of a mechan-
ical oscillator prepared in its quantum ground state [17]. Despite these outstanding
experimental achievements superconducting qubits suffer from fast decoherence as
a direct consequence of the strong coupling to their environment, making them in-
appropriate candidates for storage qubits in quantum computers [13]. In addition,
working with superconducting qubits requires experiments to be operated at a few
tens of mK, posing a significant experimental challenge. Another example are ul-
tracold atoms coupled to the mechanical motion of a resonator through radiation
pressure. Such systems are usually characterized by excellent mechanical and qubit
properties, enabling detailed studies of the interaction between internal atom degrees
of freedom and the resonator. The intrinsically weak interaction due to radiation
pressure can be overcome by coupling the resonator’s mechanical motion to the col-
lective motion of an ensemble of atoms. Despite these promising characteristics,
working with ultracold atoms is extremely challenging. Having this in mind, real-
izing quantum networks with ultracold atoms serving as the main building block
seems possible, but will require significant effort.
To minimize experimental challenges but at the same time maintain the exciting
prospects associated with hybrid systems, our quantum system of choice is the NV
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center in diamond. In our experiments, its internal orbital and spin degrees of free-
dom will be coupled to the motion of a diamond cantilever through crystal strain.
NV centers naturally feature convenient spin readout and initialization mechanisms
and, as a result of the high Debye temperature and weak spin-orbit interaction
strength of diamond, are characterized by relatively long coherence and relaxation
times even at room temperature. These exciting inherent properties have triggered
an explosion of research in the fields of quantum information processing and quan-
tum sensing, making the NV center one of the best controlled solid state defects of
our time [10, 43, 44]. A high-performance hybrid system however also requires a
decent mechanical resonator. Exploiting diamond resonators is a convenient choice
due to the outstanding material properties. First, diamond possesses excellent me-
chanical strength on account of its high Young’s modulus and can be shaped into
high quality resonators with quality factors Q ∼ 106 [45–47]. Second, its large bulk
bandgap makes diamond optically transparent, enabling optical NV readout. Strain
coupling of cantilever motion to the qubit benefits from the mentioned properties,
above all the high Young’s modulus. Additionally, strain coupling is intrinsic as
our NVs are embedded into the cantilevers. Our hybrid system thus comes with
minimized fabrication complexity and simultaneously offers a quite robust and po-
tentially strong qubit-resonator link. As we will see in this thesis, strain coupling
enables a vast variety of experiments with potential for operation in a quantum
regime, where the resonator is cooled to its motional ground state [20, 48, 49].
2.2. The Nitrogen-Vacancy center
2.2.1. Atomic and electronic structure
The NV center is a lattice defect in diamond and consists of a substitutional nitrogen
atom1 and a neighboring lattice vacancy (see Fig. 2.1a). As the diamond crystal
structure belongs to the face-centered cubic lattice family and features two atoms
per unit cell, the vacancy also has three carbon atoms as next-nearest neighbors.
Consequently the NV center is of trigonal symmetry, with the symmetry axis passing
through nitrogen atom and lattice vacancy. It’s symmetry thus belongs to the C3ν
point group which contains the six symmetry operations depicted in Fig. 2.1b. The
underlying lattice structure also gives rise to the existence of four different NV
orientations with symmetry axes pointing along the directions [111],[1¯1¯1], [11¯1¯] and
[1¯11¯].
The absence of a lattice atom leads to the formation of four tetrahedrally coordi-
nated sp3 atomic orbitals – c1,c2,c3,n – of the carbon and nitrogen atoms surrounding
the vacancy. The negatively charged NV center, which is at the focus of this thesis,
has six unpaired electrons, five of which come from the nitrogen and carbon atoms
and one from a donor atom nearby. The electrons occupy the molecular orbital states
a′1, a1, ex and ey, which are linear combinations of the dangling bonds c1,c2,c3,n and
satisfy the C3ν symmetry of the NV [43, 50, 51]. The molecular orbital states can
1Naturally occurring nitrogen consists of two stable isotopes, 14N and 15N. In this work we solely
work with 14N and therefore don’t specify this in the following.
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Figure 2.1.: Geometric structure and symmetry of the NV center. a) The NV center
is a lattice defect in diamond and consists of a substitutional nitrogen atom (blue)
and a neighboring vacancy (red). The defect’s symmetry axis passes through both
nitrogen atom and vacancy. b) The NV center is of trigonal symmetry and belongs
to the C3ν point group, which contains six symmetry operations: identity e, two
rotations C+,−3 describing rotations of ±2pi/3 about the NV symmetry axis (usually
defined as the z axis) as well as three equivalent reflections σ1,2,3. The reflection
planes are defined such that each contains the symmetry axis as well as one of the
three next-nearest neighbor carbon atoms.
be written as
a′1 = n− λ′(c1 + c2 + c3)
a1 = (c1 + c2 + c3) + λn
ex = (2c1 − c2 − c3)/
√
6
ey = (c2 − c3)/
√
2 (2.1)
where λ and λ′ describe mixing between the carbon and nitrogen dangling bonds.
Their spatial appearance (sketched in Fig. 2.2a) indicates that a′1 and a1 are invariant
under the symmetry operations of the C3ν point group (compare Fig. 2.1b) and thus
are of A1 symmetry (i.e. they belong to the irreducible representation A1 of C3ν).
The orbital states ex and ey however are antisymmetric and therefore belong to
the two-dimensional irreducible representation E. They have permanent electric
dipole moments along the x and y directions, making optical excitation of the NV
center possible [43, 51]. The energetic order of the molecular orbital states can
be obtained via electron-ion Coulomb interaction modeling and ab initio density
functional theory calculations [51, 52]. While the a′1 level is located within the
diamond valance band, the remaining three levels are placed in the band gap and
are thus effectively decoupled from bulk charge carriers (see Fig. 2.2b).
By distributing the six electrons among the molecular orbital states and consid-
ering the electronic spin we obtain the NV’s unique level structure. In the ground
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Figure 2.2.: Electronic structure of the NV center. a) Illustration of molecular
orbitals a′1, a1, ex and ey which are linear superposition of NV dangling bonds
c1,c2,c3 and n (color code denotes occupation and sign of combination). b) The
energetic ordering of the molecular orbitals is determined by electron-ion Coulomb
interaction. The a′1 level is lowest in energy and located within the diamond bulk
valence band. The level a1 and the degenerate levels ex and ey reside within the bulk
band gap. c) Energetic ordering of singlet and triplet states. Triplet ground state
|3A2〉 and excited state |3E〉 manifolds are split by 1.945 eV due to electron-electron
Coulomb interaction. The singlet ground state, which is located in between, consists
of three levels which are split by 1.190 eV [43, 51].
state the lowest states in energy, a′1 and a1, are filled with two electrons each while
the remaining two are occupy the ex,y levels. This electronic configuration, labeled
a21e
2, results in a spin-triplet ground state manifold
|3A2〉 = |exey − eyex〉 ⊗

| ↑↑〉
| ↑↓ + ↓↑〉
| ↓↓〉
(2.2)
where the label |3A2〉 indicates a total spin S=1 and an orbital symmetry A2.2 The
consideration of both orbital and spin symmetry, however, results in the symmetries
E for the spin sublevels with spin projection ms = ±1 (| ↑↑〉, | ↓↓〉 in (2.2)) and A1
for ms = 0 (| ↑↓ + ↓↑〉 in (2.2)). The same electronic configuration but with total
2The irreducible representation A2 of the point group C3ν describes a system which is invariant
under C+,−3 but antisymmetric under reflections σ1,2,3.
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spin S=0 yields the NV singlet ground state with levels
|1E1〉 = |exex − eyey〉
|1E2〉 = |exey + eyex〉
|1A1〉 = |exex + eyey〉
⊗ | ↑↓ − ↓↑〉 (2.3)
of E and A1 symmetry. Due to the permanent electric dipole of ex and ey, we can
optically excite an electron3 from the a1 molecular orbital and obtain the electronic
configuration a11e
3, which yields the NV triplet excited state with a total of six states
|A1〉 = |E−〉 ⊗ | ↑↑〉 − |E+〉 ⊗ | ↓↓〉
|A2〉 = |E−〉 ⊗ | ↑↑〉+ |E+〉 ⊗ | ↓↓〉
|E1〉 = |E−〉 ⊗ | ↓↓〉 − |E+〉 ⊗ | ↑↑〉
|E2〉 = |E−〉 ⊗ | ↓↓〉+ |E+〉 ⊗ | ↑↑〉
|Ex〉 = |X〉 ⊗ | ↑↓ + ↓↑〉
|Ey〉 = |Y 〉 ⊗ | ↑↓ + ↓↑〉
(2.4)
where |E±〉 = |a1e± − e±a1〉 with e± = ∓(ex ± iey), |X〉 = (|E−〉 − |E+〉)/2 and
|Y 〉 = i(|E−〉 + |E+〉)/2 (for more details the reader is referred to [43, 51]). The
labels again denote the levels’ symmetries. Note that while levels |Ex,y〉 are also of
E symmetry, they are named differently for distinction. Finally, electron-electron
Coulomb interaction separates triplet ground and excited state as well as the singlet
ground state levels |1A1〉 and |1E1,2〉, and we obtain the level structure as shown in
Fig. 2.2c [43, 51].
So far we only considered electron-ion Coulomb interaction, which determines the
ordering of the molecular orbital states, as well as electron-electron Coulomb in-
teraction, which causes the singlet and triplet states to split. In our experiments,
however, we primarily work with the NV’s spin degree of freedom and thus need
to consider spin-spin and spin-orbit interactions which determine the fine and hy-
perfine structure of the |3A2〉 and |3E〉 manifolds. For the S=1 ground state |3A2〉,
spin-orbit interactions vanish to first order as the underlying antisymmetric orbital
wave function |exey − eyex〉 has no orbital momentum [43].4 We therefore only con-
sider spin-spin interactions, which split the spin sublevels by the zero-field splitting
Dgs = 2.87 GHz (as depicted in Fig. 2.3). Additionally we need to account for hy-
perfine interactions as there is a non-zero electron spin density overlapping with
the spatial position of the 14N nucleus with nuclear spin I = 1. This interaction
gives rise to the hyperfine structure shown in Fig. 2.3. Electric field gradients at
the nuclear site couple to the electric quadrupole moment of the 14N nuclear spin,
which as a total spin I = 1, and shift the mI = ±1 sublevels by the nuclear electric
quadrupole parameter Pgs = −5 MHz with respect to |mI = 0〉 and the non-zero
nuclear magnetic dipole moment further causes the |ms = ±1,mI = ±1〉 states to
split by the axial magnetic hyperfine parameter A
‖
gs = −2.17 MHz [43]. Contact
hyperfine interactions, denoted by the non-axial magnetic hyperfine parameter A⊥gs,
3An optical excitation is possible because the transition matrix elements for linear polarization
along x and y, 〈a|xˆr|ex〉 and 〈a|yˆr|ey〉, differ from zero.
4Consequently, non-zero spin-strain coupling in the S=1 ground state exists due to spin-orbit
coupling between S=1 ground and excited states. This effect is however small, as it is suppressed
by the energy splitting between ground and excited state [53].
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Figure 2.3.: Fine and hyperfine structure of the NV S=1 ground state. Spin-spin
interactions split the spin sublevels |ms = 0〉 and |ms = ±1〉 by the zero-field
splitting Dgs. Interactions with the nuclear spin of the
14N nuclear spin cause the
depicted hyperfine structure.
mix nearly degenerate states.5 The fine- and hyperfine structure of the NV S=1
ground state is then described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆgs/h = Dgs[(Sˆ
2
z − 2/3Sˆ3)⊗ Iˆ3] + A‖gsSˆz ⊗ Iˆz
+ A⊥gs[Sˆx ⊗ Iˆx + Sˆy ⊗ Iˆy] + Pgs[Sˆ3 ⊗ (Iˆ
2
z − 2/3Iˆ3)] (2.5)
where h is Planck’s constant and Sˆx,y,z, Iˆx,y,z denote the S=1 electron and nuclear
spin operators (Sˆ3 and Iˆ3 are corresponding identity matrices). Note that the terms
2/3Sˆ3 and 2/3Iˆ3 denote overall energy shifts of all involved levels and are therefore
usually neglected.
While the S=1 ground state responds weakly to temperature6, we observe signif-
icant differences in the S=1 excited state level structure when comparing the high
and low temperature limit. At low temperatures a total of six states can be spec-
troscopically observed, arising from spin and orbital degree of freedoms. Spin-orbit
interactions λ
‖
es = 5.3 GHz and λ⊥es = 0.2/
√
2 GHz, as well as spin-spin interactions
D
‖
es = 1.42 GHz and D⊥es = 0.775 GHz (values taken from [55]) result in the fine
structure as depicted on the right of Fig. 2.4. The corresponding Hamiltonian is
Hˆ
LT
es /h = D
‖
es[σˆ2 ⊗ (Sˆ
2
z − 2/3Sˆ3)] +D⊥es[σˆz ⊗ (Sˆ
2
y − Sˆ
2
x)− σˆx ⊗ (SˆySˆx + SˆxSˆy]
− λ‖esσˆy ⊗ Sˆz + λ⊥es[σˆz ⊗ (SˆxSˆz + SˆzSˆx)− σˆx ⊗ (SˆySˆz + SˆzSˆy)] (2.6)
where σˆx,y,z denote the standard Pauli matrices that represent the orbital degree of
freedom and σˆ2 is the two-dimensional identity matrix [43]. At high temperatures,
5The magnitude of A⊥gs is under debate. [43] lists values of -2.7 MHz and 2.1 MHz.
6dDgs/dT = −78 kHz/K [54]
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Figure 2.4.: Fine and hyperfine structure of the NV S=1 excited state. Right: At
low temperatures the six states |A1〉, |A2〉, |E1〉, |E2〉, |Ex〉 and |Ey〉 are split by spin-
spin (D
‖,⊥
es ) and spin-orbit (λ
‖,⊥
es ) interactions. The mixing of the |Ex,y〉 and |E1,2〉
states due to the transverse spin-spin interaction term is indicated by red arrows.
Left: At high temperatures the orbital degree of freedom vanishes as phonons mix
the orbital states ex and ey, causing λ
‖
es → 0. After including hyperfine interactions
of the electron with the nuclear spin we obtain a level structure similar to the S=1
ground state.
however, the observable level structure of the S=1 excited state changes drastically.
Spin-conserving phonon transitions mix the molecular orbital states (mainly ex and
ey), and average over the orbital degree of freedom. We obtain a S=1 fine structure
which is very similar to the S=1 ground state but with a smaller zero-field splitting
D
‖
es [43, 51, 55–58]. Similar considerations as for the S=1 ground state regarding
hyperfine interactions of the electron spin with the nuclear spin of the 14N atom
result in the hyperfine structure as depicted in Fig. 2.4. While the nuclear electric
quadrupolar parameter Pes has not been quantified yet, the axial and non-axial
hyperfine coupling constants A
‖,⊥
es for the excited state have been measured to be
about 20 times larger than in the ground state [43, 59]. The difference in interaction
strength is caused by the electronic configuration associated with the excited state
featuring a larger unpaired spin density at the spatial position of the 14N atom than
the ground state configuration.7 The effective Hamiltonian for the S=1 excited state
at high temperatures thus takes the form
Hˆ
RT
es /h = D
‖
es[(Sˆ
2
z − 2/3Sˆ3)⊗ Iˆ3] + A‖esSˆz ⊗ Iˆz
+ A⊥es[Sˆx ⊗ Iˆx + Sˆy ⊗ Iˆy] + Pes[Sˆ3 ⊗ (Iˆ
2
z − 2/3Iˆ3)] (2.7)
7For the ground state, unpaired spins occupy the ex,y molecular orbital states which have little
nitrogen contribution. In the excited state however, unpaired spins now also occupy the a1
orbital state which has a larger overlap with the nitrogen’s position.
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Figure 2.5.: NV emission under nonresonant excitation. a) When exciting the NV
center non-resonantly, for example with green light, the system is pumped into
vibronic states of the S=1 excited state and then experiences a radiationless, phonon-
mediated decay into the |3E〉 levels. The |3E〉 levels have a radiative lifetime of a
few ns, after which the system relaxes back into the S=1 ground state. This can
either happen under phonon participation via the ground state vibronic states or
directly without phononic contributions. The first process gives rise to emission
into the phonon sideband, while the direct recombination causes emission into the
zero-phonon line. b) Typical NV emission spectrum recorded at 10 K. The zero-
phonon line of the negatively charged NV center is located at 637 nm and the phonon
sideband extends from the zero-phonon line to about 750 nm. We also observe the
ZPL of the neutral NV charge state as well as the Raman line of the green excitation
laser.
with spin operators as defined above.
2.2.2. Optical properties under nonresonant excitation
The NV center in diamond is a versatile system with diverse applications in metrol-
ogy and quantum information science [10, 44, 60–65]. While many applications rely
on the NV’s level structure presented in the previous section, almost all (including
our own) critically depend on the NV’s outstanding optical properties which are
explained in the following.
The NV center can be optically excited from ground to excited state because the
ex,y molecular orbitals posses permanent electric dipole moments (see Sec. 2.2.1).
Light with λ ≈ 637 nm resonantly excites the |3A2〉 ↔ |3E〉 transition. In contrast,
nonresonant excitation with λ < 637 nm (typically a green laser with λ = 532 nm
is used) can pump the NV into a continuum of vibronic states, which exist at
slightly higher energies than the S=1 excited state due to vibrations in the diamond
lattice (see Fig. 2.5a). Nonresonant excitation is followed by a fast, phonon-mediated
relaxation into the |3E〉 manifold [43]. The S=1 excited state is characterized by a
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Figure 2.6.: Schematic explanation of spin-dependent NV fluorescence and spin ini-
tialization (radiative transitions are marked with solid arrows while radiationless de-
cay channels are represented by thin and thick dotted arrows, indicating their rate).
Shelving from the S=1 excited state to the S=0 ground state is more likely to occur
for ms = ±1 spin states, leading to a reduced NV fluorescence intensity when the
NV is in ms = ±1 spin configuration. The decay through the singlet ground state
does not conserve the spin state. Optical excitation thus results in spin-polarization
into the ms = 0 sublelve of the S=1 ground state.
spin-dependent lifetime τ|3E〉 ≈ 6−14 ns [66, 67], after which the system relaxes back
into its ground state and emits a photon into the zero-phonon line (ZPL) located
at ∼ 637 nm in the NV’s emission spectrum (see Fig. 2.5b). The NV can however
also decay via the vibronic states of the S=1 ground state, followed by radiationless
relaxation into the |3A2〉 manifold. This process leads to photons emitted into the
phonon sideband (PSB), which extends from ∼ 637 nm to ∼ 750 nm. Note that the
electron spin projection ms is preserved during the presented cycle.
Optical excitation however not only causes the NV center to fluoresce, it also
offers a unique way to polarize and read out the NV’s electronic spin state. To
understand this feature we consider the schematic presentation of the NV’s intrinsic
optical dynamics shown in Fig. 2.6 (for detailed information refer to [67–69]) using
the room temperature NV fine structure as a starting point. As explained above
optical illumination leads to emission in ZPL and PSB under conservation of the
spin projection. The presence of the singlet states now enables additional, spin-
dependent decay channels as indicated by the dotted arrows in Fig. 2.6. When the
S=1 excited state decays, the system can undergo a radiationless transition to the
|1A1〉 level, which is more likely for spin projections ms = ±1 to occur. From there it
almost immediately decays under the emission of an infrared photon into the |1E1,2〉
levels. A final radiationless decay channel with a temperature-dependent lifetime
τ|1E1,2〉 of a few 100 ns brings the NV back into the S=1 ground state. The emission
of the NV center is spin-dependent because
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• the intersystem crossing from S=1 excited to S=0 ground state is more likely
to occur for ms = ±1 sublevels and
• the lifetime τ|1E1,2〉 of the metastable singlet state is significantly longer than
the lifetime τ|3E〉 of the triplet excited state.
Consequently the NV appears to be brighter when it was in the ms = 0 ground state
level at the time of optical excitation. It thereby offers a built-in optical mechanism
to conveniently readout the spin state. Moreover, the presented optical dynamics
also cause a net electronic spin polarization of ∼ 80 % into the ms = 0 spin state
[67].
2.3. The NV’s response to external magnetic fields
The NV center is a suitable candidate for quantum information processing and sens-
ing experiments because its spin state can be conveniently initialized and detected
by optical means. This alone however does not make the NV such a promising exper-
imental platform – its susceptibility to external magnetic fields is equally important.
In this chapter we explain the NV S=1 ground state’s response to constant (DC)
as well as time-varying (AC) magnetic fields. We present how Zeeman splittings
arise and why we can use transverse AC magnetic fields to coherently manipulate
the NV’s spin degree of freedom in the S=1 ground state. We finish this section
with a short explanation of the influence of environmental fluctuations, which limit
external spin control.
2.3.1. DC magnetic fields
External magnetic fields couple to the permanent magnetic moment associated with
the NV’s electronic spin and the interaction with a DC field is described by the
Hamiltonian
Hˆ
DC
int /h = γNVBSˆ = γNV(BxSˆx +BySˆy +BzSˆz) (2.8)
where γNV = geµB = 2.79 MHz/G with the electron g-factor ge ≈ 2 and the Bohr
magneton µB. Bx,y,z denote the magnetic field amplitudes defined in the NV coor-
dinate system with the z axis being the NV symmetry axis and spin quantization
axis, and Sˆx,y,z are the S=1 spin operators. Expressing the spin operators in the
Zeeman basis as
Sˆx =
1√
2
0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
 Sˆy = −i√
2
 0 1 0−1 0 1
0 −1 0
 Sˆz =
1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1
 , (2.9)
allows writing Hˆtot = Hˆgs + Hˆ
DC
int in matrix representation as
Hˆtot/h =
 Dgs + γNVBz
γNV√
2
(Bx − iBy) 0
γNV√
2
(Bx + iBy) 0
γNV√
2
(Bx − iBy)
0 γNV√
2
(Bx + iBy) Dgs − γNVBz
 (2.10)
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Figure 2.7.: The NV S=1 ground state’s response to static external fields. a) Lon-
gitudinal DC magnetic fields introduce a Zeeman splitting ∆Z between the ms = ±1
spin sublevels, causing ν+ 6= ν−. b) Transverse DC magnetic fields B⊥ =
√
B2x +B
2
y
mix and split the spin sublevels, consequently influencing ν± as well. This effect is
small and can usually be neglected in our experiments.
where we omitted all hyperfine terms for clarity. The magnetic field component Bz
along the NV symmetry axis shifts the ms = ±1 levels and introduces a Zeeman
splitting ∆Z = 2γNVBz. Consequently the transition frequencies ν± = E|±1〉 −
E|0〉 vary linearly with Bz (see Fig. 2.7a). In contrast, transverse components Bx,y
mix and therefore shift the spin sublevels, causing a quadratic change in ν± (see
Fig. 2.7b). This effect however is small as long as B⊥ =
√
B2x +B
2
y  Dgs/γNV,
and we can usually neglect it in our experiments as we carefully align our magnetic
fields to the z axis with < 1◦ mismatch.
2.3.2. AC magnetic fields
While DC magnetic fields cause static changes in the S=1 ground state, AC mag-
netic fields8 introduce a time-dependence to the system. To illustrate the effect of
longitudinal and transverse MW fields on the NV center, we assume a MW field
of the form B(t) = {Bx cos (ωMWt) , 0, Bz cos (ωMWt)}, which oscillates at frequency
ωMW. In analogy to (2.8) we can then write down an interaction Hamiltonian
Hˆ
AC
int /h = γNV(Bx cos(ωMWt)Sˆx +Bz cos(ωMWt)Sˆz). (2.11)
In the following, we will now discuss the role of transverse and longitudinal MW
components.
8Driving the NV spin transitions resonantly requires AC magnetic fields with frequencies in the
GHz range. In this thesis we refer to such fields as microwave (MW) fields.
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Transverse AC magnetic field: Rabi oscillations
The transverse MW field components are of great importance for our experiments.
When the modulation frequency ωMW ≈ 2piν±, population transfer – known as Rabi
oscillations – occurs between the coupled levels (see below) [70]. Applying a MW
field resonantly to a magnetic dipole-allowed spin transition with ∆ms = ±1 thus
enables manipulating its state, which is an essential ingredient for experiments in
fields such as quantum computing or high-performance sensing.
The concept of Rabi oscillations is well understood and we will only highlight the
main outcomes which are important for our measurements here (for more details on
the following derivation refer to for example [71–74]). For a quasi-resonant oscilla-
tory driving field it is most convenient to work with the two-level approximation, in
which only the two levels, whose transition is addressed by the applied MW field,
are considered. Such a scenario can be created in the NV’s S=1 ground state by
applying a static magnetic field along the quantization axis to split | ± 1〉. Conse-
quently only one of the two transitions can be driven near resonance and the second
transition can be neglected. Alternatively one can apply a circularly polarized field,
which drives the |0〉 ↔ | ± 1〉 transitions separately (see Appendix A.1).
In the following discussion we consider a two-level system which constitutes the
states |0〉 and |+1〉 with energies E|0〉 = 0 and E|+1〉 = ~ω+ (the |−1〉 is split off by a
static magnetic field, applied along the NV quantization axis). Furthermore, we only
consider the transverse MW component of (2.11). The corresponding Hamiltonian
Hˆtot is time-dependent and has the form
Hˆtot/~ =
(
ω+ ΩMW cos(ωMWt)
ΩMW cos(ωMWt) 0
)
(2.12)
where ΩMW/2pi = γNVBx denotes the amplitude of the applied MW field. To de-
scribe the time evolution of our system, we assume the NV is in the pure state
|Ψ(t)〉 =
+1∑
i=0
c|i〉(t)e−iE|i〉t/~|n〉 = c|0〉(t)|0〉+ c|+1〉(t)e−iω+t|+ 1〉 (2.13)
with a total population of |c|0〉(t)|2 + |c|+1〉(t)|2 = 1 for all t. The exponential term
e−iω+t accounts for the free evolution of |Ψ(t)〉 about the quantization axis.9
Solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation i~∂tΨ(t) = HˆtotΨ(t) leads to
the coupled differential equations for c|0〉(t) and c|+1〉(t):
i
d
dt
c|0〉(t) =
ΩMW
2
ei(ωMW−ω+)tc|+1〉(t) +
ΩMW
2
e−i(ωMW+ω+)tc|+1〉(t) (2.14)
i
d
dt
c|+1〉(t) =
ΩMW
2
e−i(ωMW−ω+)tc|0〉(t) +
ΩMW
2
ei(ωMW+ω+)tc|0〉(t). (2.15)
For weak driving (ΩMW  ωMW, ω+) close to resonance (|ω+ − ωMW|  ωMW, ω+)
we use the rotating wave approximation (RWA) and neglect the terms involving
ei(ωMW+ω+)t, since they oscillate very rapidly and give a negligible average contri-
bution to the population transfer. Together with a beneficial change of variables
9This statement will be explained when we introduce the Bloch sphere.
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(c˜|0〉(t) = c|0〉(t)e−iδt/2 and c˜|+1〉(t) = c|+1〉(t)eiδt/2), (2.14) and (2.15) are transformed
into time-independent expressions
i
d
dt
c˜|0〉(t) =
δ
2
c˜|0〉(t) +
ΩMW
2
c˜|+1〉(t) (2.16)
i
d
dt
c˜|+1〉(t) =
ΩMW
2
c˜|0〉(t)− δ
2
c˜|+1〉(t) (2.17)
with the detuning δ = ωMW − ω+. (2.16) and (2.17) have the general solution
c˜|0〉(t) = c˜|0〉(0)
[
cos
(
Ω
2
t
)
− i δ
Ω
sin
(
Ω
2
t
)]
− iΩMW
Ω
c˜|+1〉(0) sin
(
Ω
2
t
)
(2.18)
c˜|+1〉(t) = c˜|+1〉(0)
[
cos
(
Ω
2
t
)
+ i
δ
Ω
sin
(
Ω
2
t
)]
− iΩMW
Ω
c˜|0〉(0) sin
(
Ω
2
t
)
(2.19)
where Ω denotes the effective Rabi frequency with Ω =
√
Ω2MW + δ
2. For the initial
conditions c|0〉(0) = 1 and c|+1〉(0) = 0, (2.18) and (2.19) simplify to
c˜|0〉(t) = cos
(
Ω
2
t
)
− i δ
Ω
sin
(
Ω
2
t
)
(2.20)
c˜|+1〉(t) = −iΩMW
Ω
sin
(
Ω
2
t
)
. (2.21)
The probabilities P|0〉(t) = |〈0|Ψ(t)〉|2 = |c˜|0〉|2 and P|+1〉(t) = |〈+1|Ψ(t)〉|2 =
|c˜|+1〉|2 to find our system in either the |0〉 or the |+ 1〉 spin sublevel are
P|0〉(t) = cos2
(
Ω
2
t
)
+
δ2
Ω2MW + δ
2
sin2
(
Ω
2
t
)
(2.22)
P|+1〉(t) =
Ω2MW
Ω2MW + δ
2
sin2
(
Ω
2
t
)
. (2.23)
and show coherent oscillations between |0〉 and |+ 1〉, denoted as Rabi oscillations.
At t = 0 the system is fully in |0〉 as P|0)〉(0) = 1. For resonant driving (δ = 0),
the population then oscillates sinusoidally between the two states at frequency ΩMW.
P|0〉(t) = 1 for t = n·2pi/Ω with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... while P|+1〉(t) = 1 for t = n·pi/Ω with
n = 1, 3, 5, ..., indicating that resonant driving allows complete population inversion
between both levels throughout one period. A MW field applied for interaction time
τpi = pi/Ω is called a pi-pulse as τpiΩ = pi. Similarly one can also define a pi/2-pulse
as the oscillatory field which is applied for τpi/2 = pi/2Ω.
Driving the two-level system slightly out of resonance, i.e. with δ 6= 0, has two ef-
fects. First, the spin now oscillates at the effective Rabi frequency Ω =
√
Ω2MW + δ
2.
Second, population is not fully transferred between |0〉 and |+1〉 as P|0〉(t) 6= 0 for all
t, limiting the contrast of the observed Rabi oscillation signal. Fig. 2.8 summarizes
what has been discussed so far.
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Figure 2.8.: The NV’s response to a transverse MW field. a) Driving a two-level
system resonantly with a transverse MW field creates a superposition of the states
that are coupled to each other and causes full population transfer at frequency ΩMW.
P|0〉 is maximal (minimal) whenever P|+1〉 is minimal (maximal). b) With increasing
detuning δ the contrast decreases and the frequency at which the oscillations occur
increases. Population in |0〉 is always finite for δ 6= 0 when P|0〉(τ = 0) 6= 0.
Longitudinal AC magnetic field: Frequency modulation
For completeness, let us have a quick look at the influence of the Bz component.
As we have seen in the previous section, static longitudinal fields induce a Zeeman
splitting ∆Z between the | ± 1〉 spin sublevels and thus lift the degeneracy of ν±.
Longitudinal AC fields, however, modulate ν± periodically and sidebands appear in
the spectra S±(t) of ν± with
S±(t) = A±
∞∑
−∞
Jn
(
γNVBz
ωMW
)
cos[(2piν± + nωMW)t] (2.24)
where A± denotes the amplitude of the non-modulated carriers and Jn
(
γNVBz
ωMW
)
are Bessel functions of first kind and n-th order, the argument to which is the
modulation index m = γNVBz/ωMW (see App. A.6 for further information)[75]. In
our experiments we usually work with ωMW ≈ 2piν± ≈ GHz and γNVBz ≈ MHz.
Under this condition γNVBz/ν± → 0 and already the n = ±1 sidebands are so weak
in amplitude that their existence is of no importance for our measurements.
Note that the longitudinal term of an AC magnetic field can nevertheless play an
essential role in the framework of hybrid spin-oscillator systems in the sense that it
can couple the mechanical motion of a resonator to a quantum two-level system (see
Chap. 4) [18, 37, 76–78]. In the reported experiments NV centers were subject to an
oscillating magnetic field, realized either by placing the NV on the tip of cantilever,
which was oscillating in a magnetic field gradient, or by having a magnetized can-
tilever oscillating in close proximity to an NV. In both cases the NV experienced
an oscillating magnetic field. It was possible to sense and drive the motion of the
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resonator [18, 37], to study spin-dependent forces in a doubly dressed approach [78],
and to study the coherence of this hybrid system [77]. Other experiments applied a
longitudinal AC magnetic field using a nearby antenna structure to parametrically
modulate the NV’s transition frequencies in the S=1 ground state and observed
locking of the NV spin dynamics onto the AC magnetic field [79]. These promising
results suggest that magnetic coupling might be able to establish a strong coherent
coupling between single electronic spin qubits and mechanical resonators [76].
The Bloch sphere
A pure state of the NV spin can in general be described by the arbitrary superpo-
sition state
|Ψ〉 = c|0〉|0〉+ c|+1〉|+ 1〉 (2.25)
with |c|0〉|2 + |c|+1〉|2 = 1. We can therefore represent |Ψ〉 as vector R = {Rx, Ry, Rz}
with unit length, which is called the Bloch vector and defines the Bloch sphere. Both
Bloch vector and sphere allow for the geometric interpretation of a quantum two-
level system’s interaction with driving fields.
As the Bloch vector R describes a sphere, it is convenient to express it in terms
of spherical coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) as
Rx = r sin θ cosϕ (2.26a)
Ry = r sin θ sinϕ (2.26b)
Rz = r cos θ (2.26c)
with r = 1, θ being the polar angle and ϕ the azimuthal angle (see Fig. 2.9a). We
define the north and the south pole of the sphere to correspond to the |0〉 and |+ 1〉
spin sublevels and rewrite (2.25) as [73]
|Ψ〉 = cos θ
2
|0〉+ e−iω+t sin θ
2
|+ 1〉. (2.27)
We see that, in the absence of external driving, the Bloch vector rotates at a constant
angular frequency −ω+ around the quantization axis. It is therefore convenient to
go to a rotating frame where the Bloch vector is stationary.
Let us now consider the interaction of our two-level system with an external
driving field of amplitude ΩMW and detuning δ. The Bloch vector in the mentioned
rotating reference frame will precess about the rotation vector, defined as U =
{−Re(ΩMW),−Im(ΩMW), δ} [80], following the evolution
dR
dt
= U ×R. (2.28)
For our applied MW field B(t) = B⊥{cos(ωMWt), 0, 0} (see (2.12)), we find U =
{−ΩMW, 0, δ} and the equations of motion for the Bloch vector are given by
d
dt
Rx = −δRy (2.29a)
d
dt
Ry = ΩMWRz + δRx (2.29b)
d
dt
Rz = ΩMWRy. (2.29c)
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Figure 2.9.: The Bloch sphere as a geometrical representation of a two-level system.
a) Any arbitrary, pure state |Ψ〉 of a two-level system can be described by a Bloch
vector R of length 1. The projection of |Ψ〉 on the z axis is a measure for the
individual spin sublevel populations P|0〉 and P|+1〉. b) Applying an external driving
field introduces the vector U = {−Re(ΩMW),−Im(ΩMW), δ} about which the Bloch
vector rotates. The length of U is the effective Rabi frequency Ω. For non-zero
detuning δ, U points out of the equatorial plane and the maximum Rabi oscillation
amplitude is reduced. c) When the driving field is applied for time t = τpi, the polar
angle θ is changed by pi. A pulse of length τpi is thus called a pi-pulse. d) Influence
of T2 dephasing. When the transition frequency ω+ is fluctuating, |Ψ〉 is not a pure
state anymore but a statistical mixture of many |Ψ〉s and |R| < 1. Other processes,
for example fluctuations in ΩMW, induce dephasing as well.
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This is the geometrical representation of a Rabi oscillation, where the length
|U | = Ω = √Ω2MW + δ2 determines the frequency of the rotation. As one can see
in Fig. 2.9b, a detuning δ not only increases Ω. It also reduces the maximum Rabi
contrast which in the Bloch sphere picture corresponds to the projection of R on the
z axis. Figs. 2.9b and 2.8b can thus be linked nicely. The geometrical representation
of Rabi oscillations on the Bloch sphere also gives an intuitive explanation about the
idea of pi- or pi/2-pulses. Applying a transverse field resonantly for tpi to a two-level
system in state |Ψ〉 = |0〉 transfers the population entirely into |+ 1〉 and changes θ
by pi - hence the name pi-pulse. In analogy one can define other pulses, for example
the pi/2-pulse where θ changes by pi/2 (compare Fig. 2.9c).
2.3.3. Influence of environmental noise: Damping
If the NV two-level system exclusively interacts with the applied driving field, Rabi
oscillations will be observable for infinite interaction times τ . In reality, however, the
NV is also subject to environmental fluctuations, causing Rabi oscillations to damp.
In general, such damping processes are attributed to different types of interactions,
giving rise to two time constants – the energy relaxation time T1 and the coherence
time T2.
T1 processes depend on resonant noise at the NV transition frequency and in-
fluence the level populations through induced spin flips. The spin relaxation thus
happens along the quantization axis and T1 processes are therefore often referred
to as longitudinal relaxation. For the NV center, T1 is mainly determined by spin-
phonon interactions which force the population distribution into a thermal equilib-
rium such that all spin sublevels in the NV S=1 ground state are equally populated.
Additionally, at low temperatures cross relaxation with neighboring spins becomes
important. NV T1 times exhibit a strong temperature dependence and possible
values range from ∼ms at room temperature to ∼min in cryogenic environments
[81–84].
The Bloch-Redfield theory describes T2 damping to arise from energy relaxation
and pure dephasing [74, 85, 86]. Energy removal from the spin system will perturb
any superposition phase between the states |0〉 and |+ 1〉. This takes place at a rate
1/2T1. Pure dephasing processes randomize the phase e
−iω+t of the corresponding
wave function |Ψ〉 (see (2.13)) at rate 1/Tϕ until all phase information about the
superposition state is lost. A random change of the NV’s transition frequeny ν+
can, for example, be introduced by interactions with impurities or phonons. These
two processes combine to a total decoherence rate
1
T2
=
1
Tϕ
+
1
2T1
. (2.30)
In the NV case, the coherence time T2 is mostly limited by interactions with en-
vironmental fluctuating magnetic and electric fields, originating from surface charge
fluctuations or nearby (nuclear and electron) spins. Reported T2 values are therefore
highly dependent on their surroundings and cover values from sub-microseconds for
shallow NV centers at room temperature, to seconds at low temperatures with the
NV hosted by artificially purified diamond material [54, 82, 83, 87–89]. Note that
literature often discriminates between the inhomogeneous coherence time T ∗2 and
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the homogeneous coherence time T2. The term inhomogeneous refers to an observed
or effective coherence time, which is reduced by slow environmental noise (for ex-
ample fluctuating spins). T2 is the true NV coherence time measured without the
slow noise terms (this is for example achieved by applying dynamical decoupling
sequences).
To include T1 and T2 processes into our description of Rabi oscillations, we mod-
ify (2.29) and obtain the rotating-frame Bloch equations
d
dt
Rx = −δRy − Rx
T2
(2.31a)
d
dt
Ry = ΩMWRz + δRx − Ry
T2
(2.31b)
d
dt
Rz = ΩMWRy − Rz −R
th
z
T1
(2.31c)
where Rthz denotes the level population difference between |0〉 and |+1〉 in thermal
equilibrium (for the NV center, Rthz = 0 in thermal equilibrium) [71, 80].
The effect of damping can be nicely illustrated in the framework of the Bloch
sphere. T2 processes do not change the sublevel populations (i.e.Rz is not affected),
but continuously modulate the level splitting ~ω+ and thus cause uncertainties in the
azimuthal angle ϕ (Fig. 2.9d). In such a scenario, |Ψ〉 is not a pure state anymore
but a statistical mixture of many |Ψ〉 (semitransparent red arrows) which differ
slightly in ϕ. As a result, the length of the overall Bloch vector (solid red arrow)
is reduced. Driving a Rabi oscillation under such circumstances would therefore be
characterized by a Bloch vector slowly decreasing in length until |R| = 0, indicating
that the two-level system is in a state where both sublevels are equally populated
but the information about the relative phase ϕ is lost. The NV’s relaxation time
T1 at room temperature is mainly limited by spin-phonon interactions forcing the
system into thermal equilibrium where all spin sublevels are equally populated. In
the Bloch sphere picture the Bloch vector is pushed into the equatorial plane.
2.3.4. Electron spin resonance
Applying a transverse MW field not only allows for manipulation of the NV’s spin
degree of freedom. It is also essential to quantify the spin-strain coupling strength,
where a measure of the strain-induced level shifts of |0〉 and | ± 1〉 is required. For
this purpose we employ optically detected electron spin resonance (ESR) of the NV
(Fig. 2.10). To perform ESR measurements we continuously excite the NV center
with green light and record the resulting red emission. We further apply a con-
tinuous wave (CW) MW field and sweep its frequency ωMW across the region of
interest. Due to the NV’s spin-dependent fluorescence, the detected NV emission
decreases significantly when ωMW is near resonance to one of the allowed spin tran-
sitions. Fig. 2.10b shows the result of such a measurement. We observe two dips,
corresponding to the |0〉 ↔ | ± 1〉 transitions, which are not degenerate here as an
external static magnetic field Bz was applied. The MW frequency at which these
dips occur now allows quantifying the relative position of | ± 1〉 with respect to
|0〉, thereby yielding information about type and strength of the applied strain (see
Sec. 2.4).
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Figure 2.10.: CW and pulsed electron spin resonance. a) ESR measurements rely
on the spin-dependent fluorescence of NV centers. NV emission is strong when the
NV is in the |0〉 spin sublevel at the time of green illumination, but decreases for the
| ± 1〉 levels. Sweeping the frequency ωMW of an applied transverse MW field allows
determining relative level positions of |0〉 and |±1〉. b) ESR under continuous green
illumination of a single NV center (an external static magnetic Bz ≈ 18 G field was
applied along the NV symmetry axis). We observe two dips with ∼ 20 % readout
contrast which correspond to the |0〉 ↔ | ± 1〉 spin transitions. c) Pulsed ESR
sequence to minimize laser and MW power broadening. d) NV’s hyperfine structure
resulting from interactions with the nuclear spin of the 14N atom. The observed
dips are separated by |A‖gs| = 2.17 MHz (Sec. 2.2) and correspond to the nuclear spin
quantum number mI = {+1, 0,−1} (from left to right).
For most of our experiments we also need to resolve the NV’s hyperfine struc-
ture. To that end we perform pulsed ESR measurements where power broadening
induced by the green excitation laser is fully eliminated and MW power broadening
is reduced as much as possible. The ESR linewidth is then ultimately determined
by the inhomogeneous coherence time T ∗2 [90]. In the corresponding pulse sequence
(Fig. 2.10c.) a green laser pulse initializes the NV in |0〉 and a subsequent MW
pi-pulse of duration tpi is applied to swap population between |0〉 and |+ 1〉 or |− 1〉.
Finally the NV spin state is readout by an optimized green readout pulse. To record
such data as presented in Fig. 2.10d we apply the presented sequence and vary the
MW frequency. For low enough MW amplitudes we can observe the NV’s hyperfine
structure, i.e. three nuclear sublevels mI per electronic sublevel ms, separated by
A
‖
gs = −2.17 MHz, at maximized readout contrast.
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2.4. The NV’s response to stress and strain
The fact that NV centers respond to crystal stress has been known since the
1970s when Davies and Hamer investigated its influence on the NV’s optical tran-
sitions [91]. Until five years ago, studies of strain coupling focused on probing the
electronic level structure of the S=1 excited state [55, 58, 92], the S=1 ground
state [1, 42, 92], and the S=0 ground state [93, 94]. Recently, several groups world-
wide started characterizing strain coupling to single or few NV spins in the context
of hybrid spin-oscillator systems. First publications, reporting on the general in-
teraction between resonator and spin, found substantial evidence that bringing the
system to its quantum ground state is in principle possible [1, 41, 42, 76, 95–98].
Further studies discovered that strain coupling allows for coherent control of the
NV’s spin degree of freedom [99, 100] and that such hybrid systems can have future
sensing applications, for example in protecting NV centers from environmental noise
through dynamical decoupling [99, 101, 102] or as the main ingredient of nanospin-
mechanical sensors for mass spectrometry and force microscopy [103].
In the following section we give a theoretical description of how stress and strain
affect the NV center’s spin and orbital degrees of freedom. At first we explain the
coupling Hamiltonians for the S=1 ground and excited state. Here we focus on the
difference between transverse and longitudinal coupling and highlight their potential
for future experiments. In the second part we link the coupling Hamiltonians to
stress and strain defined in crystal and NV coordinate systems.
2.4.1. Strain coupling in S=1 ground and excited state
In general, crystal strain displaces the lattice atoms from their equilibrium positions.
As a result, the NV’s sp3 atomic orbitals also shift, changing the molecular orbital
states a′1, a1, ex and ey (see (2.1)). In particular, strain that distorts the lattice but
maintains the NV’s symmetry, e.g. longitudinal strain acting along the symmetry
axis, changes the energy splitting between a1 and ex, ey. Such strain components
are usually referred to in literature as strain of A symmetry. In contrast, strain that
breaks the symmetry of the NV center is of E symmetry. Such strain, for example
acting transversely to the NV’s symmetry axis, mixes and splits the ex and ey states
and rotates the orientation of the NV’s electric dipoles, changing the polarization
of the optical transition between S=1 ground and excited state [51, 104, 105]. Any
change of the molecular orbital states is translated into shifts and mixings of the
S=1 and S=0 ground and excited state sublevels. We will restrict our discussion to
the influence of strain on the S=1 ground state at room temperature as well as on
the S=1 excited state at low temperatures.
S=1 ground state
The influence of strain on the NV’s S=1 ground state at room temperature is de-
scribed by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ

gs/h = M
gs
,zSˆ
2
z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆ
,‖
gs
+Mgs,x(Sˆ
2
y − Sˆ
2
x) +M
gs
,y(SˆxSˆy + SˆySˆx)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆ
,⊥
gs
(2.32)
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where Sˆ3 is the S=1 spin identity matrix, Sˆx,y,z are the S=1 spin operators and
Mgs,i with i = x, y, z denote the strain-induced level shifts [43], which will be related
to applied stress/strain below. Note that earlier publications express Mgs,z = d
gs
‖ z
and M,x,y = d
gs
⊥ x,y as the product of strain coupling constants d
gs
‖,⊥ and strain
amplitudes x,y,z defined purely along the NV’s coordinate axes. In other words,
strain was treated as a vector and shear components were neglected [1, 42, 43, 106].
Based on this assumption the terms longitudinal (strain along the NV’s axis) and
transverse (strain transverse to the NV’s axis) coupling arose. However, we will see
in the following discussion that this description is not sufficient to fully cover strain
coupling, as strain must be treated as a tensor. Yet as the nomenclature is somewhat
established we also make use of these terms throughout this thesis. Nevertheless,
we want to emphasize that longitudinal coupling refers to strain of A symmetry
and thus covers more than just strain purely along the symmetry axis. Similarly
transverse coupling describes strain of E symmetry.
Expressing Hˆ

gs in matrix form and in the Zeeman basis (with the spin operators
given in (2.9), neglecting terms describing the hyperfine interaction with the 14N
nuclear spin for simplicity and setting |0〉 to zero energy) as
Hˆ

gs/h =
 Mgs,z 0 − (Mgs,x + iMgs,y)0 0 0
− (Mgs,x − iMgs,y) 0 Mgs,z
 (2.33)
helps to understand the effect of transverse and longitudinal strain on the S=1
ground state spin sublevels. Longitudinal strain Hˆ
,‖
gs shifts both | ± 1〉 sublevels by
Mgs,z with respect to |0〉. In contrast, the transverse term Hˆ
,⊥
gs mixes and subse-
quently splits the | ± 1〉 states by 2
√
(Mgs,x)
2 + (Mgs,y)
2. The total level shifts ∆± of
states | ± 1〉 in the NV’s S=1 ground state are thus given by
∆± = M
gs
,z ±
√
(Mgs,x)
2 + (Mgs,y)
2. (2.34)
S=1 excited state
The influence of strain on the NV’s S=1 excited state at low temperature is described
by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ

es/h = M
es
,z
(
σˆ2 ⊗ Sˆ3
)
+M es,x
(
σˆz ⊗ Sˆ3
)
−M es,y
(
σˆx ⊗ Sˆ3
)
(2.35)
where Sˆ3 is the S=1 spin identity matrix, σˆi with i = x, y, z are Pauli matrices that
represent the orbital degree of freedom and σˆ2 is the corresponding identity matrix.
M es,i with i = x, y, z denote the strain-induced level shifts in the S=1 excited state
[43]. Note that due to the additional orbital degree of freedom and the non-vanishing
spin-orbit coupling M es,i ≈ 105Mgs,i [13, 103, 105].
For a better understanding of the influence of strain on the NV’s S=1 ex-
cited state we again express Hˆ

es in matrix form. Written in the basis
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Figure 2.11.: Influence of transverse strain on the NV’s S=1 excited state at low
temperatures (longitudinal strain is not considered as it shifts all levels equally). a)
Transverse coupling M es,x introduces a linear splitting of the two orbital branches
Ex and Ey. Transverse strain M
es
,y also causes the orbital branches to separate and
leads to a mixing of sublevels within the Ey branch (red circle). b) At large strain
off-diagonal coupling terms are strongly suppressed. The two orbital branches are
well separated and have a similar level structure, featuring three spin sublevels each.
{|A1〉, |A2〉, |Ex〉, |Ey〉, |E1〉, |E2〉}, we obtain
Hˆ

es/h =

M es,z 0 0 0 0 0
0 M es,z 0 0 0 0
0 0 M es,z 0 0 0
0 0 0 M es,z 0 0
0 0 0 0 M es,z 0
0 0 0 0 0 M es,z

+

M es,x/2 0 0 −M es,y/2 0 0
0 M es,x/2 0 0 −M es,y/2 0
0 0 M es,x/2 0 0 −M es,y/2
−M es,y/2 0 0 −M es,x/2 0 0
0 −M es,y/2 0 0 −M es,x/2 0
0 0 −M es,y/2 0 0 −M es,x/2
 (2.36)
and quickly recognize that longitudinal strain shifts all six states equally. The
first term in (2.35) is therefore usually neglected in literature. The transverse term
M es,x separates the two orbital branches Ex and Ey, while M
es
,y similarly splits the
orbital branches but also causes a mixing of sublevels within the Ey triplet. For large
M es,x, i.e. when the strain-induced level shifts are larger than spin-spin and spin-orbit
interactions, the mixing is suppressed and the S=1 excited state levels separate into
the two orbital branches with three spin sublevels each (see Fig. 2.11) [43, 107]. The
experimental results of [55] nicely confirm this description.
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Figure 2.12.: Definition of stress. a) A force F acting on a surface A can always
be separated into a normal component Fn, causing normal stress Fn/A as well as
two tangential components Ft1 and Ft2, giving rise to the shear stresses Ft1/A and
Ft2/A. b) Stress in a three-dimensional body due to external forces is described by
the stress tensor σ. Tensor components σij = dFi/dAj with i, j ∈ {X, Y, Z} describe
stress caused by a force along ei acting on a plane with normal vector along ej.
2.4.2. Quantifying strain and stress coupling
We will now discuss how stress-induced level shifts M,i and Mσ,i with i = x, y, z
depend on stress tensor components defined in different coordinate systems. We start
with stress, but come to strain-induced level shifts afterwards. This will help us later
to characterize our hybrid system with respect to spin-strain coupling efficiency and
how this can be improved further.
Definition of strain, stress and stiffness tensors
We start our discussion with defining tensors for stress and strain. An external force
acting on a body causes deformation and thus induces stress. The external force F
acting on the surface element A can always be separated into a normal component
Fn as well as two tangential components Ft1 and Ft2 (see Fig. 2.12a). The normal
component induces normal stress Fn/A, given in units of Pa, whereas the tangential
components cause shear stresses Ft1/A and Ft2/A. Consequently we need nine stress
components σij with i, j ∈ {X, Y, Z} to fully describe stress in a three-dimensional
body caused by external forces (Fig. 2.12b). This approach results in the stress
tensor σXY Z defined in the crystal coordinate system with eX ‖ [100], eY ‖ [010]
and eZ ‖ [001] as
σXY Z =
σXX σXY σXZσY X σY Y σY Z
σZX σZY σZZ
 . (2.37)
The stress tensor components σij = dFi/dAj describe stress caused by a force along
ei acting on a plane with normal vector along ej. As stress causes neither trans-
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lational nor rotational movements, the condition σij = σji needs to be fulfilled.
Consequently, only six tensor components are independent of each other and the
stress tensor is symmetric [108].
Strain in crystals is created by deformation and is defined as the relative displace-
ment of lattice atoms from their equilibrium positions. In analogy to stress, strain
is described by the symmetric tensor10
XY Z =
XX XY XZY X Y Y Y Z
ZX ZY ZZ
 . (2.38)
The on-diagonal elements denote infinitesimal lattice distortions associated with a
change in volume and the off-diagonal components are related to changes of angle
between the basis vectors of the unstrained crystal [108].
For small strains or stresses a linear stress-strain relationship (Hooke’s law) applies
and we can convert strain into stress via
σXY Z = CXY ZXY Z (2.39)
where CXY Z is the elastic stiffness tensor. Note that the stiffness tensor is a fourth
rank tensor and in principle contains 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 = 81 independent elements.
As stress and strain tensors are symmetric, this number is reduced to 36. For
cubic crystals, such as diamond, symmetry arguments further reduce the number
of independent elements to three (see [108] for a detailed explanation). In Voigt
notation we can write the symmetric strain and stress tensors as
˜XY Z =

XX
Y Y
ZZ
Y Z
XZ
XY
 (2.40)
and
σ˜XY Z =

σXX
σY Y
σZZ
σY Z
σXZ
σXY
 (2.41)
and the elastic stiffness tensor reduces to a tensor of rank two and can be expressed
as the 6× 6 matrix
C˜XY Z =

C11 C12 C12 0 0 0
C12 C11 C12 0 0 0
C12 C12 C11 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C44 0
0 0 0 0 0 C44
 (2.42)
with {C11, C12, C44} = {1040, 170, 550}GPa for diamond [108–110].
10For a definition of the strain tensor components see for example [108], starting on page 147.
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Expressing stress-induced level shifts in terms of stress tensor components
To account for the anisotropic nature of spin-stress coupling we need to link the
stress-induced level shifts M ′σ,i with i = x, y, z to the stress tensor components
σij. This exercise has been performed in 1967 by Hughes and Runciman [111].
The authors calculate level shifts of two excited state orbitals |Ex〉 and |Ey〉 of E
symmetry with respect to an orbital ground state |A〉 of A symmetry and consider
a trigonal center of C3ν symmetry oriented such that the center’s coordinate axes
point along ex ‖ [1¯10], ey ‖ [1¯1¯2] and ez ‖ [111]. They derive a stress-coupling
Hamiltonian of the form
Hˆ
′
σ,XY Z/h =
0 0 00 M ′σ,z −M ′σ,x M ′σ,y
0 M ′σ,y M
′
σ,z +M
′
σ,x
 (2.43)
written in the {|A〉, |Ex〉, |Ey〉} basis and show that
M ′σ,x = B (2σZZ − σXX − σY Y ) + C (2σXY − σY Z − σXZ) (2.44a)
M ′σ,y =
√
3B (σXX − σY Y ) +
√
3C (σY Z − σXZ) (2.44b)
M ′σ,z = A1 (σXX + σY Y + σZZ) + 2A2 (σY Z + σXZ + σXY ) (2.44c)
with the stress tensor defined in the crystal coordinate system. The parameters
A1, A2, B and C are four coefficients required to fully characterize stress coupling
[92]. They were determined to A1 = 4.86 MHz/GPa, A2 = −3.7 MHz/GPa, B =
−2.3 MHz/GPa and C = 3.5 MHz/GPa for spin-stress coupling in the NV S=1
ground state [103]. Taking a closer look at (2.43) reveals that stress of A symmetry
shifts the orbitals of E symmetry by M ′σ,z with respect to |A〉. Stress distorting
the lattice along the ex direction causes the |Ex〉 and |Ey〉 orbital states to split by
2M ′σ,x. ey stress mixes and subsequently splits the |Ex〉 and |Ey〉 orbital states. The
overall level shifts are given by
∆σ,′Ex〉,|Ey〉 = M
′
σ,z ±
√
(M ′σ,x)2 + (M ′σ,y)2. (2.45)
The results from Hughes and Runciman can be directly transferred to the S=1
ground and excited states of the NV center. To show this, we first convert the spin-
strain coupling Hamiltonian Hˆ

gs from (2.32) into a spin-stress coupling Hamiltonian
Hˆ
σ
gs by substituting strain-induced level shifts M
gs
,i with stress-induced level shifts
Mgsσ,i. For a direct comparison of the obtained Hˆ
σ
gs with Hˆ
′
σ,XY Z ((2.43)), we then
express Hˆ
σ
gs not in the Zeeman basis but in the orbital basis {|A〉, |Ex〉, |Ey〉}. To
that end we perform a basis transformation and write the S=1 spin operators as
[106]
Sˆx =
0 0 −i0 0 0
i 0 0
 Sˆy =
 0 i 0−i 0 0
0 0 0
 Sˆz =
0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0
 (2.46)
and obtain
Hˆ
σ
gs/h =
0 0 00 Mgsσ,z +Mgsσ,x −Mgsσ,y
0 −Mgsσ,y Mgsσ,z −Mgsσ,x
 . (2.47)
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Comparing our result from (2.47) with the expression (2.43), we find a strong simi-
larity as the spin sublevels of the S=1 ground state have the same symmetry as the
three orbital states that are considered in [111]. Comparing (2.43) and (2.47) yields
Mgsσ,x = −M ′σ,x (2.48a)
Mgsσ,y = −M ′σ,y (2.48b)
Mgsσ,z = M
′
σ,z (2.48c)
and we find that the two expressions use opposite signs in the transverse level shifts.
This is related to the different definitions of underlying NV and defect coordinate
systems in [111] and [43]. Hughes and Runciman define their defect coordinate
system such that the y axis is contained by one of the three mirror planes. In
contrast, Doherty et al. define the x axis to lie within a mirror plane. Rotating Hˆ

gs
and Hˆ
σ
gs about their quantization axis to account for the different coordinate systems
resolves this issue (see App. A.2). Note that the different coordinate systems do not
influence the overall level shifts (compare (2.34) and (2.45)). One has however to
be careful with assigning signs to the stress coupling parameters A1, A2, B, C.
Before we continue our discussion, let us calculate expected level shifts for some
uniaxial stresses. In general, if a uniaxial stress P is applied to the crystal along an
arbitrary direction, the elements σij of the stress tensor are given by
σij = P cos(P , ei) cos(P , ej) (2.49)
where P denotes the stress amplitude and (P , ei) is the angle between the direction
of P and the crystal axis ei labeled by i [111]. For example, stresses along the [100],
[110] and [111] directions result in the stress tensors
σ
[100]
XY Z = P
1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 σ[110]XY Z = P2
1 1 01 1 0
0 0 0
 σ[111]XY Z = P3
1 1 11 1 1
1 1 1
 (2.50)
and the corresponding level shifts in the S=1 ground state are (see (2.34), (2.44)
and (2.48))
∆
[100]
± /P = A1 ± 2B (2.51a)
∆
[110]
± /P = A1 + A2 ± (C −B) (2.51b)
∆
[111]
± /P = A1 + 2A2. (2.51c)
We emphasize that these level shifts are true for the NV coordinate system defined
such that the y axis is contained by a mirror plane. Furthermore it becomes clear
immediately why we need all four parameters A1, A2, B and C to fully describe
stress coupling. Stress along the [100] direction shifts the | ± 1〉 spin sublevels by
A1P whereas stress along [110] shifts them by (A1 + A2)P . A similar observation
can be made regarding the stress-induced splitting of the |±1〉 states, which is 4BP
in the case of [100] stress and 2(C −B)P for [110] stress.
The formalism of Hughes and Runciman describes the influence of stress defined
in crystal coordinates on a defect center with fixed orientation. Due to the structure
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Table 2.1.: Overview NV orientations and the corresponding level shifts ∆σ± for
states |±1〉 for stresses along the [100], [110] and [111] directions. The NV coordinate
system is defined such that the y axis is contained by one of the three mirror planes.
stress P NV orientation ∆σ±/P
NV1 NV2
NV3
NV4
P || [100]
NV1
A1 ± 2B
NV2
NV3
NV4
NV1 NV2
NV3
NV4
P || [110]
NV1
A1 + A2 ± (C −B)
NV2
NV3
A1 − A2 ± (−B − C)
NV4
NV1 NV2
NV3
NV4
P || [111]
NV1 A1 + 2A2
NV2
A1 − 23A2 ± 43CNV3
NV4
of the diamond lattice there are however four different NV orientations which might
differ in their reaction to uniaxial stress. From now we label these orientations NV1-
NV4. To calculate their response to stress we rotate the stress tensor, i.e. the crystal
lattice, around NV1 (see App. A.3 for details on NV orientations, corresponding
rotations and expressions for the expected level shifts M ′σ,i for the four NV orienta-
tions). The resulting level shifts ∆σ± are summarized in Tab. 2.1 for different stress
directions. Stress along the [100] direction affects all four NV orientations equally
as they have the same orientation with respect to P . In the case of P ‖ [110], we
have to distinguish between two families of NV centers. NV1 and NV2 experience
predominantly strain of A symmetry while NV3 and NV4 are subject to mostly
transverse strain. For P ‖ [111], NV1 is oriented along P and therefore no mixing
of the | ± 1〉 spin sublevels occurs. NV2-NV4 exhibit equal shifts and splittings.
Expressing level shifts in terms of strain in NV coordinate system
So far, we have considered crystal stress defined in the crystal coordinate system
XY Z, therby explaining the need for four parameters A1, A2, B and C to fully
describe stress coupling for the four NV orientations. However, despite being more
complicated, several research groups (including our own) describe the coupling mech-
anism in an NV-based hybrid system in terms of strain defined in the NV’s coordi-
nate system xyz [1, 13, 42]. To unify previous experimental findings, we will now
show how the coupling is described in terms of strain. First, we are going to convert
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the stress-induced level shifts M ′σ,i from (2.44) into strain-induced level shifts M
′
,i
by replacing stress tensor components σij with i, j ∈ {X, Y, Z} with corresponding
strain tensor components ij with i, j ∈ {x, y, z}, i.e. defined in the coordinate sys-
tem of NV1. We then include the NV orientations NV2-4 by expressing ij in the
corresponding, rotated NV coordinate systems.
To convert stress-induced level shifts M ′σ,i defined in crystal coordinates XY Z
into strain-induced level shifts M ′,i in crystal coordinates xyz of NV1, we need to
substitute σXY Z by xyz in (2.44). Using (2.39) we derive the expression
σ˜XY Z = C˜XY ZK˜
T
˜xyz (2.52)
where K˜ describes the coordinate system transformation XY Z → xyz with xyz
being the coordinate system of NV1 (see App. A.3). Here K˜ is given by
K˜ =
(
R˜[1¯10](αNV)R˜[001](3pi/4)
)−1
(2.53)
with αNV = arccos(1/
√
3). We would like to point out that rotating the stiffness
tensor requires working within the Voigt notation, in which C˜ reduces to a 6 × 6
matrix and ˜ and σ˜ are 6 × 1 vectors (see (2.40), (2.41), (2.42)). Consequently,
K˜ and R˜ are 6 × 6 matrices desribing rotations in three-dimensional space (see
App. A.3 for their derivation).
Performing the rotation in (2.52) allows expressing M ′σ,i in terms of strain and we
obtain the strain-induced level shifts
M ′,x = b (xx − yy) + 2cyz (2.54a)
M ′,y = −2bxy − 2cxz (2.54b)
M ′,z = a1zz + a2 (xx + yy) (2.54c)
defined in the coordinate system of NV1. The four strain-coupling parameters
a1 = A1(C11 + 2C12) + 2A2C44 (2.55a)
a2 = A1(C11 + 2C12)− A2C44 (2.55b)
b = −B(C11 − C12)− CC44 (2.55c)
c =
√
2B(C11 − C12)− 1√
2
CC44 (2.55d)
are given in units of Hz/strain [112].11
In analogy to stress coupling, we can now calculate the expected level shifts ∆±.
Stresses along [100], [110] and [111] result in the stress tensors given in (2.50). Using
11Expressing strain-coupling in NV coordinates is not advisable as the resulting expressions for ∆±
(see (2.57)) are rather lengthy and, on first sight, depend on the employed coordinate systems.
For example, in [103] the authors choose to work with an NV coordinate system different to
the one we employ here, and their expressions for (2.54) are slightly different. One can however
show that the overall level shifts are not affected if one starts from σXY Z and carefully performs
the required operations to convert XY Z → xyz (see App. A.3).
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the relation from (2.52) we find the corresponding strain tensors
[100]xyz = 

(1−ν)
2
(1+ν)
2
√
3
− (1+ν)√
6
(1+ν)
2
√
3
(1−5ν)
6
− (1+ν)
3
√
2
− (1+ν)√
6
− (1+ν)
3
√
2
(1−2ν)
3
 (2.56a)
[110]xyz = 

1−ν−γ(1+ν)
2
0 0
0 1−5ν+γ(1+ν)
6
−1−ν−γ(1+ν)
3
√
2
0 −1−ν−γ(1+ν)
3
√
2
1−2ν+γ(1+ν)
3
 (2.56b)
[111]xyz = 
1−2ν−γ(1+ν)3 0 00 1−2ν−γ(1+ν)3 0
0 0 1−2ν+2γ(1+ν)
3
 (2.56c)
with γ = (C11−C12)/C44, the Poisson ratio ν = C12/(C11+C12) and strain amplitude
 = P/E, where P is the applied stress and E = (C11−C12)(C11+2C12)/(C11+C12) is
the Young’s modulus [108]. The associated level shifts obtained through combining
(2.54) and (2.56) are
∆
[100]
± / =
(1− 2ν)
3
(a1 + 2a2)± (2 + 2ν)
3
(b−
√
2c) (2.57a)
∆
[110]
± / =
a1
3
(1− 2ν + γ(1 + ν)) + a2
3
(2− 4ν − γ(1 + ν))
± 2
3
[
c√
2
(1 + ν + γ(1 + ν) +
b
2
(−1− ν + 2γ(1 + ν)
]
(2.57b)
∆
[111]
± / =
a1
3
(1− 2ν + 2γ(1 + ν)) + 2a2
3
(1− 2ν − γ(1 + ν)). (2.57c)
To find the strain-induced level shifts for all four NV orientations, we follow the
same approach as for stress and transform the coordinate system of the strain tensors
from (2.56) accordingly (see App. A.3, where the rotations are listed in detail). The
obtained level-shifts are summarized in Tab. 2.2.12
Before we continue we would like to point out that the formalism above also
applies to both the S=1 excited state and the S=0 ground state manifold. The
latter features two degenerate levels of E symmetry (|1E1〉 and |1E2〉, see Sec. 2.2.1),
and |1A1〉, which is of A symmetry. Consequently the formalism of Hughes and
Runciman applies [94]. Furthermore, if one considers a subsystem spanned by |0〉
in the S=1 ground state and the |Ex〉 and |Ey〉 excited state levels, one finds the
same reaction to stress as described above. Longitudinal coupling shifts |Ex〉 and
|Ey〉 with respect to |0〉, while transverse coupling mixes and splits the |Ex〉 and
|Ey〉 states [51, 107]. The subsystem {|0〉, |E1〉, |E2〉}, however, cannot be described
by the presented formalism as the involved excited state levels belong to the same
orbital branch.
2.5. Strain and stress in cantilevers
In the last section of our first chapter we are going to introduce the physical con-
cepts of a mechanical resonator. Naturally, as strain and stress play a crucial role
12The Mathematica script used for calculation is provided in App. A.10.
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in our experiments, we mainly concentrate on the derivation of stress and strain
tensors in our cantilever. We do this for both static bending and AC excitation and
therefore present a short description of the cantilever’s equation of motion under
external driving, with special focus on the concepts of quality factor and mechanical
susceptibility. As working with hybrid systems promises exciting experiments in
the resonator’s motional ground state, we conclude this section by presenting the
quantum mechanical description of an harmonic oscillator and discuss its interaction
with a surrounding thermal bath.
2.5.1. Strain and stress under static bending
Let us start with stress and strain in a cantilever caused by a static external force F .
We begin our discussion, which mainly follows [113], by defining sign conventions for
shear force, bending moment, coordinate directions, beam deflection, lateral forces
and strain or stress. In general we consider a cantilever of length l, which has a
rectangular cross section of width w and thickness t and we assume l  w, t. The
cantilever coordinate system is chosen such that length l is defined along ex˜, width
w along ey˜ and thickness t along ez˜ (see Fig. 2.13a). The x˜ axis has its origin at the
left-hand end of the beam and y˜ and z˜ are defined with respect to the cross section’s
centroid. Points that lie within a beam of rectangular cross section are therefore
described by x˜ ∈ [0, l], y˜ ∈ [−w/2, w/2] and z˜ ∈ [−t/2, t/2]. Lateral deflection
u is chosen to be positive along ez˜. Shear forces V are defined positive, if they
cause the beam to rotate clockwise. For example, an external force with F ‖ −ez˜
applied at positive x˜ would rotate the beam clockwise about the y˜ axis and would
therefore be considered as a positive shear force V . The same holds for F ‖ +ey˜
applied at positive x˜ where one would observe a clockwise rotation about the z˜
axis. Moments are defined positive if they cause a sagging behavior of the beam
where the top surface becomes concave and the bottom surface convex. The reverse
tendency is referred to as hogging and is consequently associated with a negative
bending moment. Finally, tension (compression) relates to positive (negative) strain
and stress.
The effect of pure bending
To find the normal stresses in a beam caused by bending, we first consider the
case of pure bending, in which the bending moment M is constant over the beam
and no transverse shear forces are applied. Fig. 2.13 depicts such a scenario where a
positive momentMy˜ is applied such that the beam bends about the y˜ axis. Originally
horizontal lines become arcs of circles, and lines which were originally vertical (green
dashed lines) now lie along radii of these circles, meeting at the center of curvature
O. The finite curvature leads to a compression of the beam for z˜ > 0, indicating
that the beam’s length decreases and thus , σ < 0. In contrast, the lower half of
the beam with z˜ < 0 is under tension and the beam is stretched here. The plane
at z˜ = 0 also bends but does not change in length. It is therefore referred to as the
neutral plane, as it extends along the length l and the width w of the beam.
In order to proceed with finding expressions for normal strain and stress due to
bending we first define the radius of curvature of the neutral plane as Rc. For
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Figure 2.13.: Pure bending of a beam. a) We consider a beam of length l defined
along ex˜, width w along ey˜ and thickness t along ez˜. x˜ is measured from the left-hand
end of the beam. y˜ and z˜ have their origin at the centroid of the rectangular cross
section. My˜ indicates the bending moment from b. b) When applying a positive
bending moment My˜, the beam is compressed for z˜ > 0 and stretched for z˜ < 0. The
neutral plane, indicated by the black dashed line, does not feel any stress and its
length l remains unchanged. Planes that were perpendicular to the neutral plane in
the originally straight beam (green dashed lines) remain perpendicular under pure
bending as no transverse stress occurs.
small bending, i.e. small angles dθ, we can then express the normal strain x˜(z˜) at a
distance z˜ above the neutral plane as
x˜(z˜) =
∆l − l
∆l
=
R′cdθ −Rcdθ
Rcdθ
=
−z˜
Rc
(2.58)
where R′c = (Rc − z˜). Applying Hooke’s law yields the expression for normal stress
σx˜(z˜)
σx˜(z˜) =
−z˜E
Rc
(2.59)
where E is the Young’s modulus of the beam’s material. As one can clearly see, stress
and strain are maximized at the beam’s top and bottom surfaces, i.e. for z˜ = ±t/2
and vanish at the position of the neutral plane – hence the name.
At this point, our expressions for strain and stress are linked to the radius of
curvature R but not to the applied moment My˜ which is responsible for the observed
deformation. To express My˜ in terms of stress and strain we need to consider the
equilibrium of moments applied to the beam’s cross section. For equilibrium of
moments the stress distribution at the beam cross section must cause a resulting
bending moment which is equal in magnitude to the applied external moment My˜.
We can therefore write
My˜ =
∫ +t/2
−t/2
−σx˜(z˜)wz˜dz˜ = E
Rc
∫ +t/2
−t/2
wz˜2dz˜ =
E
Rc
Iz˜ (2.60)
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Figure 2.14.: Beam bending with a transverse force. A positive shear force V0
pushes the cantilever downwards and induces a negative external moment. As the
shear force V0 remains constant across the beam, the induced moment increases
linearly from tip to root.
where Ii =
∫
A
i2dA is the moment of inertia about the i axis with i ∈ {x˜, y˜, z˜}. For
example, a cantilever with rectangular cross section of thickness t and width w is
characterized by Iz˜ = wt
3/12. Combining (2.59) and (2.60), we find the sought-after
relation
σx˜(z˜) =
−z˜My˜
Iz˜
(2.61)
between stress and applied moment, which is usually referred to as the flexural
formula [113, 114]. Note that a moment applied about the y˜ axis causes constant
stress along the x˜ axis but varies with distance z˜ from the neutral plane. The
moment of inertia Iz˜ describes the beam’s resistance against deflection along the z˜
direction.
Beam bending with a transverse force
So far we talked about a rather general beam which was in the state of pure bending,
i.e. it was subject to an external moment but not to forces applied transverse to the
beam’s x˜ axis. In such a scenario stress is normal to the y˜z˜-plane, is constant along
the beam, and only depends on the distance z˜ from the neutral plane.
In our static bending experiment, however, we deal with a slightly different sce-
nario. We work with a cantilever beam of length l fixed at x˜ = 0 and apply a
transverse or shear force of magnitude V0 at the tip of the beam such that it points
along −ez˜ (remember that such a force is considered to be positive under our sign
conventions). This force induces a moment My˜x˜) with
My˜(x˜) = −(l − x˜)V0 (2.62)
and needs to be negative for x˜ ∈ [0, l] as it causes the cantilever to deflect downwards.
The applied moment vanishes at x˜ = l and takes its maximum value at the root of
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the cantilever for x˜ = 0 (see Fig. 2.14). As long as the considered beam is a true
beam and satisfies l w, t, we can apply the formulas we derived for pure bending
[113, 114]. Normal strain σx˜(x˜, z˜), induced by a transverse force V0 applied at the
beam’s tip, is thus given by (see (2.61))
σx˜(x˜, z˜) =
z˜(l − x˜)V0
Iz˜
. (2.63)
Obviously, bending the cantilever downwards induces tensile stress in the top half
of the beam and compressive stress in the lower half. Moreover, σx˜(x˜, z˜) decreases
linearly from root to tip and from the neutral plane towards top and bottom surfaces.
In contrast to pure bending, bending through a transverse force not only induces
normal stress but also causes shear stress σ⊥(z˜) with
σ⊥(z˜) =
V0
2Iz˜
[(
t
2
)2
− z˜2
]
(2.64)
in the system.13 Note that in contrast to normal stress in (2.63), the shear stress
does not depend on the position x˜ along the cantilever. It vanishes at the top and
bottom surfaces and is maximized near the neutral plane.
To link this discussion to the stress-induced level shifts M ′σ,i from (2.44), we need
to write down the stress tensor corresponding to a shear force pushing a cantilever
downwards. To that end we consider an arbitrary force V = {Vx, Vy, Vz} that
is applied to a cantilever as shown in Fig. 2.15. The cantilever is oriented such
that x˜ ‖ X ‖ [100], y˜ ‖ Y ‖ [010] and z˜ ‖ Z ‖ [001], i.e. such that its coordinate
system coincides with the crystal coordinate system used in Sec. 2.4.2 to quantify the
influence of stress on the NV center. The axial component Vx˜ ‖ X causes a constant
normal stress σXX = Vx˜/A along the beam where A = wt is the cross-sectional area.
The transverse component Vz˜ ‖ −Z induces normal stress σXX = Vz˜ z˜(l − x˜)/Iz˜
as well as shear stresses σXZ = σZX = Vz˜ [(t/2)
2 − z˜2] /2Iz˜ with Iz˜ = wt3/12. In
analogy, the transverse component Vy˜ ‖ −Y causes normal stress σXX = Vy˜y˜(l −
x˜)/Iy˜ and shear stresses σXY = σY X = Vy˜ [(w/2)
2 − y˜2] /2Iy˜ with Iy˜ = tw3/12. All
in all we find the final stress tensor
σ =

Vx˜
wt
+ (l − x˜)
(
z˜Vz˜
Iz˜
+
y˜Vy˜
Iy˜
)
Vy˜
2Iy˜
[(
w
2
)2 − y˜2] Vz˜
2Iz˜
[(
t
2
)2 − z˜2]
Vy˜
2Iy˜
[(
w
2
)2 − y˜2] 0 0
Vz˜
2Iz˜
[(
t
2
)2 − z˜2] 0 0
 . (2.65)
Under the assumption of a purely transverse force along z˜, i.e.Vx˜ = Vy˜ = 0 and NV
centers located close to the top surface, the stress tensor simplifies to
σ = P (x˜, z˜)
1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
 (2.66)
with P (x˜, z˜) = z˜Vz˜
Iz˜
(l−x˜) being the stress amplitude. We would like to point out that
pushing along −z˜ on a cantilever oriented along the [100] direction introduces stress
13For details on the derivation refer to p. 256 ff. in [113].
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Figure 2.15.: Cantilever under influence of an external force V . The cantilever’s
coordinate system is defined such that it coincides with the crystal coordinate system
we have used to describe stress coupling. An arbitrary force V applied to the end
facet bends the cantilever and induces stress.
along the [100] direction. Consequently stress in cantilevers of different orientations
can be obtained by making an appropriate coordinate system transformation. The
corresponding strain tensor is then obtained via Hooke’s law (see (2.39)).
We now know how to calculate stress and strain tensors for an external force V
applied to the tip of the cantilever. Yet it might be desirable to express stress in
terms of cantilever deflection u, for example when the applied force is not known but
the cantilever’s deflection due to an external force can be measured. From Euler-
Bernoulli beam theory we know that a force Vz˜ applied at the beam’s end causes a
beam deflection u(x˜) of the form [110]
u(x˜) =
Vz˜
EIz˜
(
lx˜2
2
− x˜
3
6
)
. (2.67)
We can thus link the applied force Vz to the maximum beam displacement u(l) via
the expression
Vz˜ =
3EIz˜
l3
u(l). (2.68)
The stress amplitude P (x˜, z˜) from (2.66) becomes
P (x˜, z˜) =
3z˜E
l3
(l − x˜)u(l) (2.69)
where u(l) now represents the cantilever deflection measured at x˜ = l. In case the
external force is not applied at the tip of the cantilever, but at a position a with
0 < a < l, (2.69) becomes
P (x˜, z˜) =
z˜Vz˜
Iz˜
(a− x˜) = 3z˜E
a3
(a− x˜)u(a). (2.70)
Finally, using 1
Rc
≈ d2
dx˜2
u(x˜) one can link the beam deflection u(x˜) to the induced
stress P (x˜, z˜) via the relation
P (x˜, z˜) = E(x˜, z˜) =
−z˜E
Rc
≈ z˜E d
2
dx˜2
u(x˜) (2.71)
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whereRc is the radius of curvature of the neutral plane [110]. To check this statement
we can consider the beam deflection caused by a positive shear force Vz˜ applied to
the tip of a cantilever (see (2.67)) and obtain
P (x˜, z˜) =
z˜Vz˜
Iz˜
(l − x˜) (2.72)
using the relation from (2.71). This is the exact same result as the one we got
by consideration of external moments and we will later use this simple relation to
extract stress profiles of an externally driven cantilever beam.
2.5.2. Strain and stress under external driving
While static cantilever bending constitutes an important tool to characterize the
coupling mechanism of our hybrid system, most of our experiments rely on AC
strain fields. To create such AC strain fields the cantilever is externally driven, and
its oscillatory amplitude u˜(x˜, t) now not only depends on spatial position x˜ but also
on time t. The general equation of motion for a long thin beam of uniform cross
section that is oscillating in one dimension is
EI
∂4
∂x4
u˜(x˜, t) + ρA
∂2
∂t2
u˜(x˜, t) = F (x˜, t) (2.73)
where A = wt is the cross-sectional area, ρ the density of the beam’s material, E the
corresponding Young’s modulus, I the moment of inertia and F (x˜, t) is an arbitrary,
external driving force [110, 115]. Note that (2.73) describes both in-plane and out-
of-plane vibrations of the beam. Out-of-plane modes oscillate along the ez˜ direction
and are characterized by Iz˜ = wt
3/12 whereas in-plane deflections along ey˜ go with
Iy˜ = tw
3/12. In the following we use the common ansatz u˜(x˜, t) = u˜(x˜)u˜(t) and
treat the time-dependent part u˜(t) and spatial component u˜(x˜) of (2.73) separately.
Spatial dependence of deflection u˜(x˜)
To find an expression for the spatial component u˜(x˜) we solve the wave equa-
tion (2.73), choosing the ansatz u˜(x˜, t) = u˜(x˜)e−iωmt.14 In this case the spatial
component u˜(x˜) must satisfy the differential equation
∂4
∂x4
u˜(x˜) =
(
ρA
EI
)
ω2mu˜(x˜). (2.74)
Defining β = (ρA/EI)1/4ω
1/2
m and choosing the Ansatz u˜(x˜) ∝ exp(κx˜) we find the
general solution
u˜(x˜) = a˜ cos(βx˜) + b˜ sin(βx˜) + c˜ cosh(βx˜) + d˜ sinh(βx˜) (2.75)
with amplitudes a˜, b˜, c˜, d˜ to be determined by imposing boundary conditions [110].
For our cantilever u˜(0) = 0, d
dx˜
u˜(0) = 0, d
2
dx˜2
u˜(l) = 0, d
3
dx˜3
u˜(l) = 0 and we find that
the allowed values for beta βn are from a discrete set and satisfy
cos (βnl) cosh (βnl) + 1 = 0, (2.76)
14In this simplified situation the cantilever is not driven, but oscillates freely. For the driven
solution for u˜(x˜, t) please refer to p. 293ff. in [110] or [115].
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Figure 2.16.: Deflection (top) and stress (bottom) profiles, normalized to maximum
values, for the first three eigenmodes of an externally driven cantilever.
which has the numerical solutions βnl = 1.875, 4.694, 7.855, 10.996 for n = 1, 2, 3, 4.
As βn takes discrete values the cantilever’s eigenfrequency ωm,n does as well, following
the relation
ωm,n =
√
EI
ρA
β2n. (2.77)
Furthermore, the amplitudes are given by a˜n = −c˜n and b˜n = −d˜n and
u˜n(x˜) = a˜n (cos(βnx˜)− cosh(βnx˜)) + b˜n (sin(βnx˜)− sinh(βnx˜)) (2.78)
where a˜n/b˜n = −1.3622,−0.9819,−1.008,−1.000 for the first four eigenmodes [110].
Since we now know the spatial component u˜(x˜) we can compare the different
eigenmodes with respect to their stress profiles. To that end we employ (2.71) and
find the expression
PmaxAC (x˜) = γn
[
− cos(βnx˜)− cosh(βnx˜) + b˜n
a˜n
(− sin(βnx˜)− sinh(βnx˜))
]
(2.79)
with γn = a˜nβ
2
nEt/2. Deflection and stress profiles for the first three eigenmodes,
normalized to their maximum values, are shown in Fig. 2.16. One can clearly see
that the induced stress varies along the cantilever depending on the excited mode.
For example, it is maximized close to the cantilever’s root for the first and second
eigenmode but minimized for the third. Also for n > 1 stress is varying between
tension and compression when moving along the beam. For experimental reasons
we focus on the first eigenmode and thus work with NV centers that are positioned
as close as possible to both the cantilever’s root and its top or bottom surface.
Time dependence of deflection u˜(t) without external driving
To investigate the time-dependent component u˜(t) of (2.73), we employ the concept
of effective mass and approximate our cantilever by a point mass meff,n that is placed
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at the point of maximum deflection, i.e. at x˜ = l, and connected to a spring with
the effective spring constant keff,n. For one-dimensional motion of a resonator with
uniform cross-sectional area A, the effective mass of the n-th resonator mode is given
by [115]
meff,n = ρA
∫ l
0
dx˜|u˜n (x˜) |2 (2.80)
where u˜ (x˜) describes the spatial mode profile of the resonator mode. For example,
when considering cantilever beams (see (2.78)), we find meff,n/m0 = 0.25 where
m0 = ρwlt is the geometric mass of the beam [115]. As the ratio meff,n/m0 is
constant for all modes, we usually refer to the effective mass as meff .
Approximating the cantilever by a point mass of mass meff placed at the point of
maximum deflection allows using the formalism developed for a classical, damped
harmonic oscillator. When considering free oscillations, the time-dependent deflec-
tion u˜ (t) of the oscillator is described the differential equation
¨˜u(t) + 2Γm ˙˜u(t) + ω
2
mu˜(t) = 0 (2.81)
where Γm = b/2meff is the oscillator’s damping rate. b characterizes the damping
force and ωm =
√
keff/meff represents the undamped eigenfrequency [116]. With the
Ansatz u˜(t) = A exp(iωt) we find the general solution
u˜(t) =
(
A˜1e
iωeff t + A˜2e
−iωeff t
)
e−Γmt (2.82)
where ωeff =
√
ω2m − Γ2m is the effective frequency at which the resonator oscillates
and the amplitudes A˜1,2 have to be determined by imposing boundary conditions.
One recognizes that the resonator oscillates at a smaller frequency compared to its
undamped eigenfrequency and that its oscillations damp out on a timescale Tdamp =
1/Γm. We can further distinguish between three regimes with respect to the ratio
Γm/ωm:
• For weak damping, Γm/ωm < 1, we work in the so-called underdamped regime.
The resonator oscillates at frequency ωeff and its amplitude gradually decreases
to zero.
• For Γm/ωm = 1 the oscillator is critically damped and returns to a steady
state as quickly as possible. Oscillations do not occur, but overshoots can be
observed.
• When Γm/ωm > 1 the oscillator returns to a steady state and no oscillations
occur. This process, however, takes significantly longer than for critical damp-
ing.
Because the resonator we work with in our experiments resides in the underdamped
regime, we restrict our following discussion to this particular case. With the bound-
ary conditions u˜(t = 0) = A˜ and ˙˜u(t = 0) = 0 we find the solution
u˜0(t) = A˜ cos (ωefft) e
−Γmt. (2.83)
It is common to introduce the quality factor Q, which compares the energy that is
stored in the oscillator with the amount of energy that is lost during one oscillation
cycle. For a weakly damped harmonic oscillator it can be approximated with Q ≈
ωm/2Γm (see App. A.4) [116].
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Figure 2.17.: Amplitude and phase spectrum of a driven, damped harmonic oscilla-
tor. a) The oscillation amplitude peaks at ωd = ωres =
√
ω2m − 2Γ2m. For decreased
damping the peaking behavior becomes more pronounced and the resonance fre-
quency approaches the undamped eigenfrequency. Low frequency driving always
induces small oscillations while for high driving frequencies the resonator cannot
follow the external drive and no deflection occurs. b) The phase difference between
oscillator and driving force exhibits a similar behavior. The oscillator follows the
force for low driving frequencies and thus oscillations are induced. Fast driving how-
ever causes the oscillator to oscillate fully out of phase and its oscillation amplitude
approaches zero. Strong damping broadens the transition region from in phase to
out of phase oscillations.
Time dependence of deflection u˜(t) with external driving
In our experiment we excite the cantilever through external driving, modeled by
a force F (t) = F0 cos(ωdt) oscillating at the driving frequency ωd. To include the
driving force we modify (2.81) and obtain the differential equation
¨˜u(t) + 2Γm ˙˜u(t) + ω
2
mu˜(t) = F˜ cos(ωdt) (2.84)
with F˜ = F0/meff [116]. The solution of this equation is of the form
u˜(t) = u˜0(t) + u˜F(t) (2.85)
where u˜0(t) denotes the solution of the free harmonic oscillator (see (2.83) or (2.82))
and u˜F(t) describes the cantilever’s reaction to external driving. Choosing the
Ansatz u˜F(t) = D cos (ωdt− φ) we find
u˜F(t) =
F˜√
(ω2m − ω2d)2 + (2Γmωd)2
cos
[
ωdt− arctan
(
2Γmωd
ω2m − ω2d
)]
(2.86)
(see App. A.4 for a detailed derivation). As (2.86) only contains undamped, oscillat-
ing terms whereas u˜0(t) is a damped oscillation, the free oscillations will disappear
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due to damping, and u˜F(t) is the steady-state solution of the driven harmonic oscil-
lator.
We want to finish this part of our discussion with two short comments important
for our experimental work. First, the parameter χ(ωd) = D/F˜ is usually called the
mechanical susceptibility and links oscillation amplitude D and driving frequency
ωd. As one can easily check, the resonator’s amplitude peaks when driven at ωres =√
ω2m − 2Γ2m, which is slightly below the undamped eigenfrequency. For decreased
damping the peaking behavior becomes more pronounced (see Fig. 2.17a). As strain
and stress are proportional to the cantilever’s oscillation amplitude D we choose
ωd ≈ ωres. Second, the Q factor for the driven harmonic oscillator is given by
Q = ωm/2Γm if the resonator is excited at its undamped eigenfrequency. One can
show that weak damping allows the approximation Q ≈ ωm/∆ωd where ∆ωd is the
width of the amplitude distribution D(ωd) (see App. A.4). In other words, we can
obtain a good approximation for the Q factor of our resonator by measuring the
amplitude response to driving frequency and extracting ∆ωd from D(ωd).
2.6. Hybrid spin-oscillator systems in the quantum
regime
2.6.1. Energy quantization of the harmonic oscillator
Before we discuss possible, strain-based cooling schemes for our hybrid device, we
need to introduce the energy quantization of our harmonic oscillator and derive its
zero-point fluctuations ∆xzpm. The latter are an important benchmark for the esti-
mation of the stress-induced single phonon coupling strength and thus the question
whether or not we can perform experiments in the quantum regime with our hybrid
system. The total energy of a classical, free harmonic oscillator (see (2.81)) is
Etot =
p2
2meff
+
keff
2
x2 (2.87)
where p denotes the momentum and x the oscillator’s position.15 For the transition
to the quantum world we make use of the correspondence principle and transform
the classical variables into their quantum mechanical counterparts, i.e.x → xˆ and
p→ pˆ with
xˆ =
√
~
2meffωm
(aˆ+ aˆ†) (2.88)
and
pˆ =
√
2meff~ωm
2i
(aˆ− aˆ†). (2.89)
aˆ† and aˆ are the creation and annihilation operators of phonons in the eigenmode
with frequency ωm. The Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator can then be written
as
Hˆho = ~ωm
(
aˆ†aˆ+
1
2
)
(2.90)
15Note that we denote the oscillator’s position with x instead of u˜ in order to follow the standard
notion for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator.
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where nˆ = aˆ†aˆ denotes the number of phonons in mode ωm. When Hˆho acts on the
energy eigenstates |n〉 of the system
Hˆho|n〉 = En|n〉 = ~ωm
(
n+
1
2
)
|n〉 (2.91)
we see that even for n = 0 phonons in mode ωm the system has a non-zero energy
E0 = ~ωm/2, which is therefore called the zero-point energy. We further realize that
the mechanical oscillator is characterized by a quantized energy ladder where the
levels are spaced by the energy of one phonon or ~ωm for n > 1.
The non-zero ground state energy gives rise to the zero-point motion ∆xzpm, which
describes the Gaussian-distributed position of the oscillator around the origin in
phase space. This is a consequence of the Heisenberg uncertainty relation ∆x∆p ≥
~/2 and we can thus use the latter in combination with (2.87) to find
∆xzpm =
√
~
2meffωm
. (2.92)
Due to the interaction of the resonator with its environment of temperature T , it
is in general hard to measure ∆xzpm as the resonator is usually not in its ground
state, but in a state of thermal equilibrium with mean phonon number
nth =
(
e
~ωm
kBT − 1
)−1
(2.93)
in mode ωm. Consequently, if the phonon number n < nth, the corresponding mode
will be heated and n follows the equation
d
dt
n(t) = −2Γm(n(t)− nth) (2.94)
where 2Γm = ωm/Q quantifies the resonator’s coupling to the thermal bath (see
App. A.4). Assuming the resonator to be initially in its ground state with n(t =
0) = 0, the evolution of the mean phonon number is described by
n(t) = nth(1− e−2Γmt) (2.95)
and we can express the thermal heating rate or thermal decoherence rate γth as
γth =
d
dt
n(t) = 2Γmnth ' kBT~Q (2.96)
where we used the high-temperature limit in which nth ' kBT/~ωm [29]. Note that
γth is given in units of Hz× rad.
2.6.2. Bringing the resonator to its motional ground state
A key long-term goal for our hybrid mechanical devices is to cool and study the me-
chanical resonator close to its quantum ground state, where the number of phonons
n in the resonator’s mode of interest is < 1. The thermal occupation number nth of
a resonator mode with frequency ωm at temperature T (see (2.93)) is however well
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Figure 2.18.: Cooling schemes for NV-mechanical oscillator hybrid systems. a) In
the S=1 ground state two MW fields with equal Rabi frequency ΩMW and detun-
ing δ address the |0〉 ↔ | ± 1〉 spin transitions, thereby creating new eigenstates
|d〉, |g〉 and |e〉. For ωdg ≈ ωm, longitudinal strain coupling enables the transition
|g〉|n + 1〉 → |d〉|n〉, effectively removing one phonon per scattering event from the
resonator mode. Subsequent optical pumping restarts a cycle and the resonator is
cooled. b) Phonon cooling schemes in the S=1 excited state are built on longitudinal
and transverse coupling to the NV’s orbital degree of freedom. In the off-resonant
cooling scheme a laser of optical Rabi frequency Ωopt is detuned from the |0〉 ↔ |Ey〉
transition by δ = −ωm. Longitudinal strain removes a phonon from the resonator
and the NV decays via spontaneous emission. In the resonant cooling scheme, the
|Ex〉 and |Ey〉 orbital states are separated by ∆ = ωm, for example through an ex-
ternal electric field. A laser applied resonantly to the |0〉 ↔ |Ey〉 transition prepares
the NV in the |Ey〉. Transverse strain then excites the NV to the |Ex〉 state under
removal of a resonator phonon.
above unity even if a GHz-resonator is cooled to mK-temperatures.16 Obviously,
working with higher frequency resonators and/or lower environmental temperatures
can do the trick, as demonstrated in [17]. Yet working under such extreme conditions
is in general very challenging and cannot always be realized. Conventional cooling
is therefore considered to be an essential prerequisite for bringing the resonator to
its quantum ground state, but additional cooling techniques are required.
Strain coupling in principle allows for realizing such cooling schemes in both
the S=1 ground and excited states. In the ground state a combination of opti-
cal pumping, MW driving and longitudinal strain was proposed for this purpose
(see Fig. 2.18a) [13, 76]. Two MW fields with driving strength ΩMW and detun-
ing δ address the |0〉 ↔ | ± 1〉 spin transitions and create the dark state |d〉 =
(|+1〉−|−1〉)/√2 as well as the dressed states |g〉 = cos θ|0〉−sin θ(|+1〉+|−1〉)/√2
and |e〉 = sin θ|0〉+ cos θ(|+ 1〉+ |−1〉)/√2 with tan θ = −√2ΩMW/δ. The eigenen-
ergies ~ω|g〉,|e〉 = ~(−δ ±
√
δ2 + 2Ω2)/2 and ~ω|d〉 = −~δ can be tuned via the pa-
rameters δ and ΩMW (for δ < 0, |g〉 is the lowest state in energy). If ωdg = ω|d〉−ω|g〉
becomes comparable to the mechanical frequency ωm, spin-phonon interactions of
strength g
‖
0 ∝ Mgs,z enable the transition |g〉|n + 1〉 → |d〉|n〉 where |n〉 denotes the
state of the mechanical resonator with n phonons. The cooling protocol itself begins
with an optical pulse, which resonantly excites the NV to its excited state manifold,
16kBT/h = 20.9 GHz/K, so for T = 100 mK and ωm/2pi = 1 GHz, nth = 12.6.
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to initialize the system in |g〉|n+1〉. The transition |g〉|n+1〉 → |d〉|n〉 then cools the
mechanical mode and a second laser pulse brings the system into |g〉|n〉. Repeating
this cycle is predicted to cool MHz frequency mechanical resonators to their ground
state if the initial temperature of the system is low (T < 1 K) and the system resides
in the strong coupling regime, in which the coupling strength g
‖
0 is larger than both
the thermal decoherence rate γth of the mechanical resonator (see (2.96)) and the
spin decoherence rate of the NV center [76].
Working with strain coupling to the NV’s orbital degree of freedom allows realizing
two additional cooling schemes which involve the |0〉 spin sublevel of the S=1 ground
state as well as the |Ex〉 and |Ey〉 orbital states (see Fig. 2.18b) [49, 95]. In the
off-resonant cooling scheme a laser with optical Rabi frequency Ωopt is detuned
from the |0〉 ↔ |Ey〉 transition by δ = −ωm. Longitudinal strain coupling thus
enables a phonon-assisted transition to the |Ey〉 level under removal of a resonator
phonon. The excited NV center subsequently relaxes back to the ground state
through spontaneous emission of a photon. The cooling rate Γ‖ is found to be
Γ‖ =
1
4pi2
g
‖
0
2
Ω2opt
ΓNVω2m
(2.97)
where ΓNV is the lifetime-limited decay rate of the optical transition and g
‖
0 ∝M es,z
describes the longitudinal strain-orbit coupling strength (see App A.7) [49, 105].17
The off-resonant cooling scheme requires the system to reside in the resolved side-
band regime, where ωm > ΓNV such that the red sideband of the transition can be
addressed without driving the carrier. It also requires the system to be in a regime
of high cooperativity C = g
‖2
0 /2piγthΓNV > 1 (see (3.20)). These requirements reveal
significant challenges of the off-resonant cooling scheme. Reaching the high coop-
erativity regime usually demands the usage of very small resonator structures with
eigenfrequencies in the GHz range. Large ωm, however, lead to a strong decrease of
Γ‖ and cooling the resonator off-resonantly becomes less efficient.
To overcome this drawback, a second cooling scheme was proposed (see Fig. 2.18b).
A laser resonantly drives the |0〉 ↔ |Ey〉 transition and thus prepares the system in
|Ey〉. Transverse strain couples the |Ex〉 and |Ey〉 levels if their frequency difference
∆ is tuned to the phonon frequency ωm. In this case the system is excited to the
|Ex〉 state by removing a single phonon from the resonator. The associated cooling
rate Γ⊥ is found to be
Γ⊥ =
1
4pi4
g⊥0
2
Ω2opt
Γ3NV
(2.98)
and does not depend on the phonon frequency ωm anymore. Note that both off-
resonant and resonant cooling schemes were proposed to utilize strain coupling to
the NV’s S=1 excited state. Yet it should in principle be possible to realize sim-
ilar schemes in the S=1 ground state as both strain components exist there as
well. In such schemes, the long spin lifetime T1 prohibits spontaneous relaxation of
the absorbed phonon energy. This obstacle could be overcome via external optical
pumping, similar to the scheme proposed in [76] and presented in Fig. 2.18a.
17In the equations for Γ⊥ and Γ‖, we define ΓNV in units of Hz and g
‖
0 , ωm and Ωopt in units of
Hz× rad.
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Finally, we would like to quickly discuss the prospects of transverse strain. Two
of the three cooling schemes presented above hinge upon the existence of longitudi-
nal coupling and can therefore be realized with strain and magnetic field gradients.
Transverse strain coupling, however, distinguishes our hybrid system, because it does
not exist in the case of magnetic coupling. Additionally, transverse strain not only
serves as the foundation for the resonant cooling scheme shown in Fig. 2.18b, it was
also predicted to lead to unusual spin dynamics as well engineered, long-range inter-
actions between distant qubits [117, 118]. In particular, Hamiltonian (2.32) indicates
that transverse strain couples the |±1〉 spin sublevels in the S=1 ground state. This
transition is characterized by ∆ms = ±2 and is thus difficult to drive with conven-
tional transverse MW fields. Combining magnetic field and strain driving hence al-
lows studying multi-level dynamics in a closed-contour interaction scheme, in which
all three spin transitions are addressed by individual, coherent driving fields (see
Chap. 5). Such driving schemes are fundamentally interesting and can have impact
on sensing applications, but due to selection rules have been barely studied so far.
The action of transverse strain on NV spin ensembles can furthermore be used to
generate spin-squeezed states in large ensembles of NV centers. These states are
characterized by a reduced spin variance along one quadrature and could enable for
example magnetometry with a precision below the quantum projection noise limit.
Such experiments, however, require working in a regime with high cooperativity C
and with a large number of spins with ideally identical reaction to transverse strain.
Squeezed states can be created if the squeezing parameter ξ = 2/
√
JC < 1, where
J is the total spin angular momentum [118].
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3. Characterizing spin-strain coupling
In this chapter we introduce our experimental approach to realize a hybrid spin-
oscillator system and characterize the coupling of a diamond cantilever to the spin
degree of freedom of embedded NV centers through crystal strain. We start with a
brief overview of sample fabrication and discuss persisting challenges that need to be
addressed for future experiments, followed by a short explanation of the employed
measurement techniques. We then present an analysis, that is based on DC strain, of
the coupling mechanism and quantify the spin-strain coupling strength of our hybrid
device. Furthermore, we demonstrate operation in the resolved sideband regime by
applying AC strain. We finish this chapter by examining the prospects of our system
to perform experiments in the quantum regime and discuss the possibility to reach
the strong coupling regime in the S=1 NV ground state.
3.1. Experimental methods
3.1.1. Sample fabrication
Our group’s general approach to diamond fabrication is well presented in [119], and
we will not discuss it here in detail. Yet [119] focuses on the fabrication of all-
diamond scanning probes for nanoscale magnetometry and in such the fabrication
process and related problems differ slightly from ours. We therefore sketch our
fabrication procedure here and highlight the existing issues we are facing.
Our process starts with 4× 4 mm2 single-crystal, ultra-pure diamond slabs grown
along the [001] direction and polished to a thickness of ∼ 50µm. Internal crystal
stress, resulting from the polishing, is limited to a minimum by performing a stress
relief etch where ∼ 5µm of material is removed. Shallow NV centers are created by
implantation of 14N ions at 12 keV, resulting in NV depths of (17±6) nm (calculated
with SRIM [120]), and subsequent annealing in high vacuum (p ≈ 1 · 10−7 mbar) up
to 1200 ◦C for several hours (Fig. 3.1).
Prior to structuring cantilevers, we thin down further a 700 × 1000µm2 large
area of the diamond slab to ∼ 10µm using inductively coupled reactive ion etching
(ICP-RIE, Sentech SI 500), where we alternate between argon chlorine (ArCl2) and
oxygen (O2) chemistry. During this deep etch, as well as throughout all following
etching steps, the not-to-be-etched parts of the diamond slab are protected with a
100µm thick, lasercut quartz mask (SPI, #01006-AB). To protect the NV centers
from plasma damage, the NV sample side is coated with a protective double layer
of 5 nm chromium (Cr) and 50 nm gold (Au) using an e-beam evaporation system
(AJA International). From here on, several steps (Fig. 3.2) are necessary to fabri-
cate cantilevers. First, we apply a ∼ 500 nm thick layer of FOX-16 negative electron
beam resist (Dow Corning) onto the resulting membrane via spin-coating. TI Prime
(MicroChemicals) serves as an adhesion promoter and is applied prior to spinning
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Figure 3.1.: Sample annealing procedure for NV creation. Annealing is performed
in high vacuum with a base pressure of p ≈ 1 · 10−7 mbar. Ramp times are vary be-
tween 1 h and two 2 h, depending on whether temperature is increased or decreased.
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Figure 3.2.: Cantilever fabrication procedure. a) We usually start with a ∼ 10µm
thick diamond membrane that contains shallow implanted NV centers. b+c) Can-
tilever etch masks, written with e-beam lithography, are transferred about t = 1µm
deep into the diamond membrane using oxygen reactive ion etching. t determines
the final cantilever thickness d) A protective double layer of 5 nm chromium and
50 nm gold is applied to the NV side of the membrane and another etch mask, nec-
essary to create a step at the cantilevers’ roots, is patterned onto the membrane’s
backside. e+f) Oxygen reactive ion etching is used to release the cantilevers.
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Table 3.1.: Spincoating parameters for e-beam resist FOX-16. TI Prime increases
adhesion between FOX and the diamond surface. This recipe results in layers of
about 500 nm thickness.
step material rotational speed spinning time baking time (sec) /
(RPM) (sec) temperature (◦C)
1 TI Prime 6000 60 120/120
2 FOX 6000 60 300/90
3 FOX 6000 60 600/90
the resist (Tab. 3.1). After spin-coating, we use e-beam lithography (30 keV, 10µm
aperture) and subsequent developing for 30 sec in a tetramethylammonium hydrox-
ide solution (Sigma-Aldrich) to pattern cantilever etch masks into the e-beam resist.
Second, we employ oxygen plasma etching to transfer the cantilever etch masks into
the diamond membrane. The etch depth t ≈ 1µm determines the thickness of the
final cantilever structures. To decouple the cantilevers as best as possible from the
bulk material and thus to increase their Q, we fabricate a step in thickness at the
cantilevers’ bases. To that end we again coat the membrane’s NV side with a pro-
tective Cr/Au layer, flip the diamond and fabricate another set of etch masks on it.
The Cr/Au layer protects the NV centers from being etched away in the following
oxygen plasma step that releases the cantilevers. The cantilevers we employ are
3 − 5µm wide, 0.5 − 1µm thick and between 15 − 45µm long (Fig. 3.3a). After
fabrication and cleaning, the sample is attached to a small silicon (Si) chip (SPI,
crystalbond 509) to ensure safe handling.
While our current cantilever quality is sufficient for the work presented in this
thesis, our future endeavors require high Q resonators. Significant improvements
to our fabrication procedure are thus required to overcome presently existing issues
(Fig. 3.3). High Q devices are characterized by a high surface quality and minimized
clamping losses to the substrate [45–47]. Our current cantilevers do not meet these
criteria and suffer from three main problems. First, the FOX layer detaches from the
substrate while etching, leading to rounded edges and degraded NV centers in close
proximity. Second, the physical plasma component is rather strong and leads to
significant ”trenching” at the cantilevers’ roots. Such trenches cause a non-uniform
cross section, constitute potential breaking points and in addition might alter the
strain profile significantly. Third, the use of massive quartz protection masks results
in a thickness gradient of up to 4µm across the produced membrane. Consequently,
our cantilevers usually show a slightly varying thickness transverse to their long axis,
i.e. along their width.
There are even further issues not related to the Q factor. To protect the NV
centers from plasma induced degradation we apply a Cr/Au protection layer to the
membrane. This layer, however, does not seem to withstand the plasma treatment
during a deep etch and we frequently encounter that it strongly degrades on the
first ∼ 100 − 200µm of the membrane. We have to assume that the NV centers
in the corresponding area are affected, limiting our device yield. The last issue we
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Figure 3.3.: Persisting fabrication issues. a) Scanning electron microscope image
showing a typical sample after fabrication. Despite the application of TI Prime
for adhesion improvement, the FOX layer lifts mainly at the cantilever tips while
etching, resulting in rounded edges. b) Strong physical plasma components cause
100 − 200 nm deep trenches at the cantilevers’ roots, creating potential breaking
points. c) The usage of massive quartz protection masks leads to thickness variations
of up to 4µm across the membrane. Quite frequently we find that parts of the Cr/Au
protection layer do not withstand the plasma treatment and we have to assume that
NV centers in the corresponding areas strongly degrade. d) The physical component
of the applied plasmas attacks the carrier wafer and sputters particles onto the
diamond membrane, leading to the formation of wall-like structures predominantly
at the membrane’s edges.
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want to mention here is related to the carrier wafer material of our etching reactor.
To minimize surface roughness to below 1 nm we work with carrier wafers made
from amorphous aluminum oxide. Reactive ion etching sputters the carrier wafer
and Al2O3 particles adsorb onto the sample. Throughout our etching processes a
massive, wall-like structure forms. Its presence is especially problematic when thin
membranes are produced, as it needs to be physically removed for further processing,
usually leading to significant membrane damage.
To overcome the presented issues, to minimize the number of fabrication steps,
and to enable large area fabrication, we plan to employ the diamond-on-insulator
technique from [45–47], where a diamond slab is bonded to a SiO2 substrate using
a thin SiO2 intermediate layer. The whole diamond slab could then thinned down
to the desired cantilever thickness. In this case, quartz masks for protection are
obsolete and thickness variations should be minimized. Implementing a plasma
based on oxygen fluorine chemistry should help to avoid the formation of wall-
like structures at the diamond’s edges. Replacing TI Prime with a thin layer of
titanium should solve the adhesion problem. Finally, a wet etching process of the
SiO2 layer underneath the sample could be employed to create the desired step at
the cantilevers’ roots. Note that the application of Cr/Au protection layers becomes
obsolete if NV centers are implanted after bonding and subsequent thinning, but
prior to cantilever structuring.
3.1.2. Measurement techniques
Scanning confocal microscopy
Our experiments are performed in a homebuilt confocal microscope setup at room
temperature and at atmospheric pressure [121–123]. A 532 nm laser (Laser Quan-
tum, Torus 200) is coupled into the confocal system through a dichroic mirror (Sem-
rock, LM01-552-25). A microscope objective (Olympus, XLMFLN40x, NA= 0.8)
is used to focus the laser light onto the sample, which is placed on a microposi-
tioner (Attocube, ANSxyz100). Red fluorescence photons are collected by the same
microscope objective, transmitted through the dichroic mirror and coupled into a
single mode optical fibre (Thorlabs, SM600), which acts as a pinhole for confocal
detection. Photons are detected using an avalanche photodiode (Excelitas, SPCM-
AQRH-13). Scan control and data acquisition are achieved using a digital acquisition
card (National Instruments, NI-6733). The microwave signal for spin manipulation
is generated by a signal generator (Standford Research Systems, SRS384), ampli-
fied (Mini-Circuits, ZHL-42W+) and delivered to the sample using a homebuilt
near-field microwave antenna mounted on a manual xyz positioning stage. Laser,
microwave and detection signals are gated using microwave switches (Mini-Circuits,
ZASWA-2-50DR+), controlled through digital pulses generated by a fast pulse gen-
erator (SpinCore, PulseBlasterESR-PRO 500). Gating of the laser is achieved using
a double pass acoustic optical modulator (Crystal Technologies, 3200-146). A per-
manent magnet placed in proximity to the sample allows introducing a Zeeman
splitting. For better field control, we later replaced the permanent magnet with a
set of Helmholtz coils (see Chap. 5).
AC and DC strain fields are at the heart of our experiments. To induce AC
strain fields we mechanically excite our diamond cantilevers at their eigenfrequencies
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Figure 3.4.: Creation of AC and DC strain fields. a) AC strain fields are induced
by mechanical excitation of the diamond cantilever at its mechanical eigenfrequency
ωm. To that end the cantilever is mounted on a piezoelectric disc that is driven
by an AC voltage of variable amplitude and frequencies in the MHz range. b) A
tungsten tip, mounted to a piezoelectric actuator, pushes the cantilever up or down
and thus creates DC tensile or compressive strain at the NV’s position.
ωm/2pi which are in the order of 1 − 10 MHz. To that end the sample is mounted
on a piezoelectric disc (PI ceramics, PIC255) that is driven by an AC voltage VAC
(Keysight Technologies, 33622A). Varying VAC controls the deflection amplitude
and thus regulates the strain field’s strength (see below). To ensure drift free,
robust excitation we attach the piezoelectric disc to a titanium (Ti) sample holder,
that is screwed onto the piezoelectric scanner, with a two-component epoxy (UHU,
plus endfest). The sample itself is fixed to a Si chip, which in turn is glued to
the piezoelectric disc with crystalbond (Fig. 3.4a). DC strain is created by static
beam bending (Fig. 3.4b). We employ a tungsten tip (Omniprobe, Autoprobe 250)
mounted on a piezoelectric actuator (Attocube, ANSxyz100) to statically bend the
cantilever.
Optical readout of cantilever motion
To fully characterize strain coupling we determine the induced strain’s amplitude
via the cantilever deflection (compare (2.71)). For DC strain, the beam deflection
is given by the applied piezo displacement of the tungsten tip as the tip’s spring
constant is orders of magnitude larger than the spring constant of the diamond
cantilevers we employ [1].1 For AC strain, we estimate the mechanical susceptibility
χm of our cantilevers by monitoring the deflection of the non-clamped end of the
1The cantilever spring constant is given by kcant = 3EI/l
3. With E = 1200 GPa, I = wt3/12
and {w, l, t} = {3, 1, 40}µm we find kcant ≈ 14 N/m. To calculate ktip, we approximate the
tungsten tip by a tapered rod of circular cross section. Under this assumption, ktip = 3EIr
3/l3
where r = droot/dtip is the ratio of the rods’ diameters at root and tip and I = pid
4
tip/64. With
droot = 500µm, dtip = 1µm, a taper of 10
◦ and E = 411 GPa, we find ktip ≈ 8200 N/m.
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Figure 3.5.: Optical determination of mechanical susceptibility χm, cantilever eigen-
frequency ωm, and quality factor Q. a) To determine the mechanical susceptibility
χm we record NV fluorescence Ifluo at the cantilever’s tip and vary the piezo voltage
VAC. The cantilever’s amplitude increases and the detected count rate drops, as the
NV spends less time in the detection volume of our confocal microscope. We link
χm to the detected count rate as described in the text and fit the recorded data ac-
cordingly. b) A similar approach is used to measure the cantilever’s eigenfrequency
ωm as well as its quality factor Q. We fix VAC to a constant value, here 2 V, and
sweep the driving frequency ωd. The resulting curve can be fitted with a Lorentzian
distribution to determine eigenfrequency and Q factor.
cantilever as a function of excitation voltage VAC. To that end, we measure NV
fluorescence originating from the cantilever end and record the drop in detected
NV fluorescence as a function of VAC. An approximate calibration of the cantilever
excitation amplitude is then possible through the knowledge of the point-spread
function (PSF) of our confocal microscope.
To formalize this situation, we assume an approximative axial PSF given by a
Gaussian
IPSF(z) = e
−4 ln 2( z∆z )
2
(3.1)
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∆z = 1.26λ/NA2 [124], where λ
is the wavelength of detected fluorescence (for λ = 750 nm, NA = 0.8 we obtain
∆z = 1477 nm). The time-averaged collected NV fluorescence can then be calculated
as
Ifluo(u˜max) =
∫ 2pi/ωm
0
IPSF (u˜max(ωm) sin(ωmt)) dt
= 2pi e−2(
u˜max(ωm)
∆z )
2
I0
(
2 ln 2
(
u˜max(ωm)
∆z
)2)
(3.2)
assuming the oscillator is driven on resonance, i.e.ωd = ωm ≈ ωres (see Sec. 2.5).
I0(z) is the zeroth order modified Bessel function of first kind. The induced cantilever
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motion is small compared to the width of the axial PSF and we obtain to second
order in z an NV fluorescence rate
Ifluo(VAC) = α
[
1− 2
(
χmVAC
∆z
)2]
(3.3)
where we used the relation u˜max(ωm) = χm(ωm)VAC and α is a proportionality factor.
Fig. 3.5a shows recorded NV fluorescence for an exemplary cantilever of thickness
t = 1µm and length l = 45µm as a function of VAC along with the fit to the quadratic
function given in (3.3), which yields χm = (26± 4) nm/V and α = (80.3± 0.3) kHz.
The cantilevers mechanical resonance frequency ωm is determined with a similar
approach. We apply mechanical excitation at a constant piezo excitation amplitude
(VAC = 2 V in Fig. 3.5b) and vary the drive frequency ωd. The resulting variation of
NV fluorescence counts as a function of ωd is fitted to a Lorentzian (see App. A.4)
from which eigenfrequency ωm and width ∆ωd are extracted. The Q factor can
thus be obtained by Q = ωm/∆ωd. For the cantilever we investigated here, ωm =
6.654 MHz, ∆ωd = 16.55 kHz and hence Q = 402.
3.2. Bending experiments
We now present bending experiments which we performed to characterize our hy-
brid system with respect to its spin-strain coupling strength (the results presented
in the following are published in [1]). First, we concentrate on static cantilever
bending and quantify strain and stress coupling. Note that our original treatment
in [1] is oversimplified, as it neglects shear strain and the Poisson effect. Addition-
ally it contains a few minor mistakes. Nevertheless, for reasons of completeness,
our original approach to the characterization of spin-strain coupling is presented
in App. A.5.1, where we also amend the existing minor mistakes. In the following,
we use the correct formalism from Sec. 2.4 and quantify stress and strain coupling
parameters A1, A2, B, C and a1, a2, b, c, respectively. We then turn our attention to
the dynamics of our hybrid system by applying AC strain.
The sample we investigated here (Fig. 3.6) contained NV centers implanted at
12 keV and 5 · 10−10 ions/cm2 (the implantation was performed by the company Ion
Beam Services, France). These implantation parameters resulted in a defect density
slightly too high for our experiments (i.e. it was very difficult to locate single NVs).
The diamond cantilevers were fabricated as described in the previous section and
were aligned to within a few degrees to the [110] direction (not [100], as stated in
[1]). Cantilever dimensions were in the range of (10 − 50) × (3.5) × (0.2 − 1)µm3
for length l, width w and thickness t, respectively. The corresponding resonance
frequencies ωm/2pi of the fundamental out of plane flexural mode of our cantilevers
lay in a range of 1− 10 MHz with Q factors ∼ 400. The relatively modest values of
Q are caused by clamping losses and our experimental conditions under atmospheric
pressure, but did not pose a limitation to our experiments.
3.2.1. Static bending: characterization of strain coupling
For a complete description of strain and stress coupling we need to determine the
coupling parameters A1, A2, B, C (for stress) and a1, a2, b, c (for strain). To that
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Figure 3.6.: Characteristics of the employed sample for our bending experiments.
a) Schematic of a typical cantilever, indicating alignment to within a few degrees
along the [110] direction. Cantilever dimensions are in the range of (10−50)×(3.5)×
(0.2 − 1)µm3 for length l, width w and thickness t, respectively. b) Scanning elec-
tron microscope picture of cantilevers employed in this work. Imperfections during
fabrication caused non-regular cross section throughout the beams, thin diamond
membranes connected neighboring cantilevers and the cantilevers’ lengths were not
well defined. c) Fluorescence map recorded with our scanning confocal microscope.
NV centers were implanted at an energy of 12 keV and a density of 5·10−10 ions/cm2,
resulting in a rather high NV density, making it difficult to identify single NV centers.
end we follow the procedure presented in Sec. 2.4, i.e. we describe the coupling in
our hybrid system in terms of lattice stress and extract values for A1, A2, B, C by
comparing NV centers from families NVA and NVB. Strain coupling parameters
a1, a2, b, c can then be obtained via (2.55).
Spin-stress coupling is described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ
σ
gs/h = M
gs
σ,zSˆ
2
z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆ
σ,‖
gs
+Mgsσ,x(Sˆ
2
y − Sˆ
2
x) +M
gs
σ,y(SˆxSˆy + SˆySˆx)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆ
σ,⊥
gs
(3.4)
with the stress-induced level shifts (compare (2.44) and (2.48))
M ′σ,x = −Mgsσ,x = B (2σZZ − σXX − σY Y ) + C (2σXY − σY Z − σXZ) (3.5a)
M ′σ,y = −Mgsσ,y =
√
3B (σXX − σY Y ) +
√
3C (σY Z − σXZ) (3.5b)
M ′σ,z = M
gs
σ,z = A1 (σXX + σY Y + σZZ) + 2A2 (σY Z + σXZ + σXY ) (3.5c)
defined in the crystal coordinate system XY Z (see Sec. 2.4). The corresponding
stress tensor for a cantilever aligned to the [110] direction is (see (2.50))
σ
[110]
XY Z =
P[110]
2
1 1 01 1 0
0 0 0
 (3.6)
where the stress amplitude for shallow NV centers (z = t/2) located at the can-
tilever’s base (x = 0) is given by (compare (2.69))
P[110] = P (0, t/2) =
3
2
t
l2
Eu, (3.7)
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where u is the cantilever tip displacement and E is the Young’s modulus of diamond
(see Sec. 2.4.2). To quantify the four coupling constants A1, A2, B, C we investigate
NV centers from both families NVA and NVB. The overall level shifts (see (2.45))
∆±/P[110] = M ′σ,z ±
√(
M ′σ,x
)2
+
(
M ′σ,y
)2
(3.8)
induced by stress along the [110] direction are given by (Tab. 2.1)
∆A±/P[110] = (A1 + A2)± (C −B) (3.9a)
∆B±/P[110] = (A1 − A2)± (−C −B) (3.9b)
for NV families NVA and NVB. Performing the calculations
∆A+ + ∆
A
− = 2(A1 + A2)P[110] ≡ ∆A‖ P[110] (3.10a)
∆A+ −∆A− = 2(C −B)P[110] ≡ ∆A⊥P[110] (3.10b)
∆B+ + ∆
B
− = 2(A1 − A2)P[110] ≡ ∆B‖P[110] (3.10c)
∆B+ −∆B− = 2(−C −B)P[110] ≡ ∆B⊥P[110] (3.10d)
yields four equations describing the level shifts (∆A,B‖ ) and splittings (∆
A,B
⊥ ) for NVA
and NVB due to uniaxial stress. Assuming homogeneous stress fields, we can thus
determine the coupling constants via the relations
A1 = (∆
A
‖ + ∆
B
‖ )/4 (3.11a)
A2 = (∆
A
‖ −∆B‖ )/4 (3.11b)
B = −(∆A⊥ + ∆B⊥)/4 (3.11c)
C = (∆A⊥ −∆B⊥)/4. (3.11d)
We determined ∆A,B± , ∆
A,B
‖ and ∆
A,B
⊥ for five NV centers following the described
procedure (see App. A.5.2 for data and fits). This approach yields the values
A1 = (−12.4± 3.4) MHz/GPa (3.12a)
A2 = (6.9± 3.4) MHz/GPa (3.12b)
B = (−6.2± 1.0) MHz/GPa (3.12c)
C = (7.1± 1.0) MHz/GPa. (3.12d)
for A1, A2, B, C. The given errors denote the variation among the available sets
of data and contain 68 % of the observed values. Fig. 3.7 shows two of the five
evaluated data sets (left: NVA, right: NVB). The white dashed lines in the top
graphs are obtained by evaluating (3.9) with the values for A1, A2, B, C from (3.12).
The observed discrepancy for the NV of family NVB largely arises from the small
number of NV centers we analyzed and increasing statistics should strongly improve
our analysis (see App. A.5.2). Fig. 3.8 compares experimental data from [1] (see
Fig. A.1) with the theoretically expected shifts and yields a very good agreement
between theory and experiment. The strain coupling constants a1, a2, b, c
a1 = (−9.5± 5.1) GHz/strain
a2 = (−20.9± 4.8) GHz/strain
b = (1.5± 1.0) GHz/strain
c = (−10.4± 1.2) GHz/strain. (3.13)
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Figure 3.7.: Determination of stress coupling constants A1, A2, B, C. We char-
acterized NV centers of both families NVA and NVB and extracted level shifts
∆‖ = (∆+ + ∆−) (bottom row; data represented by blue dots, fit by red line) and
level splittings ∆⊥ = (∆+ −∆−) (middle row; data represented by blue dots, fit by
red line). Stress coupling constants A1, A2, B, C were then determined as described
in the text. The white lines in the top graph denote calculated level shifts based
on the extracted values for A1, A2, B, C. The investigated NV centers all showed
significant intrinsic strain, lifting the sublevel degeneracy at zero applied external
stress. The additional features in the graph of NVB stem from another NV center
that was simultaneously measured.
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Figure 3.8.: Comparing experimental data with expected stress-induced level shifts
(yellow lines denote NV family NVA and green lines represent NV orientation
NVB). Expected level shifts are calculated with (3.9) and stress coupling param-
eters from (3.12). Our data most likely contains two NVs, one from each family
NVA and NVB.
are obtained via the relation (2.55).
Recently, Barson et al. [103] reported similar values for the stress coupling con-
stants, obtained through applying uniaxial stress to a diamond cube in a diamond
anvil cell (see Tab. 3.2 for a comparison of both sets of values). Both experiments
predict stress level shifts in the order of a few MHz/GPa. Yet they differ by a fac-
tor ∼ 2 and the signs of A1 and A2 are flipped. The origin of the discrepancy in
sign between our findings and the results from [103] seems to lie in different sign
conventions for stress and coupling parameters B and C. In their work, Barson et
al. define compressive stress to be positive and further relate it to a stress-induced
increase of the NV zero-field splitting Dgs. In our analysis, however, compressive
stress is negative and increases Dgs (see Fig. 3.8). The different sign convention
for applied stress consequently inverts the stress axis and flips the signs of all four
coupling parameters. In addition, Barson et al. describe the stress-induced splitting
of the | ± 1〉 spin sublevels with expressions 2(B − C)P and 2(B + C)P for NVs
of family NVA and NVB (see supplementary material of [103]). In our analysis,
however, the signs of B and C are flipped (see (3.9)). Taking both aspects into ac-
count explains the observed discrepancy in sign. The difference in amplitude could
be caused by uncertainties in the calibration of the applied stress with respect to
cantilever deflection. As seen in Fig. 3.6 the cantilevers employed for this work did
not have perfect geometry, i.e. the cross section was not constant along their length,
and thin diamond membranes connected neighboring structures. Both factors can
lead to a different stress distribution than assumed during our analysis. On top
of that, our stress calibration relies on correctly determined cantilever dimensions
as well as a precise knowledge of the deflection amplitude and the point where our
tungsten needle pushed on the cantilever. It is most likely that our determination
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Table 3.2.: Comparing stess coupling constants from [1] and [103]. The two sets of
values differ by a factor of ∼ 2 as well as in the signs of A1 and A2.
parameter Teissier et al. [1] Barson et al. [103]
MHz/GPa MHz/GPa
A1 −12.4± 3.4 4.86± 0.02
A2 6.9± 3.4 −3.7± 0.2
B −6.2± 1.0 −2.3± 0.3
C 7.1± 1.0 3.5± 0.3
of cantilever length l is not entirely correct (compare Fig. 3.6b). Uncertainties in l
pose a serious problem as P ∝ l−2. Reducing the measured values for l by 25 % re-
sults in values for stress coupling parameters almost identical in amplitude to [103].
Unfortunately, as this particular sample was destroyed, there is no chance to retake
data to verify our results. We thus suggest to perform similar experiments on well
defined structures to reduce the uncertainty in cantilever dimensions.
3.2.2. AC bending: the resolved sideband regime
We now turn our attention to the dynamics of our hybrid spin-oscillator system. To
measure the systems response to AC strain, we applied a mechanical drive to the dia-
mond cantilever by means of a piezoelectric transducer driven at a frequency ωd with
voltage VAC (compare Subsec. 3.1.2). We then characterized the resulting dynami-
cal spin-cantilever interaction through high-resolution pulsed ESR spectroscopy. For
this experiment, we chose an NV of family NVB, where the induced strain field acts
mostly longitudinally. Additionally we applied a magnetic field Bz = 26 G along
the NV axis such that our discussion can be restricted to the two-level subspace
spanned by |0〉 and | − 1〉 and mixing of |1〉 and | − 1〉 by transverse strain can be
neglected. Under these conditions the spin-stress coupling Hamiltonian from (2.32)
is modified to
HˆAC/h = M
max
σ,z cos(ωdt)σˆz (3.14)
where the maximum level shift
Mmaxσ,z = α
σ
z u˜max = (A1 − A2)
3
2
t
l2
EχmVAC (3.15)
depends on cantilever dimensions, mechanical susceptibility and peak driving am-
plitude.2 The quantity ασz denotes the stress-induced level shift per cantilever dis-
placement and static bending experiments yielded ασz = −17.9 MHz/µm for the NV
center investigated here (i.e. t ≈ 1µm and l ≈ 37µm).
The result of dynamic strain-modulation can be seen in Fig. 3.9a, where we choose
ωd = ωm = 2pi × 6.659 MHz and compare pulsed ESR spectra of the |0〉 ↔ | − 1〉
2We note that in this limit our model is equivalent to spin-oscillator systems coupled through
magnetic field gradients [18, 37, 76].
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Figure 3.9.: Pulsed ESR measurements under mechanical driving. a) Pulsed ESR
trace of a stress-coupled NV in the absence (upper trace) and presence (lower trace)
of resonant mechanical excitation. Without excitation, the ESR line exhibits a
splitting into three hyperfine components. Mechanical driving at an amplitude
VAC = 4.5 V induces sidebands to this central carrier at frequencies ω−± ωm, where
ω−/2pi = 2.796 GHz is the bare ESR frequency of the investigated |0〉 ↔ | − 1〉
transition. b) Evolution of the ESR sidebands as a function of mechanical drive
frequency ωd at an excitation amplitude VAC = 9 V. A resonant behavior is observed
with a maximal sideband amplitude appearing when ωd = ωm. c) Sideband ampli-
tudes ASBn of the carrier signal (n = 0, blue) and the two higher-order sidebands
(n = 1, 2 in red and yellow, respectively) as determined by a Lorentzian fit to the
observed ESR dips. A slight asymmetry in the sideband amplitudes with respect to
ωd is caused by the onset of a mechanical nonlinearity of the diamond mechanical
oscillator.
transition in the presence and absence of the mechanical excitation. Without me-
chanical drive (upper trace), we observed the well established hyperfine structure
of the NV electron spin, which consists of three ESR lines split by the 14N hyper-
fine coupling constant ωgs‖ = 2piA
gs
‖ (see also Fig. 2.10). Upon resonant mechanical
excitation two clearly resolved, mechanically induced sidebands appear for each of
the three hyperfine ESR lines at detunings ±ωm, respectively. This experiment
demonstrates that our system resides well within the resolved sideband regime of
spin-oscillator coupling, since the ESR linewidth ∆ω < ωm by a factor of three (here
∆ω ≈ 2pi × 1.8 MHz).
To prove the resonant character of our coupling and the mechanical origin of the
observed sidebands, we extended the experiment presented in Fig. 3.9a by sweep-
ing ωd/2pi over a frequency range of ±30 kHz around ωm/2pi, while monitoring the
NV’s ESR spectrum (Fig. 3.9b). Clearly, sidebands are maximized in amplitude un-
der resonant driving when ωd ≈ ωm. Furthermore, the frequency range over which
sidebands can be observed (Fig. 3.9c) matches ∆ωm = Q/ωm = 6.659 MHz/402 =
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16.6 kHz as expected from our cantilever’s characteristics. This observation demon-
strates that the observed sidebands are indeed induced by the mechanical oscillator
and in particular excludes sidebands occurring through accidental modulation of the
NV spin splitting by electric or magnetic stray fields.
Finally, we investigate the evolution of the motion-induced sidebands as a function
of the mechanical driving strength. Figure 3.10a shows a series of pulsed ESR traces
recorded at various strengths of piezo excitation VAC with ωd = ωm. For increasing
VAC, we observe an increase of the sideband amplitude and eventually the appearance
of higher-order sidebands up to order n = 3. As expected (see App. A.6 as well as
[125]), the amplitude ASBn of the n-th sideband follows J
2
n(M
max
σ,z /ωm), where Jn(x) is
the n-th order Bessel function of the first kind (Fig. 3.10b). Besides being a further
confirmation of the sidebands’ mechanical nature, this measurement allows us to
verify the stress coupling parameters A1, A2. In this dynamical spin-stress coupling
mode we can extract the modulation depth m = Mmaxσ,z /ωm as a function of drive
amplitude and use an estimated mechanical susceptibility χm ≈ 26 nm/V of our
system to relate m to VAC. This estimate yields α
σ
z ≈ 72 MHz/µm and lies within
a factor of four of our static measurement of ασz , which is reasonable, given the
uncertainty in our estimation of χm.
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Figure 3.10.: Sideband amplitudes versus mechanical driving strength. a) Ampli-
tude of ESR sidebands for increasing excitation voltage VAC of the mechanical oscil-
lator. b) Relative amplitudes ASBn of carrier signal (blue) and sidebands as a function
of excitation amplitude (dots). We determined the amplitudes by Lorentzian fits to
the ESR peaks in a) and normalized the dips in each line by the total measured ESR
signal strength. Sidebands of order n = 1, 2, 3 are color-coded in orange, yellow and
purple, respectively. Lines indicate squares of n−th order Bessel functions.
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3.3. Conclusion and Outlook: the strong coupling
regime
With spin-stress/strain coupling and the resolved sideband regime clearly estab-
lished, the question arises to what extent our system is amenable to future exper-
iments in the quantum regime and in particular whether the high cooperativity
regime can be reached. To discuss this question we introduce the cooperativity C,
which is the key figure of merit of our spin-oscillator system and compares the cou-
pling strength against both spin and resonator decoherence rates. We present the
status quo of our experiment and highlight possible approaches to reach the high
cooperativity regime in the future.
3.3.1. Status of our experiment
To define the single phonon coupling strength, we introduce the position operator
xˆ = ∆xzpm
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
)
(see (2.88)) and rewrite (3.4) as (see App. A.7 for a detailed
derivation)
Hˆ
σ
gs/h =
g
‖
0
2pi
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
)
Sˆ
2
z −
g⊥0
2pi
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
)
(Sˆ
2
+ + Sˆ
2
−). (3.16)
g
‖,⊥
0 describe the induced level shifts of longitudinal and transverse stress caused by
the zero-point motion of the resonator, and are given by (see App. A.7)
g
‖,⊥
0 = 2piα
σ
z,⊥∆xzpm. (3.17)
Here ασz,⊥ represents the induced level shifts, caused by longitudinal or transverse
stress, per cantilever displacement. ∆xzpm =
√
~/(2meffωm) is the cantilever’s zero-
point motion, which depends on eigenfrequency ωm and effective mass meff of the
resonator (see Subsec. 2.5.2). Furthermore, the NV spin decoherence rate is
ΓNV = 1/T2, (3.18)
where T2 denotes the spin NV coherence time. The oscillators thermal decoherence
rate is (see (2.96))
γth =
kBT
~Q
, (3.19)
and depends on the bath temperature T and the cantilever’s quality factor Q.
To reach the high cooperativity regime, the single phonon coupling rate needs to
be higher than the spin decoherence rate ΓNV and the thermal decoherence rate γth
of the resonator. The cooperativity
C =
1
2pi
(
g
‖,⊥
0
)2
γthΓNV
(3.20)
compares longitudinal and transverse coupling strengths g
‖,⊥
0 to the individual de-
coherence rates of spin and resonator; C > 1 denotes the desired high cooperativity
regime where
(
g
‖,⊥
0
)2
> 2piγthΓNV.
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In the experiments we present in this thesis, we employ solely the n = 1 out-of-
plane flexural mode of a cantilever beam and hence
ωm,1 =
√
EIz
ρA
β21 (3.21)
where Iz = wt
3/12, A = wt and β1l = 1.875 (see Sec. 2.5). The investigated NV
centers are usually located at the cantilever’s root and close to its top surface. When
focusing on longitudinal coupling, i.e. an NV from family NVB under the presence
of an external magnetic field, ασz = (A1 − A2)32 tl2E (see (3.15)) and we can express
g
‖
0 as
g
‖
0 = 2pi|ασz | ·∆xzpm
= 2pi|(A1 − A2)|3
2
t
l2
E ·
√
140 ~
66 m0 ωm,1
= 2pi
[
12
(
140
66
)2(
3
2 · 1.875
)4] 14
· E|(A1 − A2)| ·
(
~
wl3
√
Eρ
) 1
2
≈ 220 ·
(
~
wl3
√
Eρ
) 1
2
(3.22)
in units of GHz × rad, where we used meff = m0/4 [115], the cantilever’s mass
m0 = ρwlt and ρ = 3.5 g/cm
3 is the density of diamond. For our typical cantilever
dimensions (t ≈ 1µm and l ≈ 35µm) and E = 992 GPa (see (2.56)) we find g‖0/2pi ≈
0.2 Hz. As our experiments are operated at room temperature (T = 300 K) and in
air, our cantilevers have relatively modest factorsQ ≈ 400 and are thus characterized
by a thermal decoherence rate of γth/2pi ≈ 15.6 GHz. Typical T2 times for our
shallow implanted NV centers at room temperature are T2 ≈ 100µs and ΓNV ≈
10 kHz. Our current devices are thus characterized by a cooperativity of C =
3.1 · 10−16  1.
3.3.2. Approaches to reach the high cooperativity regime
We want to point out that in our current experiments we have made no effort to
optimize our hybrid system with respect to cooperativity. In the following we briefly
discuss two possible approaches to boost C.
First, it becomes clear from (3.22) that g
‖,⊥
0 ∝
√
1/wl3. The single phonon
coupling strength is largely determined by cantilever dimensions and can thus be
boosted by shrinking our resonator. Furthermore, our experiments were performed
at room temperature and in air. Both aspects give rise to large γth, and we can thus
lower the thermal decoherence rate of our resonator significantly by operating our
setup at cryogenic temperatures and in vacuum. Additionally, lowering the temper-
ature T also increases T2, as values ∼ s have been reported [89]. When assuming a
cantilever with dimensions l = 1µm, t = 0.1µm and Q = 2.5 · 106 coupled to an NV
center with T2 = 1 s at T = 100 mK we find g
‖
0/2pi = 144 Hz, γth/2pi = 8.3 kHz and
ΓNV = 1 Hz. Together this yields a cooperativity of C = 2.49. Reaching these pa-
rameters is, however, most likely to be at the limit of what we can possibly achieve.
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While Q factors of up to 6 · 106 have been demonstrated, these values were reported
for large structures with eigenfrequencies in the kHz range [46]. Making resonators
significantly smaller will most likely decrease Q due to an increased surface contri-
butions to internal losses [46, 47]. Furthermore, corresponding eigenfrequencies will
increase drastically as well – the cantilever described above, for instance, is charac-
terized by ωm,1/2pi ≈ 272 MHz. Assuming a constant Qfm product, the projected Q
factor of such a device would be Q ≈ 100 and thus much lower than the value we as-
sumed. Other obstacles arise from the NV’s proximity to resonator surfaces, which
will deteriorate the spin coherence time T2, as well as from the assumed temperature
of 100 mK, which is very low and challenging to realize. All in all, miniaturizing the
cantilever will certainly help boost g0. Reaching the high cooperativity regime seems
to be possible, but will be difficult. Certainly, great efforts in sample fabrication
and NV engineering are required.
Besides miniaturizing the resonator, a second option would be to increase the
stress-induced level shift per cantilever displacement. To that end we could not only
bend the cantilever but also apply a torque, i.e. by twisting the cantilever. This
would add additional, off-diagonal elements σXY and σXZ in the stress tensor (for
further details see [110], p. 214) which contribute to a stress-induced level shift via
the A2 term in Mσ,z (see for example (2.44)). Twisting our currently used can-
tilever with dimensions in the µm range by 1◦ would induce stress of several tens of
GPa, which is about one order of magnitude more than the stress induced by static
bending. Despite this promising outlook, further investigations regarding possible
resonator geometries and their structural integrity are necessary to fully estimate
the potential of torsional stress.
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4. Hybrid continuous dynamical
decoupling
In this chapter we study the parametric interaction between the NV’s electronic spin
and the diamond mechanical resonator. To that end we apply an AC strain field
and focus on the longitudinal coupling term. Under coherent microwave driving of
the spin, this parametric drive leads to a locking of the spin Rabi frequency to the
oscillator mode in the megahertz range. Both the Rabi oscillation decay time and
the inhomogeneous spin coherence time increase by two orders of magnitude under
this condition. We present routes to prolong the dephasing times even further, po-
tentially to the relaxation time limit. The remarkable coherence protection that our
hybrid spin-oscillator system offers is reminiscent of recently proposed concatenated
continuous dynamical decoupling schemes and results from our robust, drift-free
strain-coupling mechanism and the narrow linewidth of the high-quality diamond
mechanical oscillator employed. The results presented here have been published in
[102].
4.1. Motivation: Hybrid continuous dynamical
decoupling
Solid-state spins rank among the most promising sources for quantum information
processing and sensing, due to their ease of use and the in-principle scalability
they offer. Exploiting their quantum nature for computation or sensing however
requires quantum coherence to be preserved for a time long compared to the speed
of their coherent manipulation. The spin relaxation time T1, exceeding seconds
for NV centers [81], sets the fundamental limit to these coherence times and spin
manipulation rates in the GHz range have been demonstrated [126]. Despite these
encouraging prospects, reaching relaxation-limited Rabi decay times for NV spins
remains highly challenging due to the significant influence of additional noise sources
in the spins’ environment as well as in the driving fields.
Various approaches to enhance spin coherence times towards the relaxation
time limit have been put forward. Most notably, dynamical decoupling – a
method of filtering out environmental noise through either pulsed [127] or contin-
uous [99, 101, 128, 129] driving – can isolate the spins from the low-frequency en-
vironmental fluctuations responsible for dephasing. In this regard, pulsed schemes
have proven especially effective [89]. They are robust to pulse errors [130] and even
allow for decoherence protected quantum gates [64]. However, such schemes come at
the cost of increased experimental complexity and potentially harmful high inten-
sity driving pulses. Decoupling schemes relying on continuous driving, on the other
hand, are experimentally simpler to realize [128, 129] as in general no pulsing is re-
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quired. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of continuous dynamical decoupling schemes
is limited by the spin’s sensitivity to the ubiquitous low-frequency fluctuations of
the driving field.
One way to overcome this obstacle is to apply higher order, concatenated driving
fields. Each additional field decouples the spin from the driving field fluctuations
of the preceding driving field. In principle this procedure can be iterated ad infini-
tum and may then yield relaxation limited coherence times [131]. The application of
many consecutive decoupling fields, however, also brings disadvantages. First, it ex-
poses the spin to significant driving field powers. Second, it sets intrinsic constraints
to the speed at which the final protected spin states can be coherently manipulated.
Finally, it again increases the experimental complexity. New approaches to contin-
uous dynamical decoupling are therefore required to yield fully robust spin systems
which are of practical use to quantum information processing and sensing.
In this chapter we demonstrate a novel and efficient approach to continuous dy-
namical decoupling that is based on the parametric interaction of a single electronic
spin with a mechanical resonator. We employ a coherent microwave drive for first
order decoupling and use the spin-oscillator longitudinal strain coupling to protect
the spin from amplitude fluctuations in the microwave field. This hybrid contin-
uous dynamical decoupling (HCDD) scheme builds on two key advances over past
approaches [131]:
• Second order decoupling is achieved by a parametric drive along the quantiza-
tion axis of the undriven spin. The second order driving field is thus orthogonal
to the first order drive, irrespective to the phase between these two fields. This
significantly simplifies the experimental approach and is in contrast to the con-
ventional dynamical decoupling by concatenated driving, where phase-locking
between the driving fields is required to ensure the necessary orthogonality.
• Our second order decoupling field is based on crystal strain and transduced to
the spin through a mechanical oscillator. The cantilever’s resonant behavior
effectively acts as a low-pass filter and thus minimizes amplitude noise, yielding
a highly stable, second order driving field amplitude.
A concatenation of only two driving fields thereby results in coherence times nearly
two orders of magnitude longer than that of an undriven spin, while also maintaining
a final dressed state splitting in the MHz range. By using mechanical oscillators with
even higher quality-factors, our scheme should allow us to prolong coherence times
even further and ultimately reach the limit imposed by energy relaxation.
4.2. Experimental realization and NV characterization
The experiments presented in this chapter were performed on single NV centers
embedded in singly-clamped cantilever diamond mechanical oscillators (Fig. 4.1b).
The cantilevers were fabricated from ultra-pure, single-crystal diamond as described
in Chap. 3, i.e. they were aligned to the [110] direction. NV centers were created at
densities well below 1µm−2 by 14N ion implantation at 12 keV and 1 · 10−9 ions/cm2
and subsequent high-temperature annealing to 1200 ◦C. AC strain was introduced
by exciting the cantilever at its eigenfrequency of ωm/2pi = 5.81 MHz through a
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Figure 4.1.: Experimental setting and relevant spin relaxation and coherence times.
a) NV spin sublevels involved in our experiment. The resonant driving field and
parametric strain-drive are indicated by purple and red wavy lines, respectively.
b.) Schematic of the experimental device. An NV spin is embedded in a diamond
cantilever, which is actuated using a nearby piezoelectric transducer to generate
AC strain for parametric driving. c) Measurement of spin-relaxation time T1, d)
inhomogeneous spin coherence time T ∗2 and e) coherent Rabi oscillations of the NV
spin, with corresponding measurement pulse sequences. Exponential and Gaussian
fits (black) to the data (blue) yield T1 = (5.1 ± 0.8) ms, T ∗2 = (1.5 ± 0.1)µs and
Tdecay = (5.3± 0.2)µs.
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piezoelectric actuator placed underneath the sample.1 All our experiments were
performed under ambient conditions.
For our experiments we consider the dynamics of the effective two-level system
formed by |0〉 := | ↓〉 and | − 1〉 := | ↑〉. The third spin sublevel |+ 1〉 is split off in
energy by a static magnetic field Bz = 10.7 G and ignored in the following. In addi-
tion to near-resonant microwave driving with transverse magnetic fields of frequency
ωMW and amplitude ΩMW, we employ parametric driving by time-varying longitu-
dinal strain fields of frequency ωm and amplitude ΩMW. The effective Hamiltonian
for the two-level system spanned by {| ↓〉, | ↑〉} then reads
Hˆ/h = (Dgs − γNVBz + Ωm cos(ωmt))σˆz + ΩMW cos(ωMWt)σˆx (4.1)
with σˆi the Pauli matrices along direction i ∈ {x, z} and γNV = 2.8 MHz/G the
NV gyromagnetic ratio. Here, the MW Rabi frequency ΩMW/2pi = γNVB⊥ with B⊥
being the amplitude of the applied transverse MW field. The parametric spin drive’s
amplitude Ωm = g
‖
0u˜max/∆xzpm with u˜max the maximum cantilever displacement,
∆xzpm the cantilever’s zero-point motion and g
‖
0/2pi ≈ 0.1 Hz the longitudinal zero-
phonon coupling strength as defined in App. A.7.2
To provide a baseline for our subsequent measurements, we first characterize the
investigated NV center with respect to the relevant spin relaxation times in the
absence of mechanical driving. The NV population decay time T1 was determined
using the experimental pulse sequence illustrated in Fig. 4.1c. Following initializa-
tion in | ↓〉 (| ↑〉) we measure the difference ∆P = P (↓ | ↑)− P (↓ | ↓) as function of
the variable delay τ , where P (i|j) is the population in state |i〉 after initialization
in state |j〉 (with i, j ∈ {↓, ↑}). Here we obtain ∆P directly from the transient NV
fluorescence photons c1 and c0 as ∆P (τ) = (c1(τ)− c0(τ))/(c1(0)− c0(0)). We find
T1 = (5.1± 0.8) ms through an exponential fit (Fig. 4.1c).
The inhomogeneous spin coherence time T ∗2 was determined using a typical Ram-
sey sequence (see Fig. 4.1d) [132]. We initialize our two-level system in | ↓〉 and
apply a near-resonant MW pi/2-pulse to create a superposition state of the form
|Ψ(t = 0)〉 = (| ↑〉 + | ↓〉)/√2. We then let the system evolve under the influ-
ence of external fluctuations and after time τ apply a second pi/2-pulse to measure
P (| ↓〉) = |〈↓ |Ψ(t = τ)〉|2. The observed Gaussian decay (blue curve in Fig. 4.1d) is
well fit by the expression
SRamsey(τ) = e
−(τ/T ∗2 )2
∑
mI∈−1,0,1
βmI cos(2piδmIτ + φmI ) (4.2)
where β, δ and φ are the population, microwave-detuning and initial phase for the
hyperfine states | ↓,mI〉. The fit (black lines in Fig. 4.1d) yields an inhomogeneous
spin coherence time of T ∗2 = (1.5± 0.1)µs.
Similarly, we determined the decay time Tdecay of the spin’s Rabi oscillations by
pulsed, coherent driving of the | ↓〉 ↔ | ↑〉 transition with a near-resonant MW field
1While the data presented here was taken on just one NV center, we point out that the investigated
decoupling scheme is by no means difficult to realize and works on every NV center subject to
longitudinal strain.
2As shown in the previous chapter, all NV centers in our cantilever geometry are subject to both
transverse and longitudinal coupling. In the experiments presented here we can neglect the
transverse coupling term in first order due to the presence of the static magnetic field Bz.
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of variable duration τ (Fig. 4.1e). The observed Rabi oscillations (blue curve) show
a pronounced beating pattern that results from the A
‖
gs = −2.17 MHz hyperfine-
splitting between the NV electronic spin and the 14N nuclear spin (Fig. 2.10). Our
data are well fit by
SRabi(τ) = e
−(τ/TR)2
∑
mI∈−1,0,1
βmI cos(Ω
mI
eff τ + φmI ) (4.3)
where ΩmIeff =
√
Ω2MW + δ
2
mI
are the effective Rabi frequencies of the three hyperfine
transitions. From the fit, we find ΩMW/2pi = 5.81 MHz and Tdecay = (5.3 ± 0.2)µs.
Despite our strong MW driving the observed Rabi decay time is three orders of
magnitude shorter than the relaxation-limit set by T1 [74].
The Gaussian decay-envelope of our Rabi oscillations suggests that slowly fluctu-
ating noise sources are responsible for the excess decoherence we observed. While
both ΩMW and δmI may fluctuate, in our experiment, where ΩMW & 2δmI , only the
former contributes to first order to dephasing.
4.3. A photon-phonon doubly-dressed spin
In the presence of continuous and resonant MW driving the eigenstates of the driven
spin system become the MW dressed states [131, 133]
|±M〉 = (| ↓,M〉 ± | ↑,M − 1〉) /
√
2 (4.4)
with energy difference ~ΩMW and M the number of microwave photons dressing
the spin (i.e. the mean photon number in the coherent microwave field which drives
the spin). The Rabi decay time Tdecay can be interpreted as the MW dressed state
relaxation time [85].
To further prolong Tdecay, we decouple |±M〉 from fluctuations in ΩMW by apply-
ing the longitudinal AC strain field, which near-resonantly and coherently drives
the |+M〉 ↔ |−M〉 transition (Fig. 4.2b) and consequently leads to higher-order
or doubly-dressed states – the main principle underlying dynamical decoupling by
concatenated continuous driving [131]. Such driving is enabled by the coupling
term Ωm cos(ωmt)σˆz (see (4.1)), which drives the desired transition at a rate Ωm
as 〈+M |σˆz|−M〉 6= 0. Resonance of that second drive tone with the dressed state
energy splitting is achieved by adjusting ΩMW such that ΩMW ≈ ωm.3
To demonstrate second order dressing and the subsequent coherence protection,
we performed resonant Rabi oscillation measurements up to an evolution time
τmax = 16µs at variable ΩMW and in the presence of a parametric, cantilever-
induced strain-drive of fixed amplitude Ωm/2pi = 4.1 MHz. Fig. 4.2a shows the
Fourier transformation of each experimental Rabi oscillation as a function of ΩMW.
For ΩMW far from the dressed-state transition energy (i.e. for |ΩMW − ωm| & Ωm),
the spin precession dynamics are dominated by a single peak at frequency ΩMW/2pi,
as expected for conventional, coherent spin driving (white dashed line in Fig. 4.2a).
The very weak, additional spectral features visible for ΩMW < ωm stem from the
3We tune ΩMW since ωm is fixed and given by the cantilever geometry. Yet our decoupling scheme
would also work the other way around.
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Figure 4.2.: A photon-phonon doubly-dressed spin. a) Spin precession frequency
spectrum under combined microwave drive and parametric mechanical strain-driving
as a function of microwave Rabi frequency ΩMW. The spectra were obtained by
Fourier-transforming the experimentally acquired Rabi oscillation data for each
ΩMW. The white dashed line follows f = ΩMW/2pi, i.e. the precession frequency ex-
pected for pure microwave driving within the rotating wave approximation. Colored
dashed lines indicate the characteristic frequencies occurring in the spin precession
spectrum of the doubly-dressed spin. b) Eigenenergies (~ = 1) of the doubly-dressed
spin under resonant microwave and parametric driving with ΩMW = ωm. Left: En-
ergies of MW dressed spin states |±M〉 as a function of phonon number in the can-
tilever. For resonant driving |+M , N − 1〉 and |−M , N〉 are degenerate and coupled
by the parametric drive with amplitude Ωm (red arrows), leading to the doubly-
dressed states |±M,N〉 (see text). Right: Eigenenergies of |±M,N〉 and |±M,N−1〉 as
a function of Ωm. Colored arrows indicate allowed dressed-state transitions, which
are reflected by corresponding features in the spin precession spectrum shown in a).
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two additional, hyperfine-split NV spin transitions that are off-resonantly driven.
For ΩMW ≈ ωm = 2pi × 5.81 MHz, however, we observe a spectrum that shares
striking similarities with the well-known Mollow-triplet in quantum electrodynam-
ics: the measured coherent spin oscillations peak at a single frequency ωm/2pi, irre-
spective of the exact value of ΩMW. Additionally, two weak side bands appear at
(ωm±Ωm/2)/2pi. Such spin-oscillator frequency-locking was previously observed for
NV centers in diamond nanocrystals parametrically driven by the magnetic fields
from a nearby antenna [79] or by the mechanical motion of a spin in a strong mag-
netic field gradient [78].
This phenomenon of frequency-locking is at the heart of our hybrid continuous
decoupling scheme and indeed efficiently decouples the NV spin from environmental
fluctuations. The parametric drive couples the microwave dressed states |±M〉 and
thereby yields new eigenstates |±M,N〉, now doubly-dressed by M MW photons and
N cantilever phonons [79]. For resonant strain-driving with ΩMW = ωm
|±M,N〉 = (|−M , N + 1〉 ± |+M , N〉)/
√
2 (4.5)
where |+M,N〉 is split from |−M,N〉 by an energy ~Ωm/2. The resulting, doubly-
dressed energy spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 4.2b as a function of mechanical driving
strength Ωm, along with the possible transitions allowed between adjacent dressed
states. These transitions are indeed also observed in the experimentally measured
spin-precession spectra (colored dashed lines in Fig. 4.2a). The transition with the
largest spectral weight, |±M,N〉 ↔ |±M,N−1〉, occurs at ωm/2pi and corresponds to a
transition that changes the phonon number N at constant microwave photon number
M .
4.4. Coherence protection through double dressing
The data presented in Fig. 4.2a indicate how doubly dressing using mechanically
induced parametric strain driving protects the Rabi oscillations from environmental
noise and prolongs their decay time. All involved energy levels are insensitive to first-
order to fluctuations of ΩMW around ωm. Notably the central peak at a precession
frequency ωm/2pi is insensitive to arbitrary orders. The same holds for vulnerability
to microwave detunings (i.e.ωMW/2pi 6= Dgs−γNVBz). The only perturbation which
affects the energies of the doubly-dressed states to first order are fluctuations in
mechanical driving strength Ωm, which are intrinsically low due to the resonant
behavior of our cantilever (see below).
This coherence protection through double dressing is already visible in the width
of the dominant central frequency component (Fig. 4.2a), which is significantly nar-
rower than all other spectral features but still limited by the measurement bandwidth
1/τmax. To determine the intrinsic linewidth of this spectral feature, we conducted
long-time Rabi oscillation measurements for resonant driving at ΩMW = ωm. The
result (Fig. 4.3) shows sustained, coherent Rabi oscillations at frequency ωm/2pi with
a characteristic exponential decay over Tdecay = (2.9±0.3) ms. This value is close to
three orders of magnitude longer than the Gaussian decay time determined earlier
(see Fig. 4.1) without parametric mechanical driving, and the exponential decay we
find indicates that the decay is induced by rapidly fluctuating noise sources, i.e. not
by microwave power fluctuations.
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Figure 4.3.: Observation of long lasting Rabi oscillations. Single spin Rabi oscil-
lations stabilized by parametric, mechanical driving with Ωm/2pi = 4.1 MHz. Data
(blue dots) are well-fit by an exponentially damped oscillation (orange) with decay
time Tdecay = (2.9 ± 0.3) ms and a spin-precession (Rabi) frequency of 5.83 MHz.
The quickly decaying transient at τ < 10µs corresponds to the sidebands observed
in Fig. 4.2a (see also Fig. 4.4). The sub-panels show zoomed views over the measure-
ment intervals labeled (1)− (4) and confirm that the slowly decaying signal indeed
consists of monochromatic Rabi oscillations at the mechanical frequency ωm/2pi.
The measured Rabi oscillations under parametric driving allows us to directly as-
sess the coherence time T ∗2,d.d. of the doubly-dressed spin states |±M,N〉. As indicated
in Fig. 4.2b, |+M,N〉 and |−M,N〉 are split in energy by Ωm/2, whose fluctuations of
standard deviation σΩm thus directly set the inhomogeneous coherence time of the
two-level system formed by |±M,N〉 as T ∗2,d.d. = 1/
√
2piσΩm [134]. To assess T
∗
2,d.d.
we determined the decay time of the transient oscillations of the observed Rabi os-
cillations by measuring the width of the Mollow-triplet sidebands [131], which are
mutually split by Ωm (Fig. 4.2a). Figure 4.4a shows that these transient oscillations
decay for Ωm/2pi = 200 kHz with a Gaussian decay time T
∗
2,d.d. = 59µs.
The doubly-dressed coherence time monotonically increases with mechanical driv-
ing strength Ωm (Fig. 4.4b) [99, 131]. This increase however does not persist beyond
Ωm/2pi = 800 kHz (for which T
∗
2d.d. = (110 ± 17)µs), due to increased mechani-
cal amplitude noise (presumably due to nonlinearities of our diamond oscillator) at
these high driving amplitudes. This deterioration is already visible in Fig. 4.3, where
Ωm/2pi = 4.1 MHz and the initial, transient amplitude oscillations decay on a fast
timescale T ∗2,d.d. ≈ 4µs. Extending T ∗2,d.d. further by increasing Ωm would be pos-
sible through mechanical oscillators which yield higher strain fields while avoiding
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Figure 4.4.: Dependence of doubly-dressed coherence time on mechanical driving
strength. a) Decay of transient Rabi oscillations for resonant parametric driving
(ΩMW = ωm) and Ωm/2pi ≈ 200 kHz. The transient is dominated by a beat-note at
Ωm, i.e. the transient generates the Mollow-triplet sidebands visible in Fig. 4.2. The
decay time of the beat-note (or, equivalently, the sideband linewidth) is a measure
of the coherence time T ∗2,d.d. of the doubly-dressed spin states [131]. For τ . 5µs
we observe contributions from the off-resonantly driven, hyperfine-split NV spin
transitions. b.) Coherence time T ∗2,d.d. as a function of mechanical driving strength
Ωm, demonstrating increased coherence protection for stronger mechanical driving.
The observed coherence time saturates around T ∗2,d.d. ∼ 100µs, presumably due to
technical limitations in our experiment (see text).
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nonlinearities when driven at high amplitudes [100].
Our novel continuous decoupling scheme takes advantage of double-dressing with
photons and phonons to enhance spin coherence of NV spins. In that sense, it
bears strong similarity to the recently demonstrated decoupling by concatenated
driving [131]. In the presented work, however, we also take advantage of the prop-
erties of our diamond mechanical oscillator for amplitude noise filtering, which in
principle eliminates the need for further, higher-order decoupling fields. Indeed,
mechanical resonators in general act as low pass filters for amplitude-noise, with a
cut-off frequency set by the mechanical linewidth fc = ∆ωm/2pi = ωm/2piQ. For our
experiment under ambient conditions we find Q ≈ 530, and therefore fc ≈ 11 kHz,
which still poses an important limitation to the coherence protection we can achieve.
We note that under vacuum conditions Q & 106 was reported for diamond mechan-
ical oscillators [47], which would then yield fc ≈ 5 Hz 1/T1 and allow decoupling
from the environment and driving field noise up to the ultimate limit imposed by
the spin lifetime T1 [131].
4.5. Conclusion
To conclude, we have demonstrated a novel hybrid continuous dynamical decoupling
scheme for a single spin that combines resonant microwave excitation with paramet-
ric driving of the spin by using strain generated in a nanomechanical oscillator.
With this approach we decoupled the spin from environmental noise and extended
both the coherence time from the typical T ∗2 = 1.5µs to T
∗
2,d.d. & 100µs and the
Rabi decay time from 5.3µs to about 2.9 ms. Next experimental steps may include
the use of high quality-factor mechanical oscillators for coherence protection up to
the T1-limit and the demonstration of coherent manipulation of dressed spin states.
Our work thereby offers attractive perspectives for employing hybrid continuous
dynamical decoupling of NV center spins for applications in quantum information
processing and quantum sensing.
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5. Strong mechanical driving of a
single electron spin
Quantum devices for sensing and computing applications require coherent quantum
systems, which can be manipulated in fast and robust ways. Such quantum control
is typically achieved using external electromagnetic fields, which drive the system’s
orbital [135], charge [8] or spin [7, 10] degrees of freedom. However, most existing
approaches are characterized by certain experimental or fundamental limitations.
They require complex and unwieldy gate structures and with few exceptions [136,
137] are limited to the regime of weak coherent driving.
In this chapter we present a novel approach to coherently drive a single NV spin
using crystal strain which brings vital advantages compared to established methods
relying on electromagnetic fields. Such strain fields can be straightforwardly engi-
neered in our hybrid system (see Chap. 3) and offer a direct coupling mechanism to
embedded NV centers [1, 41, 42]. Since they are intrinsic to our system, strain fields
are immune to drifts in the coupling strength. Additionally, strain does not generate
spurious stray fields, which are unavoidable with electric or magnetic driving and
which can cause unwanted dephasing or heating of the environment.
In our approach we create transverse AC strain in our hybrid system and in-
duce long-lasting, coherent oscillations of the embedded single NV centers’ spins.
We perform direct spectroscopy of the emerging phonon-dressed states and observe
hallmarks of the strong driving regime [138, 139], where the spin rotation frequency
significantly exceeds the spin splitting. Finally, we employ our continuous strain
driving to enhance the NV’s spin coherence time [140]. Our room-temperature ex-
periments thereby constitute an important step towards strain-driven, integrated
quantum devices and open new perspectives to investigate unexplored regimes of
strongly driven multi-level systems [141] and to study exotic spin dynamics in hy-
brid spin-oscillator devices [117]. The presented results have been published in [99].
5.1. Demonstration of coherent spin manipulation
5.1.1. Improvements to experimental setup
To perform the experiments presented in the following, several improvements to the
experimental setup from Chap. 3 were made. First, a new sample, implanted at
12 keV and 1 ·10−10 ions/cm2 (Innovion, USA), with a slightly lower NV density was
employed. Identifying single NVs was possible, but still challenging. The cantilevers
were structured as previously explained and thus aligned to the [110] crystal direction
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Figure 5.1.: Homebuilt magnetic field coils. a) Six coils, two per coordinate axis,
are arranged in a Helmholtz-like setup, where the spatial separation of two corre-
sponding coils matches their diameter. b) The X, Y -pairs have 426 windings per
coil and create a magnetic field of 37.6 G/A while the Z-pair with 328 windings per
coil is capable of creating magnetic fields of 75.3 G/A. c) The applied magnetic field
Bz (here measured via the Zeeman splitting ∆Z of an NV center) is highly stable
over time and shows fluctuations in the order of ±5 mG only. The error bars denote
95 % confidence fit intervals.
with dimensions in the range of (0.2− 1)× 3.5× (15− 25)µm3 for thickness, width
and length.1
Second, to study resonant strain driving of the | − 1〉 ↔ | + 1〉 spin transition a
purely longitudinal magnetic field Bz needs to be applied such that ωm = 2pi∆Z. To
that end we replaced the static magnet from Chap. 3 with a three-axis magnetic field
generated by three homebuilt coil pairs, driven by constant-current sources (Agilent,
E3644A) (Fig. 5.1). The coil pairs are arranged in a Helmholtz-like setup where the
spatial separation between corresponding coils matches their diameter (X, Y -pairs)
or their radius (Z-pair). The X, Y -pairs feature a radius of rX,Y = 2 cm and 426
windings, giving rise to magnetic fields of BX,Y = 37.6 G/A. The Z-pair is larger
(rZ = 3 cm) and with 383 windings creates a magnetic field of BZ = 75.3 G/A. We
control the three coil pairs separately and can align the resulting magnetic field to
within < 1◦ to a desired NV direction.2 The applied magnetic field is highly stable
over time with observed fluctuations usually below 5 mG (Fig. 5.1c).
1For the measurements we presented here three individual NV centers on three separate cantilevers
were studied. The NVs were characterized by different zero-field splittings D#1gs = 2.870 GHz,
D#2gs = 2.871 GHz and D
#3
gs = 2.8725 GHz, most likely caused by varying intrinsic strain
environments. As our experiment relies on a significant transverse strain component, all
NV centers belonged to orientation family NVA, i.e. were predominantly oriented along the
cantilever axis. The corresponding cantilevers had eigenfrequencies of ω#1m /2pi = 6.83 MHz,
ω#2m /2pi = 9.18 MHz and ω
#3
m /2pi = 5.95 MHz, respectively.
2The alignment procedure, originally established by Jean Teissier and Arne Barfuss, is nicely
illustrated in the supplementary material of [62].
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5.1.2. Mechanically induced Rabi oscillations
Coherent strain driving of NV spins is based on the sensitive response of the NV
spin states to strain in the diamond host lattice. The strain-coupling Hamiltonian
for transverse strain takes the form (see App. A.7)
Hˆ
⊥
gs/~ = −g⊥0
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
) (
eiϕSˆ
2
+ + e
−iϕSˆ
2
−
)
(5.1)
where g⊥0 denotes the transverse single phonon coupling strength and Sˆ+(−) and aˆ
†
(aˆ) are the raising (lowering) operators for spin and phonons, respectively. Even
though already demonstrated in Chap. 3 we again want to emphasize here that
transverse strain leads to a direct coupling of the two electronic spin states | − 1〉
and |+ 1〉 [1]. In the case of near-resonant, AC strain, coherent manipulation of the
dipole-forbidden transitions | − 1,mI〉 ↔ |+ 1,mI〉 is possible [41]. In other words,
transverse strain drives transitions where the electronic spin quantum number ms
differs by two units of angular momentum but the nuclear spin quantum number
mI remains constant. For a classical (coherent) phonon field at angular frequency
ωm, (5.1) can be rewritten as
Hˆ
⊥
gs/~ = −Ωm cos(ωmt)
(
eiϕSˆ
2
+ + e
−iϕSˆ
2
−
)
(5.2)
where the mechanical Rabi frequency Ωm = g
⊥
0 u˜max/∆xzpm describes the amplitude
of the strain drive, with ∆xzpm and u˜max the cantilever’s zero-point motion and peak
amplitude, respectively. Typical values for the cantilevers and NVs employed in this
chapter are ∆xzpm ≈ 1 · 10−14 m and g⊥0 /2pi ≈ 0.2 Hz.
To demonstrate the coherent character of our AC strain drive, we first performed
strain-driven Rabi oscillations between |−1〉 and |+1〉 for a given hyperfine manifold
(here we present data for mI = 1 as indicated in Fig. 5.2a and b, but any other value
of mI works as well). To that end, we prepare the NV in | − 1,+1〉 by applying an
appropriate sequence of laser and microwave pulses (Fig. 5.2c). Specifically, a green
laser pulse polarizes the NV in the ms = 0 spin manifold and a subsequent MW pi-
pulse, resonant with the |0,+1〉 ↔ |− 1,+1〉 transition, completes the initialization
process. We then let the NV spin evolve for a variable time τ under the influence
of our coherent AC strain field generated by constantly exciting the cantilever at
a fixed peak amplitude u˜max ≈ 100 nm.3 After this evolution we measured the
resulting population in |−1, 1〉 with a pulse sequence analogous to our initialization
protocol. As expected, we observed strain-induced Rabi oscillations (Fig. 5.2d) with
Ωm/2pi = (1.14±0.01) MHz and hardly any damping over the 30µs observation time.
Importantly and in contrast to a study on NV ensembles [41] that was published
prior to ours, this damping timescale is not limited by ensemble-averaging since
our experiment was performed on a single NV spin. We however want to point
out an experimental difficulty visible in Fig. 5.2d. Due to the finite quality factor
Q ≈ 300 of the cantilever employed here, its ring-up and ring-down times tup,down =
1/Γm = 2Q/ωm ≈ 88µs are much longer than the typical timescales of our applied
3The cantilever used here had an eigenfrequency of ωm/2pi = (6.83±0.02) MHz and a mechanical
susceptibility of χm = 12 nm/V. Consequently we applied a driving voltage of VAC = 8 V to
reach u˜max ≈ 100 nm (compare Chap. 3).
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Figure 5.2.: Demonstration of strain-induced coherent spin manipulation. a) En-
ergy levels of the NV spin as a function of magnetic field applied along the NV
axis. Electronic spin states |ms = ±1〉 split into three levels each due to hyper-
fine interactions with the NV’s 14N nuclear spin (I = 1, A
‖
gs = −2.17 MHz). Wavy
lines indicate strain (red) and microwave (violet) fields of frequency ω and strength
Ω. b) Pulsed ESR measurement of a single NV center, showing the NV’s hyper-
fine structure. In the data presented here we drive hyperfine levels with mI = +1.
c) Pulse sequence employed to observe strain-induced Rabi oscillations. d) Strain-
driven Rabi oscillations (data in blue, exponential fit to damped Rabi oscillations
in black).
sequences (typical pi-pulses are τpi ≈ 200− 700 ns long). We therefore have to apply
our AC strain field continuously. In addition, to avoid unwanted population in the
| − 1, 0〉 and | − 1,−1〉 hyperfine states during the initialization process, our MW
pi-pulses are of non-zero length. Both aspects limit the contrast of our mechanical
Rabi oscillation signal to about 80%.
5.1.3. MW spectroscopy of the mechanically induced
Autler-Townes effect
We obtain further insight into the strength and dynamics of our coherent strain-
driving mechanism from pulsed ESR spectroscopy of the strain-coupled NV spin
states, |+ 1〉 and | − 1〉. For this, we employed a weak microwave tone at frequency
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Figure 5.3.: Mechanically induced Autler-Townes effect probed by microwave spec-
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ωMW/2pi to probe the |0〉 ↔ |±1〉 transitions as a function of applied magnetic field
Bz in the presence of the coherent strain field. This strain field has a striking effect
on the NV’s ESR spectrum (Fig. 5.3) in that it induces excitation gaps at ωMW −
2piDgs = ±ωm/2, i.e. for Bz ≈ 0.9, 1.6 and 2.3 G (note that we used a cantilever with
ωm/2pi = 9.18 MHz for these experiments). At these values of Bz the AC strain field
in the cantilever is resonant with a given hyperfine transition, i.e. the energy splitting
~ωmI1,−1 between |−1,mI〉 and |+1,mI〉 equals ~ωm (Fig. 5.2a). The energy gaps which
we observe in the ESR spectra under resonant strain driving are evidence of the
Autler-Townes effect – a prominent phenomenon in quantum electrodynamics [133,
142], which has previously been observed in atoms and molecules [143], quantum
dots [144], and superconducting qubits [145]. Our observation of the Autler-Townes
effect was performed on a single electronic spin in the microwave domain and to the
best of our knowledge constitutes the first observation of the Autler-Townes effect
under ambient conditions.
The observed Autler-Townes splitting can be understood by considering the joint
energetics of the NV spin states and the quantized strain field containing N phonons
used to drive the spin (Fig. 5.3a) [133]. The joint basis states |ms, N〉 consist of NV
spin states |ms〉, where we omit the nuclear spin quantum number mI for simplicity,
dressed by N phonons in the cantilever. As one phonon is required, strain couples
|+ 1, N〉 to | − 1, N + 1〉 and leads to new eigenstates |±N〉. These states anti-cross
on resonance, i.e. for ωmI1,−1 = ωm, where |±N〉 = (| + 1, N〉 ± | − 1, N + 1〉)/
√
2 are
split by the energy ~Ωm. In other words the dressed eigenstates are separated by
an energy that corresponds to the mechanical Rabi frequency. As Ωm ∝ u˜max we
expect the splitting to increase linearly with the driving field amplitude which we
control through the strength of piezo excitation VAC. The corresponding experiment
confirms this expectation (Fig. 5.3c).
5.2. The strong driving regime
To investigate the limits of our coherent strain-induced spin driving and study the
resulting spin dynamics, we performed detailed dressed-state spectroscopy as a func-
tion of driving strength Ωm (Fig. 5.4a). To that end, we first set Bz such that
ωmI=11,−1 = ωm and then performed pulsed ESR spectroscopy for different values of
Ωm. Note that we used a cantilever with ωm/2pi = 5.95 MHz for these experiments.
For weak driving with Ωm < ωm the dressed states |±N〉 emerging from the reso-
nantly coupled states |ms = −1,mI = 1〉 and |ms = +1,mI = 1〉 split linearly with
Ωm as expected from the rotating wave approximation. However for Ωm ≈ ωmI=11,−1
the linear relationship breaks down due to multi-phonon couplings involving states
which belong to different sub-spaces spanned by |±N〉 and |±M〉 with N 6= M (see
App. A.8) [133]. This observation is closely linked to the breakdown of the rotating
wave approximation [126, 137] and indicates the onset of the strong driving regime
we achieve in our experiment.
For even larger Rabi frequencies Ωm, the dressed states evolve into a characteristic
sequence of crossings and anti-crossings (see App. A.8 for a more detailed explana-
tion). The (anti-)crossings occur in the vicinity of Ωm = qωm, with q an odd (even)
integer and are related to symmetries of our strain-coupling Hamiltonian (5.1), which
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a
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Figure 5.4.: Dressed-state spectroscopy of our strongly driven NV spin. a) Mi-
crowave spectroscopy of the mechanically driven NV spin at Bz = 1.8 G where
ωm = ω
mI=+1
1,−1 as a function of driving strength Ωm. The resonantly coupled states
| ± 1,+1〉 at ωMW/2pi − Dgs = ±2.98 MHz first split linearly with Ωm and then
evolve into a sequence of crossings and anti-crossings (green circles and crosses,
respectively) with higher-order dressed states. These (anti-)crossings indicate the
strong driving regime. b) Calculated transition rates from |ms = 0〉 to the dressed
states obtained by Fermi’s Golden rule (see text). Blue, yellow and orange shaded
transitions correspond to the hyperfine manifolds mI = +1, 0 and −1, respectively.
In both panels, black dots indicate the calculated dressed-state energies for mI = +1.
Grey lines in b) show the same under the rotating wave approximation. Deviations
between black dots and the gray lines indicate the onset of the strong driving regime.
Red squares mark q = 2 anti-crossings of the far detuned mI = −1 manifolds (see
text).
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changes the phonon number by one and the spin quantum number by two units [133].
Our experiment allows us to clearly identify the q = 1 and q = 2 (anti-)crossings
(green circles and crosses in Fig. 5.4a) and thereby demonstrates that we reside well
within the strong driving regime (Ωm > ω
mI
1,−1) of a driven two-level system.
4 Note
that the anti-crossings are slightly shifted from the values 2ωm. These shifts are a
result of the Bloch-Siegert shift [146], which is neglected in the rotating wave ap-
proximation (see App. A.8). Furthermore, we point out that the q = 2 anti-crossing
is also visible in the mI = 0 and mI = −1 manifolds, where the strain-driving
field is detuned by 4.2 MHz and 8.4 MHz, respectively (since mI = +1 is resonantly
driven, these values are given by twice and four time the hyperfine splitting). For
mI = −1, this anti-crossing is visible as a weak splitting of the mI = −1 ESR lines
at Ωm/2pi ≈ 7.5 MHz, ωm/2pi −Dgs ≈ ±9 MHz (red squares in Fig. 5.4). As a result
of the strong detuning, this splitting is much smaller than for the resonantly driven
mI = +1 transition.
We have carried out an extensive numerical analysis to compare our experi-
mental findings to theoretical expectations. Following [139] we employ Floquet
theory to treat the time dependence of the strain-induced spin driving Hˆ
⊥
gs =
−~Ωm cos (ωmt)
(
eiϕSˆ
2
+ + e
−iϕSˆ
2
−
)
, beyond the rotating wave approximation. The
key idea here is to map the Hamiltonian with periodic time dependence on an
infinite-dimensional, but time-independent Floquet Hamiltonian HF . We can then
solve the eigenvalue problem HF |uj〉 = ~ωj|uj〉 with standard methods to obtain
quasi-energies ~ωj and corresponding eigenvectors |uj〉. Treating the weak mi-
crowave drive up to second order in drive strength we find the rate for the system
to leave the initial state with Fermi’s golden rule as [139]
P = 1
~2
∑
i,f
γfi|〈uf |HˆMW|ui〉|2
(ωf − ωi − ωMW)2 + γ
2
fi
4
, (5.3)
where γfi denotes the corresponding linewidths of final and initial state and the MW
driving Hamiltonian is HˆMW =
∑
mI
~ΩMW(|+1,mI〉〈0,mI |+|−1,mI〉〈0,mI |+H.c.)
with driving strength ΩMW, assuming a linearly polarized MW field.
The result is shown in Fig. 5.4b and demonstrates quantitative agreement of the
model with our experimental findings.5 However, for the largest values of Ωm, some
discrepancies of the transition strengths between data and model remain. We tenta-
tively assign these to uncertainties in microwave polarization, to possible variations
of linewidths with Ωm and to our particular pulsed ESR detection scheme [90]. Our
4We would like to point out that several notions of strong driving are employed in literature. In
our work presented here we refer to a situation, where the strength of the driving field Ωm
exceeds the splitting ωmI1,−1 of the two coupled spin hyperfine levels. We note that some authors
employ a slightly different notion of strong driving and define this regime as one in which the
driving strength Ωm exceeds the systems dissipation rates ([144] would be one such example).
In our definition, such a regime would correspond to the coherent driving regime where the
coupling strength is larger than the linewidth of the involved levels (and one can for example
observe an Autler-Townes splitting with level spectroscopy, as demonstrated above).
5For the simulations shown in Fig. 5.4b we assumed an initial state |ui〉 = |ms = 0,mI〉 and
linewidths γfi = γ = 1 MHz, and summed the result over all nuclear spin quantum numbers
mI ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.
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calculation further shows that over our range of experimental parameters, Ωm is lin-
ear in u˜max and reaches a maximum of Ωm/2pi ∼ 10.75 MHz. This value was at the
time of the experiment limited by the maximally achievable piezo driving strength
as well as the structural integrity of our resonators. Increasing the Q factor, for ex-
ample by going to vacuum, will lead to higher cantilever deflections at identical piezo
driving and larger Ωm will be possible. Another option to extend our experiment be-
yond the q = 2 anti-crossings would be to work with low eigenfrequency cantilevers
with ωm/2pi = 2 MHz. By applying a maximum driving strength Ωm/2pi ≈ 11 MHz,
we should observe (anti-)crossings up to fifth order.
5.3. Protecting NV spin coherence by coherent strain
driving
As we know from Chap. 4, continuous coherent driving can be employed to protect
a quantum system from its noisy environment and thereby increase its coherence
times [101, 102, 129, 131, 140]. For NV spins, decoherence is predominantly caused
by environmental magnetic field noise which normally couples linearly to the NV
spin through the Zeeman Hamiltonian HˆZ = γNVBzSˆz (Fig. 5.2a). Conversely, for
the dressed states |±N〉 we create by coherent strain-driving, 〈±N |HˆZ|±N〉 = 0
and the lowest order coupling to magnetic fields is only quadratic (Fig. 5.3a). The
dressed states are thus less sensitive to magnetic field fluctuations and should exhibit
increased coherence times, compared to the undriven NV.
To demonstrate such coherence enhancement by continuous driving we performed
Ramsey spectroscopy [132] on our strain-driven NV spin. To that end, we adjusted
Bz such that ω
mI=1
1,−1 = ωm (we used a cantilever with eigenfrequency ωm/2pi =
6.83 MHz) and employed the sequence presented in Fig. 5.5a. We drove the spin with
Ωm/2pi = 1.68 MHz and applied a pulsed MW probe field of strength ΩMW/2pi =
1.29 MHz and frequency ωMW/2pi − Dgs ≈ 6.83/2 MHz. This value of ωMW/2pi
corresponds to a spectral position roughly in the center of the two dressed state
transitions of the ms = +1 spin manifold (see inset in Fig. 5.5b). The microwave
Rabi frequency ΩMW was thereby strong enough to drive both detuned dressed
state transitions but also induced some population in |+ 1,−1〉 and |+ 1, 0〉. These
populations led to the fast oscillating and highly damped signal visible for τ . 5µs
in Fig. 5.5b.
In order to fit the Ramsey data in Fig. 5.5b, we used a sum of cosines with Gaussian
decays [132] for both dressed states and the uncoupled hyperfine states. As the
dressed state coherences decay on a different timescale as compared to the bare
hyperfine states we employed the fitting function
SDSRamsey(τ) =e
−(τ/T ∗2,DS)2
∑
i=+,−
βDS,i cos(2piδDS,iτ + φDS,i)
+
∑
mI=−1,0
e−(τ/T
∗
2,mI
)2βmI cos(2piδmIτ + φmI ) (5.4)
where β, δ and φ are the population, microwave-detuning and initial phase for the
hyperfine states |+ 1,mI〉 and dressed states |±N〉 (indicated by the subscript DS).
Our approach yielded the decay time T ∗2,DS = (16.4± 0.6)µs for the dressed states.
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Figure 5.5.: Protecting NV spin coherence by coherent strain driving. a) Employed
sequence to measure free induction decay with and without mechanical driving. b)
Spin coherence decay of |±N〉 (for mI = +1) as measured by Ramsey interferometry
between the state |ms = 0〉 and the |ms = +1〉 manifold. The probability for the
NV to occupy the |ms = 0〉 manifold after the sequence is denoted as P (|0〉). The
inset illustrates the NV spin’s eigenenergies as a function of Bz and indicates the
magnetic field and microwave frequencies employed (purple dot) with respect to the
dressed-state spectrum shown in Fig. 5.3b. c) Measurement of NV spin coherence
time in the undriven case, as determined by Ramsey spectroscopy between |ms = 0〉
and |ms = +1〉, in the absence of mechanical driving. Inset as in a). In both panels,
the orange envelope indicates the coherence decay extracted from our fit (black) to
the data (blue).
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Figure 5.6.: Deoherence time T ∗2 versus mechanical driving strength Ωm. Each data
point corresponds to the decay-time of a Ramsey interference signal recorded anal-
ogously to the ones shown in Fig. 5.5 (denoted by red markers). Overall we observe
a linear increase of spin coherence for low Ωm. T
∗
2 peaks at Ωm/2pi ≈ 1.5 MHz
and decreases for higher driving strengths, most likely due to the onset of technical
noise in the driving field. Error bars in T ∗2 indicate 95% confidence intervals for the
nonlinear least-squares parameter estimates.
To compare the dressed state decay time to the undriven case we repeated our
experiment and applied the pulse sequence from Fig. 5.5a with Ωm/2pi = 0 and
ωMW/2pi − Dgs ≈ 1 MHz (see data in Fig. 5.5c). In the undriven case the fitting
function
SRamsey(τ) = e
(−τ/T ∗2 )2
∑
mi=0,±1
βmi cos(2piδmiτ + φmi) (5.5)
is slightly simplified as only the three undriven levels are populated. We found
the bare NV coherence time of T ∗2 = (3.6 ± 0.1)µs (Fig. 5.5c) and compared to
the driven coherence time of T ∗2,DS = (16.4± 0.6)µs this demonstrates a significant
enhancement of T ∗2 caused by our continuous, mechanical drive.
Our decoupling protocol is readily tuneable. For increasing Ωm we have observed
an initially monotonic, approximately linear increase of T ∗2 , which saturates for
Ωm/2pi & 1 MHz (Fig. 5.6). For further increasing driving strengths, the observed
T ∗2 decreased again. We assign this current limitation to the onset of technical
noise in the driving field [102, 131, 140], whose mitigation might lead to further
improvements of T ∗2 in the future (compare Chap. 4).
5.4. Summary and outlook
To summarize, we employed AC transverse strain and coherently manipulated the
NV’s spin degree of freedom. From an experimental point of view our findings
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demonstrate advantages over established spin control approaches. These usually
employ unwieldy gate structures to apply external electric or magnetic fields, which
are prone to fluctuations. In contrast, strain driving is intrinsic to the system and
hence offers a drift-free coupling mechanism. From a physics point of view, AC strain
driving allows working in the strong driving regime, in which the induced spin ro-
tation frequency exceeds the initial spin splitting. Few systems have achieved this,
despite the appeal of studying dynamics beyond the usually used rotating frame.
Previously, only superconducting qubits at mK temperatures achieved sufficiently
strong driving fields. Our room temperature experiments thus offer a more acces-
sible route. Additionally, continuous strain driving enhances the NVs spin coher-
ence time by decoupling it from environmental magnetic noise. Our noise-isolating
scheme enables novel studies of weaker environmental noise sources, e.g. electric
noise induced by charge fluctuations. Further studies of the remaining decoherence
processes under mechanical driving, which remain largely unexplored until now, of-
fer an exciting avenue to be pursued in the future. Besides this, the demonstrated
coherence protection will be impactful for any quantum technology where pulsed
decoupling protocols cannot be employed (such as DC electric field sensing).
Our approach to strong coherent strain-driving of a single electronic spin will have
implications far beyond the coherence protection and dressed-state spectroscopy that
we have demonstrated in this work. By combining our strain-drive with coherent
microwave spin manipulation, our NV spin forms a three-level∇-system, on which all
three possible spin transitions can be coherently addressed. This setting is known to
lead to unconventional spin dynamics [117], which here could be observed on a single-
spin basis and exploited for sensing and quantum manipulation. We will discuss
ongoing spin dynamics under closed-contour driving in great detail in Chap. 6. On
a more far-reaching perspective, our experiments lay the foundation for exploiting
diamond-based hybrid spin-oscillator systems for quantum information processing
and sensing, where our system forms an ideal platform for implementing proposed
schemes for spin-induced phonon cooling and lasing [49] or oscillator-induced spin
squeezing [118].
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6. Phase-dependent spin dynamics
under closed-contour interaction
The experiments we have presented so far essentially relied on two NV spin sublevels
driven by a single coherent field. Such two-level quantum systems are the most com-
mon platform for experiments in the quantum regime as they offer a large diversity
of observable physical phenomena and simultaneously minimize experimental chal-
lenges. In this chapter we expand our experiment and include all three spin sublevels
of the NV’s S=1 ground state. While this increases experimental complexity, it al-
lows us to observe previously inaccessible spin dynamics of three-level systems under
closed-contour interaction.
Three-level quantum systems have been at the forefront of experimental and theo-
retical investigations in quantum optics ever since the discovery of coherent popula-
tion trapping and electromagnetically induced transparency in the 1970’s [147–150].
Typically, such quantum systems are prepared in V- or Λ-type configurations by
coupling two electronic states to a common third state through separate, coherent
driving fields. This approach enables studying a wide variety of physical effects,
such as light storage in atomic vapor [151], novel frequency standards for atomic
clocks [152, 153] or stimulated Raman adiabatic passage for enhanced quantum con-
trol [154, 155]. The diversity of three-level quantum systems can in principle be
further increased by driving all available transitions coherently by three individual
driving fields (Fig. 6.1a). In such a scenario the global phase Φ = φ1+φ3−φ2, i.e. the
relative phase of the driving fields, offers a new and largely unexplored control pa-
rameter for coherent dynamics in quantum optics. It is predicted to significantly
determine the system’s dynamics [117], to control quantum interference phenomena
[117], and lead to phase-dependent transmission and absorption [156–158].
Yet here we face an important limitation of many traditional approaches to quan-
tum optics: selection rules make it difficult to couple all three levels solely by optical
excitation. As combining optical and non-optical driving fields in a phase-locked
manner to overcome this hurdle is experimentally challenging as well, previous re-
searchers struggled to unambiguously demonstrate the influence of global phase.
Although they have detected some effect in transmission and absorption measure-
ments [159–162], the proposed phase dependence of occurring dynamics remains
largely unexplored. The only exception to this is [163], where the circulation of mi-
crowave photons in three coupled superconducting qubits was measured. Yet, this
study does not offer a complete characterization of the influence of global phase on
occurring dynamics.
In this chapter we report on the implementation of a closed-contour interaction
scheme in the ∇-system formed by the S=1 ground state spin sublevels of the NV
center. Using a unique combination of MW and strain driving, we perform a detailed
study of the driving phase’s influence on spin dynamics. Remarkably, the global
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Figure 6.1.: Realization of a closed-contour interaction in the S=1 ground state of
the NV center. a) Schematic representation of the investigated three-level system,
driven by three fields. All three spin-transitions of the NV’s ground state can be
coherently driven by MW fields (|∆ms| = 1 transitions, purple arrows) and by strain
(|∆ms| = 2, red arrow). The driving fields have frequency ωi, amplitude (Rabi
frequency) Ωi and phase φi (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}). b) Spin dynamics under closed-contour
interaction is investigated using a confocal microscope for optical initialization and
readout of the NV spin. Driving fields are generated by MW sources and a function
generator, which are mutually phase-locked to control the global interaction phase
Φ = φ1 + φ3 − φ2.
phase emerges as a handle to decouple the NV spin from environmental noise and
thereby prolongs its coherence time under continuous driving. This discovery offers
interesting perspectives for future applications in quantum sensing and quantum
information processing.
6.1. Phase dependence of NV spin dynamics
To experimentally realize closed-contour interaction dynamics, we combine conven-
tional, coherent MW driving of the |0〉 ↔ | ± 1〉 transitions and AC transverse
strain driving of the | − 1〉 ↔ | + 1〉 transition (Fig. 6.1). Since transverse strain
only couples hyperfine sublevels with the same nuclear quantum number mI (see
Chap. 5), we restrict our experiments to hyperfine levels with mI = +1. We gener-
ate the AC transverse strain field by exciting the mechanical resonator of our hybrid
spin-oscillator system at its eigenfrequency (in this case ω3/2pi = 9.2075 MHz) us-
ing a nearby piezoelectric actuator (see Chap. 5). The mechanical Rabi frequency
Ω3 is controlled by the amplitude of piezo excitation. To establish resonant driv-
ing of the | − 1〉 ↔ | + 1〉 transition, we further apply a static magnetic field Bz
along the NV axis such that 2pi∆Z = ω3. Two transverse MW fields at frequencies
ω1,2 = 2piDgs±ω3/2 address the |0〉 ↔ |±1〉 transitions and are delivered to the NV
center using a homebuilt near-field microwave antenna.1 The MW Rabi frequencies
1In contrast to the experiments presented in previous chapters, here the MW antenna is formed
by a 30 nm thick Au wire bonded across the cantilever.
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Ω1,2 are set by the MW power delivered to the antenna. The three fields are cre-
ated in a phase-locked manner, which is essential for our closed-contour interaction
scheme to work (see App. A.9.2 for experimental details on field creation).
If the three-photon resonance ω1 + ω3 = ω2 is fulfilled, our closed-contour inter-
action scheme is described by the time-independent Hamiltonian (see App. A.9 for
derivation)
Hˆcc/~ =
1
2
 2δ1 Ω1 Ω3eiΦΩ1 0 Ω2
Ω3e
−iΦ Ω2 2δ2
 , (6.1)
written in the basis {| − 1〉, |0〉, |〉+ 1〉}, where δ1,2 are the MW-detunings from the
|0〉 ↔ | ± 1〉 transitions. For ω1 + ω3 = ω2, the global phase Φ = φ1 + φ3 − φ2
is well defined, where φi with i = 1, 2, 3 are the individual driving field phases.
Experimentally, we focus on the case of resonant and symmetric driving, for which
δ1 = δ2 = 0 and Ωi = Ω,∀i. Under such conditions, the eigenstates |Ψk〉 and
eigenenergies Ek of Hˆcc are
|Ψk〉 = 1√
3
(
ei
Φ+k4pi
3 , 1, e−i
Φ−k2pi
3
)
(6.2)
Ek/~ = Ω cos
(
Φ− k2pi
3
)
(6.3)
with k ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and Φ the global phase, imprinted on the system by the three
coherent driving fields.
We study the closed-contour interaction dynamics by measuring the time evolution
of the |0〉 spin population P|0〉(τ) for different values of Φ with Ω/2pi set to 500 kHz.
To that end, we apply the pulse sequence shown in the inset to Fig. 6.2a to the NV.
For each value of Φ, a green laser pulse initializes the NV spin in |Ψ(τ = 0)〉 = |0〉,
which can be expressed as a linear superposition of the three |Ψk〉
|Ψ (τ = 0)〉 = (|Ψ−1〉+ |Ψ0〉+ |Ψ1〉) /
√
3. (6.4)
To monitor the time evolution
|Ψ (τ)〉 = e−iHˆccτ/~|Ψ (0)〉, (6.5)
we let the system evolve under the influence of the three driving fields and read out
the population in |0〉,
P|0〉(τ) = |〈0|Ψ (τ)〉|2, (6.6)
by applying a green readout laser pulse after a variable evolution time τ . The
resulting data (Fig. 6.2a) show oscillations of P|0〉(τ) in time, featuring a pronounced
pi−periodic dependence of the population dynamics on Φ.
We additionally monitor the populations P|−1〉(τ) and P|+1〉(τ) of spin sublevels
| ± 1〉 for Φ = 0,±pi/2 (Fig. 6.2b). To that end, we apply a MW pi-pulse resonant
with the |0〉 ↔ | + 1〉 or |0〉 ↔ | − 1〉 transition at the end of the evolution time
τ (dashed box in the inset of Fig. 6.2a) to swap the population between |0〉 and
| ± 1〉. The resulting spin dynamics are shown in Fig. 6.2b and demonstrate the
time-reversal symmetry breaking character of the global phase at |Φ| = pi/2 [163].
In particular, at Φ = +pi/2 (−pi/2) the spin exhibits clockwise (counterclockwise)
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Figure 6.2.: Closed-contour spin dynamics controlled by global phase Φ. a) Time
evolution of the population in |0〉, P|0〉(τ), as a function of global phase Φ after
initialization in |0〉. Closed-contour driving of the NV spin leads to periodic evolution
of P|0〉(τ) due to quantum-interference in the NV ground state. Period and decay
times of the interference pattern strongly depend on Φ. b) Level populations P|0〉(τ)
(blue), P|−1〉(τ) (red) and P|+1〉(τ) (yellow) for Φ = pi/2, 0 and −pi/2 (top, middle
and bottom panel). For Φ = +pi/2 (Φ = −pi/2) population is shuﬄed clockwise
(counterclockwise) through the three-level ∇-system, while for Φ = 0 it alternates
between |0〉 and an equal superposition of | ± 1〉.
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circulation of population between the three spin sublevels |0〉, |+ 1〉 and |− 1〉, with
a period T±pi/2 = 4pi/
√
3Ω (see App. A.9.1 for derivation). Indeed, Roushan et al.
connect the circulation of population at Φ = ±pi/2 to chiral currents interacting
with a synthetic magnetic field whose flux is given by Φ, demonstrating tunable
gauge fields and strong particle interactions [163]. Conversely, for Φ = 0,±pi the
spin level population oscillates between |0〉 and an equal superposition of | ± 1〉 in
a ”V”-shaped trajectory (Fig. 6.2b, middle) at a period T0,±pi = 4pi/3Ω. The time
evolution of the spin populations revealed in Fig. 6.2b thus offers intuition for the
strong influence Φ has on the effective Rabi frequencies we observe in Fig. 6.2a. Our
experimental findings are in excellent agreement with theoretical expectations (see
App. A.9.3 for further discussion).
6.2. Global driving phase for NV decoupling
In addition to observing spin dynamics under closed-contour interaction, our exper-
iment also allows us to directly probe the eigenenergies Ek (solid lines in Fig. 6.3a,
see (6.3)) of the driven three-level system. After spin-initialization in the superposi-
tion state |Ψ(τ = 0)〉 (see (6.4)), each individual component |Ψk〉 acquires a dynami-
cal phase Ekτ/~ that governs the time evolution of the NV spin (see App. A.9.1 for a
detailed explanation). P|0〉 (τ) thus oscillates at frequencies ∆i,j = (Ei − Ej) /h with
i 6= j ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, as indicated by the colored arrows and lines in Fig. 6.3a+b. A
Fourier transformation of P|0〉 (τ) from Fig. 6.2a will thus reveal ∆i,j and thereby the
eigenenergies of the driven NV spin for any given Φ. The resulting frequency spec-
trum is plotted in Fig. 6.3c and shows an overall good agreement between data and
the expected spin precession frequencies for the undisturbed system (δ1,2 = 0), rep-
resented by colored lines and obtained via (6.3)). However, discrepancies between
expected and measured frequencies exist around Φ = 0,±pi, where we find anti-
crossings instead of degenerate spin precession frequencies in our measured spectra.
The appearance of these anti-crossings indicates the presence of environmental
fluctuations, disturbing our closed-contour interaction scheme. In particular, our
system is subject to amplitude noise in the driving fields, causing Rabi frequencies
Ωi to vary throughout our experiment. Additionally, environmental magnetic fluctu-
ations and changes in the zero-field splitting Dgs lead to variations in the detunings
δ1,2 in (6.1) (see App. A.9.3 for a detailed study of the most important noise sources).
For symmetric and resonant driving, degeneracies occur between |Ψ−1〉 and |Ψ0〉 at
Φ = −pi, |Ψ−1〉 and |Ψ+1〉 at Φ = 0, and between |Ψ0〉 and |Ψ+1〉 at Φ = +pi
(black lines in Fig. 6.3a). Environmental fluctuations, however, lead to asymmetric
and/or non-resonant driving with Ω1 6= Ω2 6= Ω3 and/or δ1 6= δ2 6= 0, ultimately
lifting these degeneracies (as indicated by green, dotted lines in Fig. 6.3a, which we
obtained through solving Hˆcc with δ1/2pi = −δ2/2pi = 50 kHz). While this simple
approach nicely illustrates the effect of environmental noise on the spin dynamics of
our driven three-level system, it is not a proper description of our experiment, as the
interplay between the different noise sources is far more complex. In App. A.9.3, we
discuss in great detail how we carefully model the influence of environmental noise.
The resulting spin precession frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.3d and reveals
an excellent match with our experimental data.
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Figure 6.3.: Eigenenergies and precession frequencies of the driven NV spin under
closed-contour interaction. a) Calculated eigenenergies E0,±1/h as a function of Φ
for zero (black solid and dashed lines) and non-zero (green dotted lines) detun-
ings δ1,2. Environmental fluctuations disturb the closed-contour interaction system
whenever two eigenstates are nearly degenerate and anti-crossings appear. Colored
arrows indicate the expected spin precession frequencies ∆i,j. b) Spin precession
frequencies |∆i,j| as a function of Φ for zero (colored solid lines) and non-zero (black
dotted lines) detunings. The formation of anti-crossings for Φ ≈ 0,±pi indicates
an increased vulnerability to environmental noise. c) Fourier transforming the data
shown in Fig. 6.2a reveals the precession frequencies of the driven NV spin. Colored
lines represent spin precession frequencies of the undisturbed system. d) Simu-
lated spectrum taking environmental fluctuations into account, showing excellent
agreement with experimental data in panel c (see App. A.9.3 for further information
regarding the employed model).
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Figure 6.4.: Dependence of Rabi decay time Tdecay on global phase Φ. a) Time
evolution P|0〉(τ) taken for Φ = 0 (top) and Φ = 0.25pi (bottom). The data (blue) is
fitted by a sum of three exponential decays, yielding decay times that vary between
a few µs (Φ = 0) and > 120µs (Φ = −0.25pi). Note that the given decay time
values differ slightly from those presented in panel b, as the linecuts were taken
separately and thus under a different noise environment. b) Phase dependence of
Tdecay obtained by fitting data from Fig. 6.2a. The observed asymmetry with respect
to Φ = 0 stems from slow environmental drifts, for instance of the zero-field splitting.
Error bars denote 95 % confidence intervals of the fits.
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The existence of anti-crossings in the spin precession frequency spectrum indicates
that the system’s eigenstates are most vulnerable to environmental fluctuations for
Φ ≈ 0,±pi and protected elsewhere. We therefore expect the decay time Tdecay of the
observed oscillation fringes to vary with Φ, showing minima at Φ ≈ 0,±pi. The in-
terference pattern in Fig. 6.2a qualitatively confirms these expectations. Oscillation
fringes vanish quickly for Φ ≈ 0,±pi but last significantly longer in between. We can
further deduce two important aspects from the spin’s precession frequency spectrum
(Fig. 6.3c). First, for a given Φ the three frequency components are characterized by
different peak amplitudes, indicating that the decay times T+1,−1decay 6= T+1,0decay 6= T−1,0decay
are in general not equal.2 Second, we can expect T+1,−1decay to peak around Φ ≈ ±0.75pi
and T±1,0decay at Φ ≈ ±0.25pi, as for these Φ the spectral amplitude of the corresponding
∆i,j is maximized.
For a quantitative analysis of Rabi decay times and their expected dependence on
Φ, we fit the data of Fig. 6.2a with the function
SRabi(τ) =
∑
i,j
βi,j cos(2pi∆i,jτ + φi,j)e
(−τ/T i,jdecay) (6.7)
where βi,j, ∆i,j and φi,j denote amplitude, frequency and phase of the three spin
precession frequency components (i, j) = {(−1, 0), (+1, 0), (+1,−1)}. We find a sig-
nificant phase dependence of Rabi decay time (Fig. 6.4), which confirms our previous
expectations. Rabi decay times are minimized for Φ = 0,±pi, where the oscillation
fringes damp out within a few µs. In contrast, around Φ = ±0.25pi and ±0.75pi, we
observe much longer decay times that vary between 50 − 120µs. Our findings can
be qualitatively explained by the specific reactions of |Ψk〉 and their corresponding
energies Ek to environmental noise (see Fig. 6.3a):
• E0 is not affected by noise for Φ = 0, but strongly responds at Φ = ±pi.
• E+1 is most susceptible to fluctuations for Φ = 0,+pi, while no reaction occurs
at Φ = −pi and +pi/2.
• E−1, however, strongly reacts to noise for Φ = −pi, 0, and is robust at Φ =
−pi/2 and pi.
As maximum robustness of Ei and Ej with i 6= j never occurs at the same value
of global phase, spin precession frequency components ∆i,j = (Ei −Ej)/h are most
efficiently protected at intermediate Φ (∆+1,−1 at ±0.75pi, ∆+1,0 at +0.25pi and ∆−1,0
at −0.25pi). The relative driving phase Φ thus not only controls the spin dynamics
in our closed-contour interaction scheme. It also serves as a handle to decouple the
system from environmental fluctuations, effectively protecting the NV spin.
In addition to the remarkable coherence protection, we also observe an unex-
pected, yet strong asymmetry of decay times with respect to Φ = 0 (Fig. 6.4b).
Based on our previous discussion of spin dynamics (Fig. 6.2), the underlying eigenen-
ergy spectra, and their response to fluctuations (Fig. 6.3), we would expect a sym-
metric behavior, i.e. decay times at Φ = ±0.25pi,±0.75pi to be of the same magni-
tude. Our simulations indicate that slow fluctuations (for instance variations of the
2Long-living frequency components are not only indicated by narrower peaks in the Fourier trans-
formation, but also by larger amplitudes. In our way of plotting, the linewidth is difficult to
estimate and we therefore refer to the peak intensity as a measure for decay time.
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zero-field splitting caused by small changes in environmental temperature), which
happen on timescales comparable to our data acquisition time, to be the origin of
this observed asymmetry (see discussion in App. A.9.3). Such influences are cur-
rently not avoidable, but could be suppressed by performing our experiments in a
more stable environment, e.g. in vacuum and/or under cryogenic conditions.
6.3. Summary
In summary, we have realized a closed-contour interaction scheme in the NV’s ground
state by combining coherent MW and strain driving. We present a detailed study of
the resulting spin dynamics and confirm the theoretical prediction that the global
phase governs the occurring spin dynamics, i.e. it allows for controlling how popu-
lation is shuﬄed between the three NV ground state spin sublevels. Furthermore
we find that the relative driving phase shields the NV spin from environmental
noise without having to apply complicated decoupling schemes. The decoupling
mechanism and its phase dependence are well explained by the eigenenergies of
the underlying Hamiltonian and their response to environmental noise. Carefully
performed simulations yield a remarkable degree of consistency with our experimen-
tal findings and identify slow variations in the zero-field splitting Dgs to cause the
observed asymmetry in the phase dependence of Rabi decay times.
To increase the coherence protection even further, we propose to repeat the pre-
sented measurements in a better controlled environment, for example by placing
our hybrid system in a cryostat. This would eliminate slow drifts in Dgs and lead
to cleaner decay time spectra. Additionally, our experiments were performed with
relatively modest driving strengths of Ω/2pi = 500 kHz. As presented in Chap. 4
and Chap. 5, MW and strain driving strengths of several MHz are possible and in-
creasing Ω would further suppress the influence of all noise sources. Our simulations
indicate that Rabi decay times of up to 1.2 ms are possible for Ω/2pi ≈ 800 kHz,
if the relative driving field amplitude fluctuations can be reduced to approximately
10 % of their current levels.
Besides the existing technical issues, we believe that our closed-contour interac-
tion scheme can have an impact on future applications in sensing and quantum
information processing. The emerging eigenstates |Ψk〉 have a unique structure in
the sense that they are superpositions of all three NV spin sublevels. Possible fluc-
tuations thus affect them all in a similar fashion, and qubits spanned by |Ψk〉 are
intrinsically protected. Moreover, the demonstrated phase-dependent decoupling
by continuous driving suggests significantly enhanced coherence times of |Ψk〉 com-
pared to the undriven NV center. As the states |Ψ±1〉 at Φ = ±pi/2 are moreover
completely decoupled from magnetic fluctuations, but have energies which depend
linearly on phase, one could imagine to realize a built-in sensor to study phase noise
in our hybrid system. Another interesting perspective is the combination of closed-
contour dynamics with optical transitions for phase-controlled coherent population
trapping [156]. This could either be done using an optical Λ-scheme, where the
ground state levels are coupled by strain, or through an optical V-scheme, where
the interaction contour is closed by driving optical excited state transitions [49].
Such schemes might proof useful for sensing applications in quantum optics.
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6.4. Outlook
To estimate the impact of our coherence-protected closed-contour interaction eigen-
states |Ψk〉 on sensing applications, we recently performed first experiments re-
garding the characterization of their coherence times T ∗2 . In fact, the Rabi decay
time measurements from Fig. 6.4 already constitute a simultaneous measurement
of closed-contour interaction coherence times for all three qubits, spanned by |Ψi〉
and |Ψj〉 with i 6= j. By performing Ramsey measurements on a single of these
qubits, we should therefore be able to reproduce the observed phase dependence
from Fig. 6.4 in a way that is easier to understand. These studies, however, require
the initialization of our driven three-level system in a single state |Ψk〉 instead of a
superposition state
∑
k |Ψk〉, which we realize via phase-dependent, adiabatic state
preparation (Fig. 6.5a+b).
To achieve such preparation, we start with the NV S=1 ground state and apply
our AC strain field resonant with the |−1〉 ↔ |+1〉 transition. The eigenstates under
such conditions are |0〉 and |±〉 = (|−1〉±|+1〉)/√2, and applying a green initializa-
tion pulse allows for preparing the NV in state |0〉. We then adiabatically increase
the MW driving amplitudes until Ω1,2 = Ω3 (see App. A.9.2 for the creation of such
amplitude ramps). For Φ > 0 (Φ < 0), state |0〉 evolves into |Ψ+1〉 (|Ψ−1〉) and, as
only |0〉 was initially populated, our closed-contour system is adiabatically prepared
in a pure eigenstate of the driven system if Ω1,2 was increased slowly enough. By
applying our standard readout pulse we finally probe P|0〉(τ), which will approach
1/3 without showing any oscillation fringes if the adiabatic state preparation was
successful (see App. A.9.1 for a detailed explanation).
The achievable state preparation fidelity, i.e. how well we manage to initialize in
only one of the three states |Ψk〉, is closely linked to amplitude sweep rate νΩ via
the Landau-Zener transition probability
PLZ = e
−2pi ∆2
4νΩ , (6.8)
where ∆ denotes the energy splitting between involved eigenstates [164]. For an
abrupt onset of the driving fields νΩ = ∞ and PLZ = 1 follows, indicating that all
involved levels are populated. Preparing the system in a single eigenstate |Ψk〉 can-
not be realized under such conditions. In contrast, if the driving fields are increased
adiabatically, i.e. with νΩ = 0, PLZ = 0 and adiabatic state preparation is achieved.
Consequently, the sweeping rate νΩ needs to be small compared to the smallest
energy gap ∆ between involved states. For instance, at a global phase Φ = ±pi/2
the smallest energy difference occurs at Ω1,2 = 0 with ∆ = |E0 − E±1| = Ω3/2 (see
Fig. 6.5a). Here, the maximum sweep rate is limited by the amplitude of the applied
strain drive.
In Fig. 6.5c+d, we compare amplitude sweeps of different shapes (error-function-
like and parabolic increase) for different ramping times tramp, which denotes the
timescale on which we ramp from Ω1,2 = to Ω1,2 = Ω3. As expected, we find
that increasing tramp improves our state preparation fidelity as indicated by weaker
oscillation fringes in the time evolution of P|0〉(τ). Ramping Ω1,2 in a parabolic
fashion proved to be more effective as the system is almost fully prepared in |Ψ+1〉
for tramp = 5µs whereas the error functional sweep requires a factor of four longer
ramping times. This can be explained by comparing the size of ∆ and the applied
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Figure 6.5.: Adiabatic state preparation in the NV’s S=1 ground state. a+b) We
initialize the spin in state |0〉 and slowly ramp the MW amplitudes Ω1,2. State |0〉 is
thus converted into a single eigenstate |Ψk〉 (for Φ = ±pi/2, |0〉 → |Ψ±1〉). Note that
continuously applying the AC strain field is a prerequisite for this scheme to work,
since this lifts the level degeneracy at Ω1,2 = 0 and induces a non-zero energy gap
∆. c+d) Comparing state preparation fidelity at Φ = +pi/2 for different amplitude
ramp functions. Ramping MW driving amplitudes in a parabolic fashion almost
fully prepares the system in |Ψ+1〉 for tramp = 5µs, whereas the error-function-
like approach is less effective and tramp increases significantly. The amplitude of the
observed oscillation fringes in P|0〉(τ) serves as a measure for the preparation fidelity.
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ramping rate νΩ. ∆ increases with Ω1,2 at Φ = +pi/2 (Fig. 6.5a), and νΩ can be
increased during the MW amplitude ramp as well. As νΩ is proportional to the slope
of the applied ramp function, it is continuously increased in case of the parabolic
ramp. The same is not true for the error-function approach and adiabatic state
preparation becomes less efficient.
After demonstrating state preparation, we continued with first experiments re-
garding manipulation and subsequent characterization of the driven eigenstates |Ψk〉
(Fig. 6.6). To that end we change the applied pulse sequence slightly. First, we apply
a third MW probe field of frequency ωprobe and amplitude Ωprobe to manipulate the
driven system after preparation in a single eigenstate, for example |Ψ+1〉. Second,
to investigate the influence of our probe field at evolution time τ , we adiabatically
transfer our system from the driven basis {|Ψ−1〉, |Ψ0〉, |Ψ+1〉} back to the NV basis
{| − 1〉, |0〉, | + 1〉} by ramping Ω1,2 to zero. This intermediate step is necessary to
monitor P|Ψ+1〉(τ) (using the standard NV readout procedure is not sufficient for
this task as all three eigenstates |Ψk〉 are characterized by 1/3 population in |0〉).
Fig. 6.6b demonstrates manipulation of the closed-contour eigenstates |Ψk〉 at
Φ = +pi/2 through pulsed ESR measurements. We applied the sequence from
Fig. 6.6a, featuring a parabolic amplitude ramp with tramp = 12µs as well as a fixed
evolution time τpi = 5µs, and varied ωprobe. Whenever ωprobe is resonant with one
of the allowed |Ψ+1〉 ↔ |Ψ−1〉 and |Ψ+1〉 ↔ |Ψ0〉 transitions, we observe a decrease
in recorded NV emission. Setting ωprobe resonant to one of these transitions and
applying the appropriate pulse sequence (Fig. 6.6c) then allows performing Rabi os-
cillation measurements, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.6d for the qubit spanned by the
states |Ψ+1〉 and |Ψ0〉. Finally, we perform Ramsey experiments to determine the
coherence time of the closed-contour interaction eigenstates |Ψ+1〉 and |Ψ−1〉 where
τpi/2 = 1500 ns and Φ/pi = 0.55. (Fig. 6.6e+d). First measurements indicate co-
herence times of several tens of µs, i.e. coherence times that are significantly longer
than the bare NV spin coherence of T ∗2 ≈ 2µs.
The experiments presented above are still in an early state, yet they already
demonstrate the potential of our closed-interaction contour scheme. We are curi-
ous to see how coherence times changes with global phase Φ. In particular, we
are interested in the question whether coherence time measurements on individual
closed-contour interaction qubits do reproduce the previously observed phase de-
pendence of Rabi decay times (Fig. 6.4b). The preliminary results from Fig. 6.6 are
promising, as they are in agreement with the previously determined T+1,−1decay ≈ 40µs
measured for Φ/pi = 0.55. Due to the possibility to prepare our system in two dif-
ferent sets of basis states in a very controlled way, we can also test advanced state
preparation protocols with respect to their vulnerability to environmental fluctua-
tions, whose origins and amplitudes can be tuned via the global phase Φ. We plan
to demonstrate this proposal using the fast adiabatic state preparation protocol
presented in [165, 166].
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Figure 6.6.: Manipulation and coherence of the NV spin driven in a closed interac-
tion contour. a) Sequence for pulsed ESR spectroscopy of the eigenstates |Ψk〉 at
Φ/pi = 0.5. To manipulate and characterize these, we apply an additional, weak
MW probe field once the system is prepared in an eigenstate |Ψ+1〉. To readout
the spin manipulation of this field via the |0〉 spin sublevel, we further adiabatically
convert the system back into the NV basis {| − 1〉, |0〉, | + 1〉} by ramping Ω1,2 to
zero. b) Pulsed ESR spectroscopy of the eigenstates |Ψk〉, obtained by applying the
presented sequence with tramp = 12µs and τpi = 5µs at Φ = +pi/2. Whenever ωprobe
is resonant with one of the allowed |Ψ+1〉 ↔ |Ψ−1〉 and |Ψ+1〉 ↔ |Ψ0〉 transitions,
we observe a decrease in recorded NV emission. c+d) Rabi oscillations measured on
the |Ψ+1〉 ↔ |Ψ0〉 transition for Φ/pi = 0.5, featuring an effective Rabi frequency of
192 kHz. e+f) Ramsey spectroscopy indicates coherence times of the |Ψ+1〉 ↔ |Ψ−1〉
in the order of several tens of µs, measured with τpi/2 = 1500 ns and at Φ/pi = 0.55.
The origin of the observed beating is currently not clear.
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7. Summary and Outlook
Hybrid spin-oscillator systems, formed by single spins coupled to mechanical oscil-
lators, have attracted ever-increasing attention over the last years. As outlined in
Chap. 1 this development was largely triggered by the prospect of employing such
devices as high-performance nanoscale sensors or transducers in multi-qubit net-
works. Provided the spin-oscillator coupling is strong and robust, such systems can
even serve as test-beds for studying macroscopic objects in the quantum regime.
In this thesis we intensively studied our hybrid spin-oscillator system, that consists
of a diamond cantilever, whose mechanical motion is coupled to the spin degree of
freedom of embedded NV centers through crystal strain. The unique combination of
NV centers, diamond resonators, and spin-strain coupling enabled several interesting
room temperature experiments in the NV S=1 ground. Our results constitute an
important step towards strain-driven quantum devices, and reveal new perspectives
for future sensing applications.
7.1. Summary
We started the investigation of our hybrid spin-oscillator device by quantifying the
coupling strength between NV spin and resonator motion. Static cantilever bending
revealed spin-strain coupling constants of several GHz per unit of strain, correspond-
ing to a single phonon coupling strength g0 ≈Hz. By applying time-varying strain
fields, we demonstrated that our hybrid system resides deep in the resolved sideband
regime, which is a prerequisite for several schemes proposed to prepare and study
the mechanical oscillator in its quantum ground state. Implementing corresponding
cooling schemes, however, also requires the spin-strain coupling strength to exceed
spin decoherence rate ΓNV and cantilever heating rate γth – a regime characterized
by a cooperativity C = 2pig20/ΓNV γth > 1. Reaching such a regime is, however,
impossible under our current experimental conditions. Yet several possibilities to
boost the cooperativity, such as miniaturizing our cantilevers or going to cryogenic
temperatures, exist. While these enable reaching cooperativities above unity, they
simultaneously come at significant experimental challenges. We therefore believe
that working with the NV’s excited state is favorable, if our hybrid system is to be
studied in the cantilever’s motional ground state (see discussion below).
While the NV’s spin and its coupling to strain is not the first choice for such
experiments in the quantum regime, it offers many other exciting features we ex-
plored. In Chap. 4 we report on the implementation of a novel continuous decoupling
scheme that protects the NV spin from environmental noise. In this scheme, we com-
bined microwave and AC strain fields to lock the spin precession frequency to the
cantilever’s mode frequency in the MHz range. Under this condition, both Rabi
oscillation decay time and inhomogeneous coherence time increased by two orders
of magnitude. The remarkable coherence protection of our hybrid spin-oscillator
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system relies on concatenated continuous dynamical decoupling and results from
the robust, drift-free strain-coupling mechanism and the narrow linewidth of the
high-quality diamond mechanical oscillator we employed. Improving the resonators’
quality factors, for example by operating the system in vacuum, will further prolong
coherence times, potentially to the relaxation time limit.
At the heart of this thesis stand our efforts to use transverse AC strain for coherent
spin manipulation, which we demonstrate in Chap. 5. From an experimental point
of view our findings manifest advantages over established spin control approaches.
These usually employ unwieldy gate structures to apply external electric or mag-
netic fields, which are additionally prone to fluctuations. In contrast, strain driving
is intrinsic to the system and hence offers a drift-free driving mechanism. From a
physics point of view, AC strain driving not only addresses a magnetic dipole for-
bidden transition. It also allows working in the strong driving regime, in which the
induced spin rotation frequency exceeds the initial spin splitting. Few systems have
reached this regime, despite the appeal of studying dynamics beyond the usually
used rotating frame. Previously, only superconducting qubits at mK temperatures
achieved sufficiently strong driving fields and our room temperature experiments
offer a more accessible route. Additionally, continuous strain driving enhances the
NVs spin coherence time by decoupling it from environmental magnetic noise. Our
noise-isolating scheme will thus enable novel studies of weaker environmental noise
sources. Further studies of the remaining decoherence processes under mechanical
driving, which remain largely unexplored until now, offer another exciting avenue to
be pursued. Besides this, the demonstrated decoherence protection will have impact
on any quantum technology where pulsed decoupling protocols cannot be employed.
Our approach to strong coherent strain-driving of the NV spin has implications far
beyond the coherence protection that we demonstrated in Chap. 5. Under combined
MW and strain driving, the NV’s spin forms a three-level ∇-system, on which all
three possible spin transitions can be coherently addressed. This setting is known
to lead to unconventional spin dynamics [117] which had been barely studied so far
due to experimental limitations. In Chap. 6 we present a detailed study of the spin
dynamics of such a closed-contour interaction scheme and confirm the theoretical
prediction that the global phase, i.e. the relative phase of the three driving fields,
governs the occurring spin dynamics. Furthermore, we discovered that it shields
the NV’s spin from environmental noise without applying complicated decoupling
schemes. The corresponding decoupling mechanism is well explained by the sym-
metries of the underlying Hamiltonian and their response to noise. Based on our
findings, we believe our closed-contour interaction scheme to have impact on fu-
ture applications in sensing and quantum information processing, for example as
phase sensor or as test-bed for state transfer protocols. First experiments, where we
studied the decoherence of the NV’s spin eigenstates under closed-contour interac-
tion, indicate coherence times up to one order of magnitude longer compared to the
undriven NV – a highly interesting avenue we will pursue in the future.
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7.2. Outlook
Besides studying spin coherence under closed-contour driving, cooling the resonator
of our hybrid system to its motional ground state will be one of our main goals in the
future. As discussed in Chap. 3, such an undertaking is challenging to realize when
working with the NV center’s ground state due to the relatively weak spin-strain
coupling. Employing orbital-strain coupling in the NV center’s S=1 excited state
manifold, however, might help to overcome this hurdle. Recently, orbital-strain cou-
pling constants of several PHz/strain have been reported [105], making orbital-strain
coupling five orders of magnitude stronger than spin-strain coupling. We therefore
estimate the corresponding single phonon coupling strength g0/2pi ≈ 22 kHz, assum-
ing our current cantilever dimensions of t ≈ 1µm and l ≈ 35µm. This remarkable
boost in g0 is compensated to some extent by the relevant NV decoherence now being
limited by the optical lifetime τ|3E〉 = 6− 14 ns [167]. The cooperativity C therefore
benchmarks g0 against cantilever heating rate γth = kBT/~Q and NV decoherence
rate ΓNV = 1/τ3E ≈ 100 MHz. For our current devices – if operated at T = 8 K
and with quality factors of Q = 105 – we find γth/2pi = 1.7 MHz and C = 3× 10−6.
The orbital-strain cooperativity increases by about five orders of magnitude with
respect to the spin-strain cooperativity. Still, our current devices are far from the
high cooperativity regime.
As discussed in Chap. 3, reducing cantilever dimensions is an effective ways to
increase C. For a cantilever with dimensions (l×t×w) = (1×0.1×0.1)µm3, operated
at T = 8 K, and assuming Q = 105, we obtain g0/2pi = 14.4 MHz, γth/2pi = 1.7 MHz
and ΓNV = 100 MHz. Together this yields a cooperativity of C = 1.24. On first
sight, this does not seem to be an improvement compared to our estimations from
Chap. 3, where we found a spin-strain cooperativity of C = 2.49, assuming identical
cantilever dimensions, Q = 2.5× 105 and T = 0.1 K. Taking a second look, however,
reveals the advantages of working with orbital-strain coupling in the NV’s excited
state in the sense that these values have been estimated for T = 8 K instead of mK
temperatures. Even though our group has now access to an appropriate dilution
refrigerator, working at temperatures in the mK range is without doubt challenging
and reaching temperature of a few Kelvin should be much easier. Second, achieving
quality factors of 2.5 × 105 for such small structures is difficult. Clearly, the lower
the required quality factor is, the less demanding sample fabrication will be.
Yet, when estimating the orbit-strain cooperativity, we assumed a comparably
large quality factor of Q = 105. However, when working with the NV excited state,
the quality factor is less critical, especially in the context of resonator ground state
cooling. As explained in Chap. 2, cooling rates for off-resonant (Γ‖) and resonant
(Γ⊥) cooling are given by
Γ‖ =
1
4pi2
g
‖
0
2
Ω2opt
ΓNVω2m
(7.1)
and
Γ⊥ =
1
4pi4
g⊥0
2
Ω2opt
Γ3NV
(7.2)
respectively [49]. With an optical Rabi frequency of Ωopt/2pi = 100 MHz (values
up to 400 MHz have been demonstrated [167]) and a mechanical eigenfrequency of
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ωm/2pi = 272 MHz (which is the eigenfrequency of the cantilever considered above),
we find cooling rates of Γ‖ = 0.3 MHz and Γ⊥ = 5.8 MHz, assuming g
‖
0/g
⊥
0 = 0.83
(see App. A.7). Comparing these with the heating rate γth = kBT/~Q = 2pi ×
1.7 MHz of our cantilever yields final phonon numbers of
n¯‖ =
γth
2piΓ‖
= 5.95 (7.3a)
n¯⊥ =
γth
2piΓ⊥
= 0.29. (7.3b)
Under these circumstances, cooling the resonator with transverse coupling can bring
it to its quantum ground state. Lower Q factors can be accounted for to some extend
by increasing the optical Rabi amplitude Ω, on which both cooling rates depend
quadratically. For example, with Q = 5000 and Ωopt/2pi = 250 MHz, the resonant
cooling scheme would still yield n¯⊥ = 0.93.
Despite this promising prospect, we still have to worry about the NV coherence
time ΓNV. For the estimations given above we assumed ΓNV to be purely lifetime
limited. It is however known that NV centers in proximity to surfaces exhibit sig-
nificantly broadened optical transitions due to spectral diffusion [167, 168]. Already
in our current structures, which are by far larger than the resonators we would
need to employ for the proposed cooling experiments, we observed inhomogeneously
broadened optical linewidths in the order of Γ∗NV ≈ 1 GHz, and cooling rates Γ‖,⊥
decrease by a factor ΓNV/(ΓNV + Γ
∗
NV) = 0.09, as spectral diffusion broadens the
line without causing dissipation [49]. Assuming the same Γ∗NV for the proposed
nanoscale resonator, we find n¯‖ = 65.5 and n¯⊥ = 3.2, which are both increased by
one order of magnitude. A major challenge will therefore be the reduction of spec-
tral diffusion while simultaneously decreasing cantilever dimensions. It might well
be possible that we need to abandon the employed cantilever geometry and switch
to other types of resonators, for example pillars, optomechanical crystals or surface
acoustic wave structures [13, 169–172]. Such devices are characterized by similar
coupling strengths as the introduced sub-micron cantilevers and in addition support
mechanical modes with frequencies of several GHz. In both cases, NV centers can be
positioned at increased distances from the closest surface to protect their precious
properties [13].
If inhomogeneous broadening of the NV zero-phonon line cannot be reduced, a
possible way to bring our resonator to its quantum ground state would be to replace
the NV centers in our devices with negatively charged Silicon-Vacancy (SiV) centers
[173–175]. The SiV center has recently gained increased attention as an optically
accessible single spin system, which can be coherently controlled [176–178]. While
spin coherence times T ∗2 reside in the ∼ ns range even at T = 5 K [179, 180], the
SiV zero-phonon line shows almost no spectral diffusion due to the defect center’s
intrinsic symmetry [181, 182]. As its orbital response to strain, which lies in the
∼PHz/strain range [183, 184], is comparable to the NV orbital-strain coupling [105],
the SiV is a promising candidate for cooling diamond mechanical resonators to their
motional ground state.
In parallel to studying spectral diffusion and decreasing resonator dimensions, we
will pursue another very interesting avenue on our recently installed 4 K confocal
microscope. Despite its important role for NV spin physics, the S=0 ground state
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Figure 7.1.: Strain-induced shifts of the S=1 excited state levels, measured via
static bending of our hybrid system at T = 10 K. Due to the strong orbital-strain
coupling, strain changes transition frequencies ν3A2→3E by several THz, correspond-
ing to energy shifts of more than 70 meV. We hope to use the strong influence of
strain coupling to study the optical properties of NV centers and determine the
energetic position of the S=0 ground state relative to the S=1 ground and excited
state levels.
is not yet fully understood. Notably, its exact energetic position with respect to the
triplet ground and excited state manifolds is unknown. A recent study estimated
the energy difference ∆ between the |A1〉 level of the S=1 excited state and the
|1A1〉 level of the singled ground state to be either around ∆ ≈ 40 meV or ∆ ≈
340 − 400 meV [69]. The NV’s strong response to strain might offer a possible
approach to address this open question. Preliminary data taken on our 4 K confocal
microscope demonstrates strain-induced shifts of the 3E states of several tens of
meV (Fig. 7.1), which are comparable to the predicted ∆, and should therefore
significantly influence the NV’s optical properties, such as spin-dependent decay and
intersystem crossing rates [67, 69, 185]. We plan to study these properties under
the influence of strain and hope to extract a reliable value for ∆. Corresponding
experiments are currently in preparation and should yield first results in the near
future.
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A. Appendix
A.1. Polarization dependence of microwave spin
driving
We stated in section 2.3.2 that due to selection rules the |0〉 → | + 1〉 transition
can be excited with right-circular polarized light while the |0〉 → | − 1〉 transition
can be driven with left-circular polarized light. To derive this we mainly follow the
argument given in the supplementary material of [137]. Let us consider a purely
transverse AC magnetic field (Bz = 0) of arbitrary polarization, parametrized by
amplitudes Bx,y and phase φ. We can then write down the Hamiltonian describing
the interaction of the NV S=1 ground state with the magnetic field as
Hˆtot/h = DgsSˆ
2
z + γNV
(
Bx cos(ωMWt)Sˆx +By cos(ωMWt+ φ)Sˆy
)
(A.1)
where the S=1 spin matrices are
Sˆx =
1√
2
0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
 Sˆy = −i√
2
 0 1 0−1 0 1
0 −1 0
 (A.2)
and we omitted the hyperfine terms for clarity. For further simplification we go into
the MW field rotating frame using the transformation [117, 186]
Hˆ
rot
tot = UˆHˆ intUˆ
−1
+ i
dUˆ
dt
Uˆ
−1
(A.3)
with
Aˆ/~ =
ωMW 0 00 0 0
0 0 ωMW
 (A.4)
and Uˆ = exp(iAˆt). With Ωx,y/2pi = γNVBx,y, setting Bx = By and thus ΩMW =
Ωx = Ωy as well as resonant driving (2piDgs − ωMW = 0) we obtain
Hˆ
rot
tot/~ =
ΩMW√
2
 0 − 0∗− 0 +
0 ∗+ 0
+ ΩMW√
2
 0 +ei2ωMWt 0∗+e−i2ωMWt 0 −e−i2ωMWt
0 ∗−e
i2ωMWt 0

(A.5)
with ± =
(
1− ie±iφ) /2 denoting the polarization of the applied magnetic field.
For weak driving, such that ΩMW  ωMW, 2piDgs, we can use the rotating wave
approximation, i.e. assume that the fast terms e±2iwMWt oscillate many times during
a full rotation of the spin and thus average to 0, to rewrite (A.5) and obtain
Hˆ
RWA
tot /~ =
ΩMW√
2
 0 − 0∗− 0 +
0 ∗+ 0
 . (A.6)
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We can now easily see that right-circularly polarized magnetic fields (φ = −pi/2 and
thus + = 0, − = 1) drives the |0〉 → |−1〉 transition, while left-circularly polarized
magnetic fields (φ = +pi/2 and thus + = 1, − = 0) addresses the |0〉 → | + 1〉
transition. Note that this statement only holds for weak driving as for strong driving
the counter-rotating terms of opposite polarization cannot be neglected.
A.2. Influence of NV coordinate system on
spin-strain coupling Hamiltonian
As described in the main text, Hughes and Runciman work with a defect coordinate
system where ex ‖ [1¯10], ey ‖ [1¯1¯2] and ez ‖ [111] and derive the stress-coupling
Hamiltonian
Hˆ
′
σ,XY Z/h =
0 0 00 M ′σ,z −M ′σ,x M ′σ,y
0 M ′σ,y M
′
σ,z +M
′
σ,x
 (A.7)
written in the {|A〉, |Ex〉, |Ey〉} basis. Doherty et al. however define the NV x axis to
be contained by one of the mirror planes (a possible NV coordinate system would be
ex ‖ [112¯], ey ‖ [1¯10] and ez ‖ [111]). For this definition the coupling Hamiltonian
is
Hˆ
σ
gs/h =
0 0 00 Mgsσ,z +Mgsσ,x −Mgsσ,y
0 −Mgsσ,y Mgsσ,z −Mgsσ,x
 (A.8)
where the transverse level shifts have opposite signs.
The two coordinate systems presented above differ by a rotation of pi/2 about the
quantization axis. The rotation Rˆ
s
e(θ) of a tensor in spin-space by an angle θ about
axis e is described by
Rˆ
s
e(θ) = exp(−iJˆeθ) (A.9)
where Je is the creator of rotation about axis e. We now rotate the NV stress
Hamiltonain from (A.8) about the spin quantization axis by performing the rotation
Hˆ
σ
gs,rot = Rˆ
s
z(θ)Hˆ
σ
gsRˆ
s
z(θ)
†
= exp(−iSˆzθ)Hˆσgs exp(iSˆzθ). (A.10)
and obtain for θ = pi/2
Hˆ
σ
gs,rot/h =
0 0 00 Mgsσ,z −Mgsσ,x Mgsσ,y
0 Mgsσ,y M
gs
σ,z +M
gs
σ,x
 (A.11)
which is equal to (A.7).
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Table A.1.: Overview of NV orientations (defined in analogy to [111], i.e. such that
the y axis is contained in a mirror plane). The given rotations align NV1 to NV2-4.
ex ey ez NV1 → NV1-4
NV1 [1¯10] [1¯1¯2] [111] 1
NV2 [11¯0] [112] [1¯1¯1] R[001](pi)
NV3 [110] [11¯2¯] [1¯11¯] R[110](pi)R[001](−pi/2)
NV4 [1¯1¯0] [1¯12¯] [11¯1¯] R[110](pi)R[001](pi/2)
A.3. Stress and strain coupling: How to include
different NV orientations
Stress coupling
As stated in the main text, the formalism developed by Hughes and Runciman
describes stress-coupling to a single defect orientation. Due to the diamond lattice
structure there are however four NV orientations, which we label NV1-NV4 in the
following, that are relevant for our experiment. To include these we are going to
keep the defect orientation fixed and rotate the stress tensor. This approach requires
defining the four NV orientations and the corresponding rotations that transform
NV1 into NV2-4. Both are given in Tab. A.1. The given Rp(θ) describe three-
dimensional rotations by angles θ about specific axes indicated by the unit vector
p = {p1, p2, p3}T . They can be calculated using the relation [187]
Rp(θ) = 1 + sin θP + (1− cos θ)P 2 (A.12)
where
P =
 0 −p3 p2p3 0 −p1
−p2 p1 0
 . (A.13)
Note that p always refers to the original, unrotated coordinate system and θ is
positive for a clockwise rotation observed along the axis of rotation p.
Rotating a vector while keeping the coordinate system fixed is often referred to
as an active transformation. However, we are going to keep NV1 fixed and rotate
the stress tensor, i.e. the crystal coordinate system, around it. We therefore need
to perform a passive transformation where the coordinate system is rotated while
the vector remains unchanged. Passive transformations require working with the
inverse rotation matrix (Rp(θ))
−1 where Rp(θ) denotes an active transformation.
As the rotations in Tab. A.1 are active transformations we use the relation
σkXY Z = (Rk)
−1σNV1XY Z((Rk)
−1)T (A.14)
to rotate the stress tensor σNV1XY Z such that it describes the reaction of NV2-
4, denoted by the index k, to stress along a certain direction. Let us for ex-
ample consider NV orientations NV1 and NV2. For NV1 we use the standard
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stress tensor from (2.37) of the main text. By performing the rotation σNV2XY Z =
(R[001](pi))
−1σNV1XY Z((R[001](pi))
−1)T we obtain
σNV2XY Z =
 σXX σXY −σXZσY X σY Y −σY Z
−σZX −σZY σZZ
 , (A.15)
from which follows
MNV2,′σ,x = B (2σZZ − σXX − σY Y ) + C (2σXY + σY Z + σXZ) (A.16a)
MNV2,′σ,y =
√
3B (σXX − σY Y ) +
√
3C (−σY Z + σXZ) (A.16b)
MNV2,′σ,z = A1 (σXX + σY Y + σZZ) + 2A2 (−σY Z − σXZ + σXY ) . (A.16c)
The NV2 level shifts for stress along the [100], [110] and [111] are
∆
[100]
± /P = A1 ± 2B (A.17a)
∆
[110]
± /P = A1 + A2 ± (C −B) (A.17b)
∆
[111]
± /P = A1 −
2
3
A2 ± 4
3
C. (A.17c)
In analogy we obtain similar expressions for NV3
MNV3,′σ,x = B (2σZZ − σXX − σY Y ) + C (−2σXY + σY Z − σXZ) (A.18a)
MNV3,′σ,y =
√
3B (σXX − σY Y ) +
√
3C (−σY Z − σXZ) (A.18b)
MNV3,′σ,z = A1 (σXX + σY Y + σZZ) + 2A2 (−σY Z + σXZ − σXY ) (A.18c)
∆
[100]
± /P = A1 ± 2B (A.19a)
∆
[110]
± /P = A1 − A2 ± (−B − C) (A.19b)
∆
[111]
± /P = A1 −
2
3
A2 ± 4
3
C (A.19c)
and NV4
MNV4,′σ,x = B (2σZZ − σXX − σY Y ) + C (−2σXY − σY Z + σXZ) (A.20a)
MNV4,′σ,y =
√
3B (σXX − σY Y ) +
√
3C (σY Z + σXZ) (A.20b)
MNV4,′σ,z = A1 (σXX + σY Y + σZZ) + 2A2 (σY Z − σXZ − σXY ) (A.20c)
∆
[100]
± /P = A1 ± 2B (A.21a)
∆
[110]
± /P = A1 − A2 ± (−B − C) (A.21b)
∆
[111]
± /P = A1 −
2
3
A2 ± 4
3
C. (A.21c)
The results are summarized and commented in the main text (see Tab. 2.1).
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Strain coupling
As explained in the main text we find the strain-induced level shifts M ′,i by sub-
stituting the stress tensor components σij with i, j ∈ {X, Y, Z} with strain tensor
components ij with i, j ∈ {x, y, z} calculated using
σ˜XY Z = C˜XY ZK˜
T
˜xyz. (A.22)
This expression can be derived as follows:
σ˜xyz = C˜xyz˜xyz (A.23a)
σ˜xyz = KC˜XY ZK
T ˜xyz (A.23b)
σ˜XY Z = K˜
−1
K˜C˜XY ZK˜
T
˜xyz (A.23c)
σ˜XY Z = C˜XY ZK˜
T
˜xyz (A.23d)
where we make use of the relations σ˜xyz = K˜σ˜XY Z , C˜xyz = K˜C˜XY ZK˜
T
and
K˜
−1
K˜ = 1. K˜ describes the coordinate system transformation from XY Z → xyz
with xyz being defined for NV1 (see Tab. A.1) and can be written as
K˜ =
(
R˜[1¯10](αNV)R˜[001](3pi/4)
)−1
. (A.24)
As we have to work within the Voigt notation, the R˜p(θ) are 6×6 matrices obtained
with
R˜p(θ) = 1˜+sin θP˜+(1−cos θ)P˜ 2+1
3
sin θ(1−cos θ)(P˜+P˜ 3)+1
6
(1−cos θ)2(P˜ 2+P˜ 4)
(A.25)
where
P˜ =

0 0 0 0
√
2p2 −
√
2p3
0 0 0 −√2p1 0
√
2p3
0 0 0
√
2p1 −
√
2p2 0
0
√
2p1 −
√
2p1 0 p3 −p2
−√2p2 0
√
2p2 −p3 0 p1√
2p3 −
√
2p3 0 p2 −p1 0

(A.26)
represents the rotation axis denoted by the unit vector p = {p1, p2, p3} [187].
We are now going to discuss the influence of the chosen NV coordinate system on
the expressions for M ′,i and the corresponding level shifts. Obviously, the definition
of different NV coordinate system should not change the resulting level shifts as long
as the quantization axes point into the same direction. To investigate this question
let us consider the NV coordinate system from NV1 where ex ‖ [1¯10], ey ‖ [1¯1¯2] and
ez ‖ [111]. As this NV orientation is used by Hughes and Runciman, we will for now
call it NVHughes [111]. Barson et al., who quantified the stress-coupling constants
A1, A2, B and C for the S=1 ground state, however employ an NV orientation
which we will call NVBarson where ex ‖ [1¯1¯2], ey ‖ [11¯0] and ez ‖ [111]. Obviously,
both orientations use the same quantization axis (we therefore expect identical level
shifts) but the x and y axes are rotated by pi/2 about the z axis.
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The calculated M
′,H/B
,i for both NV orientations are shown below (K˜H =(
R˜[1¯10](αNV)R˜[001](3pi/4)
)−1
and K˜B =
(
R˜[1¯10](αNV)R˜[001](5pi/4)
)−1
):
MH,x = b
(
Hxx − Hyy
)
+ 2cHyz (A.27a)
MH,y = −2bHxy − 2cHxz (A.27b)
MH,z = a1
H
zz + a2
(
Hxx + 
H
yy
)
(A.27c)
MB,x = −b
(
Bxx − Byy
)
+ 2cBxz (A.28a)
MB,y = 2b
B
xy + 2c
B
yz (A.28b)
MB,z = a1
B
zz + a2
(
Bxx + 
B
yy
)
. (A.28c)
The corresponding level shifts are given by
∆H±/ =
[
a1
H
zz + a2
(
Hxx + 
H
yy
)]
(A.29)
±
[
b2(Hxx − Hyy)2 + 4bcHyz(Hxx − Hyy) + 4c2Hyz2 + 4b2Hxy2 + 8bcHxyHxz + 4c2Hxz2
]1/2
and
∆B±/ = [a1
B
zz + a2
(
Bxx + 
B
yy
)
] (A.30)
±
[
b2(Bxx − Byy)2 − 4bcBxz(Bxx − Byy) + 4c2Bxz2 + 4b2Bxy2 + 8bcBxyByz + 4c2Byz2
]1/2
and obviously differ under the assumption Hij = 
B
ij. However, the two strain tensors
are not the same as they originate from the same stress tensor but were obtained us-
ing a different coordinate transformation. Comparing ˜Bxyz and ˜
H
xyz when expressed
in terms of the original stress tensor we find
Bxx
Byy
Bzz
Byz
Bxz
Bxy

=

Hyy
Hxx
Hzz
−Hxz
Hyz
−Hxy

(A.31)
under which ∆Hughes± = ∆
Barson
± is fulfilled. We therefore conclude that the orientation
of the x and y axes for a given z axis does not matter as long as one derives the strain
tensor in the NV coordinate system appropriately, i.e. with the correct rotation from
the original stress tensor defined in the crystal coordinate system.
Finally, to account for all the remaining three NV orientations we write σXY Z in
the corresponding coordinate systems using the already familiar rotation
σ˜kXY Z = C˜XY ZK˜
T
k ˜xyz (A.32)
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with K˜k denoting the transformation of XY Z into the coordinate system of NV2-
NV4, which are given by
K˜NV2 =
(
R˜[001](pi)R˜[1¯10](αNV)R˜[001](3pi/2)
)−1
(A.33a)
K˜NV3 =
(
R˜[110](pi)R˜[001](−pi/2)R˜[1¯10](αNV)R˜[001](3pi/2)
)−1
(A.33b)
K˜NV4 =
(
R˜[110](pi)R˜[001](pi/2)R˜[1¯10](αNV)R˜[001](3pi/2)
)−1
. (A.33c)
The resulting level shifts for all NV orientations are summarized in the main text
in Tab. 2.2.
A.4. Notes on the harmonic oscillator
The quality factor Q without external driving
The quality factor of an harmonic oscillator compares the energy E(t) stored in
the oscillator with the energy ∆E = E(t) − E(t + T ) that is lost during one full
oscillation period T = 2pi/ωeff . We can therefore write
Q = 2pi
E(t)
∆E
= 2pi
E(t)
E(t)− E(t+ T ) (A.34)
where the stored energy at time t is given by the sum of kinetic and potential energy,
thus
E(t) =
1
2
meff u˙(t)
2 +
meffωm
2
u(t)2. (A.35)
Under the assumption of weak damping, i.e. Γm  ωm, we can express u(t) =
A cos (ωefft) e
−Γmt and obtain
E(t) =
A2meffω
2
m
2
e−2Γmt = E0e−2Γmt (A.36)
for the time-evolution of the stored energy. We then calculate the lost energy per
cycle ∆E =
∫ t+T
t
E˙dt′ and find
∆E = E0e
−2Γmt (1− e−4piΓm/ωeff) . (A.37)
For weak damping
(
1− e−4piΓm/ωeff) ≈ 4piΓm/ωeff and the Q factor is given by
Q =
ωeff
2Γm
≈ ωm
2Γm
. (A.38)
Solution for external driving
The solution of a driven oscillator is of the form
u˜(t) = u˜0(t) + u˜F(t) (A.39)
where u˜0(t) = A cos (ωefft) e
−Γmt is the homogeneous solution and describes the
time evolution of the resonator without external driving and weak damping. u˜F(t)
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denotes the inhomogeneous solution due to external driving. Choosing the ansatz
u˜F(t) = D cos (ωdt− φ) we can use (2.84) from the main text and obtain
D
(
ω2m − ω2d
)
cos (ωdt− φ)−D2Γmωd sin (ωdt− φ) = F˜ cos(ωdt) (A.40)
where we employed ¨˜u0(t)+2Γm ˙˜u0(t)+ω
2
mu˜0(t) = 0 due to (2.81) from the main text.
To find expressions for D and φ we remember the trigonometric relations
cos (ωdt− φ) = cos (ωdt) cosφ+ sin (ωdt) sinφ (A.41)
and
sin (ωdt− φ) = sin (ωdt) cosφ− cos (ωdt) sinφ (A.42)
and rewrite (A.40), which becomes
α cosωdt− β sinωdt = 0 (A.43)
with
α = −F˜ +D ((ω2m − ω2d) cosφ+ 2Γmωd sinφ) (A.44)
β = D
((
ω2m − ω2d
)
sinφ− 2Γmωd cosφ
)
. (A.45)
Eq. (A.41) can only be fulfilled for α = β = 0. It follows from β = 0 that
φ = arctan
(
2Γmωd
ω2m − ω2d
)
(A.46)
which, together with the requirement α = 0, we use to find
D =
F˜√
(ω2m − ω2d)2 + (2Γmωd)2
(A.47)
as shown in the expression for the inhomogeneous solution in (2.86) of the main
text.
The quality factor Q for external driving
In contrast to the undriven oscillator, where the system’s energy E(t) decays over
time, no obvious decay takes place in the steady-state of the driven harmonic oscil-
lator. While the system is still subject to dissipation, the external drive provides
the disspated energy and prevents the oscillations from being damped. The mean
energy stored in the system is thus constant and is given by
〈E〉 = 1
4
meffD
2
(
ω2m + ω
2
d
)
(A.48)
where we used 〈sin2 (ωdt)〉 = 〈cos2 (ωdt)〉 = 1/2. The dissipated energy Ediss per
oscillation cycle is
Ediss = meff2Γm
∫ T=2pi/ωd
0
u˙2Fdt =
2pi
ωd
meffΓmω
2
dD
2. (A.49)
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For ωd = ωm, the Q factor can then be written as
Q = 2pi
〈E〉
Ediss
=
ωm
2Γm
. (A.50)
From an experimental point of view it is desirable to link the quality factor Q to
the resonance curve of D(ωd). To that end we write
D(ωd) =
F˜√
(ωm − ωd)2 (ωm + ωd)2 + (2Γmωd)2
(A.51)
and examine the oscillator’s amplitude when driven close to resonance, i.e.ωd = ωres,
where the oscillation amplitude Dmax = D(ωres) is maximized. For weak damping
ωres = ωm and we can simplify (A.51) to
D(ωd) =
F˜
2ωm
√
(ωm − ωd)2 + Γ2m
. (A.52)
If we define its width ∆ωd to be the frequency difference between the points where
Dmax/
√
2 we find that ∆ωd = 2Γm. The Q factor can than be expressed by
Q =
ωm
∆ωd
. (A.53)
Note however that ∆ωd is not the full width at half maximum of the distribution
D(ωd), but ∆ωd = ∆ω
FWHM
d /
√
3.
A.5. Characterizing spin-strain coupling in the NV
S=1 ground state
A.5.1. Simplified approach from Teissier et al. [1]
Spin-strain coupling in the S=1 NV ground state is described by the Hamilto-
nian (2.32)
Hˆ

gs/h = M
gs
,zSˆ
2
z︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆ
,‖
gs
+Mgs,x(Sˆ
2
y − Sˆ
2
x) +M
gs
,y(SˆxSˆy + SˆySˆx)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hˆ
,⊥
gs
(A.54)
where Mgs,i with i = x, y, z denote the strain-induced level shifts. In [1] we neglected
the presence of shear strain components and the Poisson effect, i.e. we approximated
strain as a vector  = {x, y, z}, and expressed
Mgs,x = d
gs
⊥ x (A.55a)
Mgs,y = d
gs
⊥ y (A.55b)
Mgs,z = d
gs
‖ z (A.55c)
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Figure A.1.: Strain-induced splitting of the S=1 ground state spin sublevels, mon-
itored via CW ESR measurements, as a function of cantilever displacement u. Pos-
itive and negative u describe tensile and compressive strain at the NV’s location.
Yellow dashed lines represent a fit to (A.56), used to quantify strain coupling con-
stants dgs⊥,‖.
as products of strain amplitudes and strain coupling constants dgs⊥,‖. The relative
spin-sublevel shifts in the NV S=1 ground state are then given by (compare (2.34))
∆± = d
gs
‖ z ± dgs⊥
√
2x + 
2
y. (A.56)
To quantify dgs⊥,‖ we applied variable degrees of tensile and compressive strain to
an NV center located close to the clamping-point of a cantilever with t = 1µm and
l = 47µm by controlled static bending.1 We measured the effect of this strain on
the NV by performing CW ESR measurements as a function of the displacement
u (Fig. A.1). The zero-strain ESR line (white dashed line) splits with increasing
cantilever displacement as a result of transverse strain. Additionally, a weak center-
of-mass shift of the two resulting ESR lines is caused by longitudinal coupling. We fit
the observed ESR line shifts to (A.56) (yellow dashed lines in Fig. A.1) and obtained
strain-coupling constants
d‖ = (−6.2± 0.5) GHz/strain (A.57a)
d⊥ = (16.6± 0.5) GHz/strain (A.57b)
where errors denote 95 % confidence intervals of our fits.2
For the fit, we assumed that the induced strain-field is unidirectional (i.e. we not
only neglected shear terms but also the Poisson effect) and points along the direction
1Due to the chosen sign convention positive displacement u corresponds to the cantilever being
bent downwards, i.e. along −ez, and creates tensile strain at the position of the NV.
2Similar values were reported by [42], where shear strain components were neglected as well but
the Poisson effect was accounted for.
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of the cantilever (i.e. along [110]). Near the clamping-point (x = 0) and close to the
top surface (z = t/2) of our cantilever we find strain of amplitude (compare (2.69))
[110] =
3
2
t
l2
u = α[110] u (A.58)
with α
[110]
 = 6.8× 10−4 µm−1 as t = 1µm and l = 47µm. For a [110] beam the four
NV orientations NV1-4 separate into two families of NV centers, in the following
referred to as NVA and NVB, which differ in their response to strain (see Tab.2.1).
Family NVA includes NV1 and NV2 and is subject to transverse and longitudinal
strain with z =
√
2/3[110] and
√
2x + 
2
y = 1/
√
3[110]. In contrast, family NVB
(representing NV orientations NV3 and NV4) experiences only transverse strain,
hence z vanishes and
√
2x + 
2
y = [110]. As the NV measured here clearly shows
features of both strain components, we assigned it to family NVA and used the
corresponding relations for fitting.
A.5.2. Characterizing spin-strain coupling - bending experiments
In Chap. 3 we performed cantilever bending experiments to extract the spin-stress
and spin-strain coupling constants A1, A2, B, C and a1, a2, b, c, respectively. To that
end we investigated three NV centers of family NVA, and three NV centers of family
NVB. For each NV, we extracted level shifts ∆A,B‖ and splittings ∆
A,B
‖ (see Fig. A.2)
and averaging over all results finally yields mean values for stress-coupling param-
eters A1, A2, B, C. These can then be converted into strain-coupling parameters
a1, a2, b, c via the relation (2.55). As one can clearly recognize, all three NVA NV
centers reacted similarly to stress, i.e. ∆A‖ and ∆
A
‖ were comparable, and we found
∆¯A‖ = (−10.9± 2.4) MHz GPa (A.59a)
∆¯A⊥ = (26.6± 3.0) MHz GPa (A.59b)
by averaging over the three individual results (the error bars denote 68% confi-
dence intervals). In contrast, the two characterized NVs from family NVB showed
a significant difference in their response to stress, and we found
∆¯B‖ = (−38.5± 13.4) MHz GPa (A.60a)
∆¯B⊥ = (−1.7± 2.4) MHz GPa. (A.60b)
The observed discrepancy in behavior is most likely caused by different environmen-
tal stress fields due to, for example, surface roughness or the proximity of cantilever
edges. The significant uncertainties in family NVB result in the large errors bars of
coupling constants (see Chap. 3). Improving the statistics, i.e. increasing the num-
ber of measured NV centers, should dramatically reduce the uncertainty and thus
strengthen our analysis.
A.6. Frequency modulation with external driving
At several occasions throughout the main text we make use of the concept of fre-
quency modulation and describe the emerging sidebands with Bessel functions of
the first kind and n-th order. Here we give a brief derivation based on [75, 188].
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Figure A.2.: Reactions of different NV centers to stress induced by cantilever bend-
ing. While the three NVs from family NVA show comparable shifts and splittings,
the two NVs from family NVB react quite differently to strain, causing large un-
certainties in the stress-coupling constants (see text). ∆A,B‖,⊥ are given in units of
MHz/GPa.
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Assume a carrier signal xc(t) = Ac cos(ωct) with amplitude Ac and angular fre-
quency ωc, whose frequency is modulated by a modulation signal xm of arbitrary
form. The resulting signal y(t) is then given by
y(t) = Ac cos
(∫ t
0
ω(τ)dτ
)
(A.61)
where ω(τ) describes the instantaneous frequency of the oscillator at time τ . One
can show that
y(t) = Ac cos
(∫ t
0
(ωc +Kmxm(τ)) dτ
)
= Ac cos
(
ωct+Km
∫ t
0
xm(τ)dτ
)
(A.62)
where Km converts the external modulation signal’s amplitude into a frequency shift.
In our experiments we in general work with single-tone modulation signals and
can thus assume xm(t) = Am cos (ωmt). Under this assumption we can then express
y(t) as
y(t) = Ac cos
(
ωct+
KmAm
ωm
sin(ωmt)
)
(A.63)
where the quantity m = KmAm/ωm is usually referred to as the modulation depth
or index. The quantity ω∆ = KmAm denotes the maximum induced frequency shift.
In the case of the NV center, this can for instance be ω∆ = γNVBz for driving with
a longitudinal AC magnetic field (see Sec. 2.3) or level shifts ω∆ = Mσ,z induced by
AC stress (see Sec. 3.2.2).
Eq. (A.63) can be further simplified and expressed in terms of Bessel functions.
The modulated signal becomes
y(t) = Ac
∞∑
k=−∞
Jk (m) cos (ωct+ kωmt) (A.64)
where Jk(m) are Bessel functions of first kind and k-th order and denote the k-th
sideband. The spectrum of our modulated signal thus contains the central carrier
frequency as well as sidebands at frequencies ωc± ωm, ωc± 2ωm, ωc± 3ωm, ... . For
constant modulation index m, the amplitude of the appearing sidebands decreases
as k increases (Fig. A.3).
A.7. Single phonon coupling strength and mechanical
Rabi frequency
In the main text we often refer to longitudinal and transverse single phonon cou-
pling strength g
‖,⊥
0 . In the following we present the underlying motivation for this
distinction.
We know that the stress-coupling Hamiltonian for the S=1 ground state is given
by (see (3.4))
Hˆ
σ
gs/h = M
gs
σ,zSˆ
2
z +M
gs
σ,x(Sˆ
2
y − Sˆ
2
x) +M
gs
σ,y(SˆxSˆy + SˆySˆx) (A.65)
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Figure A.3.: Bessel function Jk(m) of k-th order and first kind as a function of
modulation index m. a) Jk(m). b) Jk(m)
2. With increasing modulation index
higher order Bessel functions increase in amplitude and sidebands appear when a
signal is frequency modulated.
where Mgsσ,i with i = x, y, z denote the stress-induced level shifts. Using the relations
Sˆ± = Sˆx ± iSˆy we can rewrite (A.65) and obtain
Hˆ
σ
gs/h = M
gs
σ,zSˆ
2
z −
1
2
[
Mgsσ,x(Sˆ
2
+ + Sˆ
2
−) + iM
gs
σ,y(Sˆ
2
+ − Sˆ
2
−)
]
. (A.66)
By introducing the transverse stress amplitude Mgsσ,⊥ =
√
(Mgsσ,x)
2 + (Mgsσ,y)
2 we can
further simplify (A.66) and find
Hˆ
σ
gs/h = M
gs
σ,zSˆ
2
z −
Mgsσ,⊥
2
(eiϕSˆ
2
+ + e
−iϕSˆ
2
−) (A.67)
with tanϕ = Mgsσ,y/M
gs
σ,x.
To define the corresponding single phonon coupling strengths g
‖,⊥
0 we introduce
the position operator xˆ = ∆xzpm
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
)
(see Subsec. 2.6.1) and find
Hˆ
σ
gs/h = α
σ
z∆xzpm︸ ︷︷ ︸
g
‖
0/2pi
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
)
Sˆ
2
z −
ασ⊥∆xzpm
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
g⊥0 /2pi
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
)
(eiϕSˆ
2
+ + e
−iϕSˆ
2
−)
=
g
‖
0
2pi
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
)
Sˆ
2
z −
g⊥0
2pi
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
)
(eiϕSˆ
2
+ + e
−iϕSˆ
2
−) (A.68)
where ασz,⊥ describes the induced level shifts by longitudinal and transverse coupling.
To illustrate the difference between g
‖
0 and g
⊥
0 , let us consider our typical experi-
mental scenario where a shallow implanted NV center of family NVA is embedded
in a cantilever aligned to the [110] direction. As seen in (3.7) and (3.9),
ασz = |A1 + A2|Pmax = Pmax · 5.5 MHz/GPa (A.69a)
ασ⊥ = |C −B|Pmax = Pmax · 13.3 MHz/GPa (A.69b)
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with Pmax =
3
2
t
l2
E denoting the introduced maximum stress per cantilever displace-
ment. With the definitions for transverse and longitudinal coupling strength from
above, and using the measured stress-spin coupling constants from (3.12), we can
then write
g
‖
0/2pi = α
σ
z∆xzpm = ∆xzpmPmax · 5.5 MHz/GPa (A.70a)
g⊥0 /2pi =
ασ⊥∆xzpm
2
=
∆xzpm
2
Pmax · 13.3 MHz/GPa (A.70b)
and thus find g
‖
0 ≈ 0.83 g⊥0 for NV centers of family NVA that are subject to stress
along the [110] direction.
When working with AC stress we usually describe the stress-spin coupling in
terms of the mechanical Rabi frequency Ω
‖,⊥
m . To establish a connection to the
coupling strengths g
‖,⊥
0 we describe the driven cantilever by a harmonic oscillator
occupying a coherent state |α〉 = e−|α|2/2∑n αn√n! |n〉 with phonon number eigenstates
|n〉 and dimensionless amplitude α, which we here assume to be real for simplicity.
The time-dependent wave-function for the non-stationary state |α〉 is then |α(t)〉 =
e−iHˆhot/~|α〉, where Hˆho is the Hamiltonian of a harmonic oscillator, i.e. Hˆho =
pˆ2
2meff
+ meffω
2
m
2
xˆ2, with position and momentum operators pˆ and xˆ, respectively. The
expectation value for the excitation amplitude of the oscillator in a coherent state
is x(t) = 〈α(t)|xˆ|α(t)〉 = 2∆xzpm |α| cos(ωmt) ≡ u˜max cos(ωmt), where we defined the
oscillator’s peak amplitude u˜max = 2∆xzpm |α|. Correspondingly, the expectation
value for Hˆ
σ
gs from (A.68) yields
〈α(t)|Hˆσgs|α(t)〉/~ = g‖0
x(t)
∆xzpm
Sˆ
2
z − g⊥0
x(t)
∆xzpm
(eiϕSˆ
2
+ + e
−iϕSˆ
2
−)
=
g
‖
0u˜max
∆xzpm
cos (ωmt) Sˆ
2
z −
g⊥0 u˜max
∆xzpm
cos (ωmt) (e
iϕSˆ
2
+ + e
−iϕSˆ
2
−)
= Ω‖m cos (ωmt) Sˆ
2
z − Ω⊥m cos (ωmt) (eiϕSˆ
2
+ + e
−iϕSˆ
2
−) (A.71)
with longitudinal and transverse mechanical Rabi frequencies Ω
‖,⊥
m = g
‖,⊥
0
u˜max
∆xzpm
.
A.8. Strong mechanical driving: crossings and
anti-crossings
To explain the series of crossings and anti-crossings we observed in our strong me-
chanical driving experiments (see Chap. 5), we essentially follow the treatment of
dressed atoms in [133]. We consider a two-level system spanned by the sublevels
| − 1,mI〉 and |+ 1,mI〉 that are separated by the energy ωmI1,−1. In the presence of
our strain field |N〉, where N denotes the number of phonons with energy ~ωm in
the considered mode, the eigenstates | ± 1, N〉 of our system have energies
E±1,N = ±~
ωmI1,−1
2
+N~ωm (A.72)
if two-level system and strain field do not interact (note that we omitted the nuclear
spin quantum number for clarity). The energy diagram, as a function of splitting
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Figure A.4.: Explanation of observed crossings and anti-crossings in our strong driv-
ing experiments. a) Without strain coupling, the energy diagram of | ± 1, N〉 fea-
tures an infinite number of eigenstates whose energy splittings evolve linearly with
ωmI1,−1 (silver lines). Strain coupling introduces anti-crossings of previously uncoupled
states with equal η(ms, N). b) In our strong driving experiment, we apply a magnetic
field Bz to set ω
mI
1,−1 = ωm and ramp the mechanical driving strength Ωm. From the
rotating wave approximation we expect the dressed state energies to evolve linearly
with coupling strength (indicated by the silver lines). However, for Ωm > ωm the
rotating wave approximation breaks down and we observe anti-crossings (crossings)
at Ωm = qωm with q an even (odd) integer of dressed states with equal η˜(m˜s, N˜). In
both panels, emerging eigenstates are labeled with electronic spin quantum number,
phonon number, and the corresponding value for η(ms, N) (in a) and η˜(m˜s, N˜) (in
b; see text for further explanation).
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ωmI1,−1 between the two spin sublevels, appears as an infinite number of straight lines
with slope ±1/2 and ordinates N~ωm at ωmI1,−1 = 0 (see silver lines in Fig. A.4a).
The interaction of our transverse strain field with the two-level system is described
by the Hamiltonian (see (5.1) from the main text)
Hˆ
⊥
gs/~ = −g⊥0
(
aˆ+ aˆ†
) (
Sˆ
2
+ + Sˆ
2
−
)
(A.73)
and changes N by ±1 and ms by ±2. For ωmI1,−1 = ωm we therefore observe anti-
crossings of the involved states’ energies, for example | − 1, N〉 and |+ 1, N + 1〉, as
they differ by ∆N = 1 and ∆ms = 2 (see black dotted lines in Fig. A.4a). These
lines thus represent the emerging dressed states
|+N〉 = sin θ| − 1, N + 1〉+ cos θ|+ 1, N〉 (A.74a)
|−N〉 = cos θ| − 1, N + 1〉 − sin θ|+ 1, N〉 (A.74b)
with tan(2θ) = −Ωm/
(
ωm − ωmI1,−1
)
. Note that for resonant driving with ωm = ω
mI
1,−1,
θ = pi/4 and |±N〉 = 1/
√
2(| − 1, N + 1〉 + | + 1, N〉). However when we further
increase the splitting of our two-level system such that for example ωmI1,−1 = 2ωm
the dressed states cross, indicating no coupling. This is simply because the involved
states, for example |−N〉 ≈ | − 1, N + 1〉 and |+N−1〉 ≈ | + 1, N − 1〉, differ by two
phonons.
To check whether states cross or anti-cross it is convenient to introduce the quan-
tum number
η(ms, N) = (−1)ms/2+N−1/2 (A.75)
defined in analogy to [133]. η(ms, N) takes values of -1 and +1, i.e. it separates the
existing states into two subspaces. Only states from the same subspace, i.e. with
equal η(ms, N), anti-cross while states with unequal η(ms, N) cross. Note that ms
and N are defined with respect to the uncoupled eigenstates |ms, N〉. To illustrate
the role of η(ms, N), we first consider the states |+ 1, N〉 with η(1, N) = (−1)N and
| − 1, N + 1〉 with η(−1, N + 1) = (−1)N . As the two states belong to the same
subspace with respect to η, transverse strain should induce a non-zero coupling
between them. This statement can be checked by calculating the coupling matrix
element 〈−1, N + 1|Hˆ⊥gs| + 1, N〉 = −~g⊥0 , which is non-zero. In contrast, if two
states differ in η, such as |+ 1, N − 1〉 with η(1, N − 1) = −(−1)N and | − 1, N + 1〉
with η(−1, N + 1) = (−1)N , no coupling between these states exists.
To demonstrate strong mechanical spin driving in our experiment, we applied a
magnetic field Bz such that ω
mI
1,−1 = ωm and increased the mechanical Rabi frequency
Ωm. From the rotating wave approximation we expect the emerging dressed state
energies to increase and decrease linearly with Ωm (silver lines in Fig. A.4b) and
specifically no interactions between the dressed states to occur. However, for Ωm >
ωm, the driving strength Ωm exceeds the initial spin-splitting ω
mI
1,−1 and the rotating
wave approximation breaks down. As result, we observe a series of anti-crossings
and crossings. Anti-crossings (crossings) appear at Ωm = qωm with q an even (odd)
integer (see green circles and crosses in Fig. A.4b). In analogy to what is presented
above, we can check whether dressed states cross or anti-cross by introducing the
quantum number η˜(m˜s, N˜) with
η˜(m˜s, N˜) = (−1)m˜s+N˜−1 (A.76)
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where m˜s and N˜ are defined with respect to the dressed states |±N〉. For example,
|−N〉 with m˜s = −1 and N˜ = N is characterized by η˜(m˜s, N˜) = (−1)N . As
demonstrated above, one can verify that only dressed states with equal η˜(m˜s, N˜)
couple and form avoided crossings.
A second look at Fig. A.4 reveals that crossings and anti-crossings occur slightly
shifted from the predicted value of ωmI1,−1 and ωm, respectively. This shift is called the
Bloch-Siegert shift [146] and is related to the counter rotating terms of our coupling
Hamiltonian. In the rotating wave approximation, these terms are neglected and
the Bloch-Siegert shift is not accounted for. If one however includes the counter
rotating terms in the calculation, one finds that they effectively dress the two-level
system and slightly alter its energy splitting. As a consequence the (anti-)crossings
are shifted. In [80], L. Allen and J.H. Eberly give a detailed derivation of the
Bloch-Siegert shift and the interested reader is referred to their book for further
information.
A.9. Phase-dependent spin dynamics
A.9.1. Closed-contour Hamiltonian and time evolution
In this section we derive Hamiltonian (6.1) from Chap. 6. The NV’s S=1 ground
state, driven by two MW fields and one strain field, is described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ
lf
cc/~ =
 ω|−1〉 Ω1 cos (ω1t+ φ1) Ω3 cos (ω3t+ φ3)Ω1 cos (ω1t+ φ1) ω|0〉 Ω2 cos (ω2t+ φ2)
Ω3 cos (ω3t+ φ3) Ω2 cos (ω2t+ φ2) ω|+1〉
 (A.77)
written in the {|−1〉, |0〉, |+1〉} basis and expressed in the lab frame. Ωk, ωk and φk
with k = 1, 2, 3 denote driving field amplitudes, frequencies and phases, respectively.
~ω|i〉 with i = 0,±1 are the energies of the three spin sublevels.
We transform Hˆ
lf
cc into the interaction picture by performing the unitary trans-
formation [117, 186]
Hˆ
rf
cc = Tˆ Hˆ
lf
ccTˆ
−1
+ i
dTˆ
dt
Tˆ
−1
(A.78)
with the unitary rotation operator
Tˆ = ei(ω1t+φ1)|−1〉〈−1| · ei(ω2t+φ2)|+1〉〈+1|. (A.79)
By choosing ~ω|0〉 = 0 and neglecting fast rotating terms, we find
Hˆ
rf
cc/~ =
1
2
2(ω|−1〉 − ω1) Ω1 Ω3ei(Φ+∆·t)Ω1 0 Ω2
Ω3e
−i(Φ+∆t·) Ω2 2(ω|+1〉 − ω2)
 (A.80)
where the global phase Φ = φ1 +φ3−φ2 and ∆ = ω1 +ω3−ω2. It becomes clear that
Hˆ
rf
cc is time-independent only for ∆ = 0. Consequently, for ∆ = 0, equal driving
strengths Ω1 = Ω2 = Ω3 = Ω, and detunings δ1 = ω|−1〉−ω1 and δ2 = ω|+1〉−ω2, we
obtain
Hˆ
rf
cc/~ =
1
2
 2δ1 Ω ΩeiΦΩ 0 Ω
Ωe−iΦ Ω 2δ2
 (A.81)
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as given in (6.1) of Chap. 6. The corresponding eigenstates and -energies for resonant
driving are then found to be
|Ψk〉 = 1√
3
(
ei
Φ+k4pi
3 , 1, e−i
Φ−k2pi
3
)
(A.82)
Ek/~ = Ω cos
(
Φ− k2pi
3
)
(A.83)
where k ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.
In Chap. 6, we study the time evolution of the population P|0〉(τ) in spin sublevel
|0〉. In the corresponding experiments we initialize the NV in |0〉 with a green laser
pulse. The following abrupt onset of the three driving fields creates the closed-
contour interaction and we express
|0〉 = |Ψ (τ = 0)〉 = (|Ψ−1〉+ |Ψ0〉+ |Ψ+1〉) /
√
3 (A.84)
as a linear combination of the system’s eigenstates |Ψk〉. After a certain evolution
time τ the system is in the state
|Ψ (τ)〉 = e−iHˆrfccτ/~|Ψ (τ = 0)〉
=
(
e−iE0τ/~|Ψ0〉+ e−iE+1τ/~|Ψ+1〉+ e−iE−1τ/~|Ψ−1〉
)
/
√
3
(A.85)
where Uˆ = e−iHˆ
rf
ccτ/~ is the unitary time evolution operator. The final green pulse
projects |Ψ (τ)〉 back on |0〉 and we determine
P|0〉 (τ) = |〈0|Ψ (τ)〉|2
=
1
3
+
2
9
[cos (2pi∆−1,0τ) + cos (2pi∆+1,0τ) + cos (2pi∆+1,−1τ)]
(A.86)
with ∆+1,−1 = (E+1 − E−1)/h, ∆−1,0 = (E−1 − E0)/h and ∆+1,0 = (E+1 − E0)/h.
P|0〉 (τ) therefore exhibits beat frequencies due to the presence of three frequency
components ∆i,j that correspond to the differences of eigenenergies Ek. At Φ =
0,±pi ,
P 0,±pi|0〉 (τ) =
1
9
[
5 + 4 cos
(
3Ω
2
τ
)]
(A.87)
and spin population oscillates between |0〉 and an equal superposition of | ± 1〉 at a
period T0,±pi = 4pi/3Ω. Eq. (A.87) also demonstrates that P
0,±pi
|0〉 (τ) 6= 0 for all times
τ . At Φ = ±pi/2, however,
P
±pi/2
|0〉 (τ) =
1
9
[
3 + 4 cos
(√
3Ω
2
τ
)
+ 2 cos
(√
3Ωτ
)]
(A.88)
and P
±pi/2
|0〉 (τ) is maximized every T±pi/2 = 4pi/
√
3Ω (the values for T±pi/2 and T0,±pi
are stated in the main text of Chap. 6).
If we however initialize the system at τ = 0 not in a superposition of |Ψk〉, but in
a single eigenstate (for example |Ψ+1〉 at Φ = +pi/2), our system will be in the state
|Ψ (τ)〉 = e−iHˆrfccτ/~|Ψ (0)〉
= e−iEkτ/~|Ψk〉
(A.89)
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Figure A.5.: Creation of driving fields for closed-contour interaction. The two MW
tones with frequencies ω1,2 = ωc±ωmod are created through frequency modulating a
carrier signal of frequency ωc at frequency ωmod = ω3/2. Phase-locking of the three
driving fields is achieved via pulsed output synchronization and locking of MW
source, IQ and piezo function generators to the same 10 MHz reference signal. An
arbitrary waveform generator is used to modify the amplitude of our MW amplitudes
for adiabatic state preparation.
after time τ and the measured NV emission
P|0〉 (τ) = |〈0|Ψ (τ)〉|2 = 1
3
(A.90)
is time-independent. The absence of oscillation fringes in P|0〉(τ) thus serves as a
measure to determine the state preparation fidelity.
A.9.2. Creation of phase-locked driving fields
We create the two MW tones used to drive the |0〉 ↔ |±1〉 transitions by frequency
modulating a carrier signal Sc at frequency ωc and amplitude Ac with two time-
dependent modulation signals
Smod,I(t) = Amod sin (ωmodt+ φmod) (A.91)
and
Smod,Q(t) = Amod sin (ωmodt) (A.92)
of equal, but constant amplitudes Amod. These signals are mixed to the carrier signal
as I and Q modulation inputs, and we obtain the output signal
Sout (t) = Smod,I(t)Re(Sc) + Smod,Q(t)Im(Sc)
= AcAmod
[
sin
(
φmod − pi/2
2
)
· cos
(
(ωc + ωmod) t+
pi/2 + φmod
2
)]
+ AcAmod
[
sin
(
φmod + pi/2
2
)
· cos
(
(ωc − ωmod) t+ pi/2− φmod
2
)]
,
(A.93)
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which consists of two MW tones separated by 2ωmod and symmetrically located
around ωc. The relative phase φmod of the two modulation signals allows for modi-
fying the amplitude of the two MW tones. This is usually necessary to establish the
condition Ω1 = Ω2, as our MW antenna does not deliver a fully linearly polarized
MW field to the NV center. For our adiabatic state preparation experiments we
additionally employ an arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix, AWG5014C) and
a homebuilt multiplier to modify the amplitude of our MW driving tones, i.e. we
convert Amod → Amod(t).
As demonstrated above, we can only define a time-independent global phase Φ if
the closed-contour condition ω1 + ω3 = ω2 is fulfilled. To ensure that this is always
the case we choose ωc/2pi = Dgs and ωmod = ω3/2 with ω3 being the eigenfrequency
of our mechanical resonator. The global phase Φ = φ1 + φ3 − φ2 becomes
Φ = φ3 − (φmod + pi) (A.94)
under such conditions and for 0 ≤ φmod < pi/2. It can therefore be controlled by
changing the individual phase φ3 of the sinusoidal signal that drives the mechanical
actuation of our diamond resonator.
To create the phase-locked driving fields experimentally, we connect the MW
generator (Stanford Research Systems, SRS384), the function generator driving the
piezo for mechanical actuation (Keysight, 33522A) and the function generator that
supplies the IQ modulation signals (Keysight, 33622B) to the same 10 MHz reference
signal. To set the global phase to a reproducible value, the output of the piezo
function generator is triggered via a software command. Upon receiving the software
trigger, it emits another trigger pulse which starts the output of our IQ modulation
function generator (Fig. A.5). During our experiment mechanical actuation of our
resonator is always active and MW pulses are created by employing a MW switch
(MiniCircuits, ZASWA-2-50DR+) with a rise-time of 2 ns, controlled via digital
pulses from our fast pulse generator card.
A.9.3. Analysis of environmental noise sources
A.9.3.1. Overview of existing noise sources
Modeling the observed spin dynamics under closed-contour interaction and the de-
pendence of Rabi decay time Tdecay on driving phase Φ is significantly affected by
the presence of several noise sources in our experiment. Most importantly, our
measurements are influenced by fluctuations in
• the environmental magnetic field, caused for example by nearby nuclear 14N
or 13C spins and characterized by the NV’s inhomogeneous coherence time T ∗2
• the amplitudes of our MW driving fields Ω1,2 (in the following referred to as
ΩMW), caused by technical noise in the MW circuit
• the AC strain driving strength Ω3 (labeled with Ωm), originating from technical
noise in the piezo driving signal
• the zero-field splitting Dgs, caused by variations in temperature or environ-
mental strain or electric fields.
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Figure A.6.: Existing fluctuations in our closed-contour interaction scheme. a) Typ-
ical fluctuations in our MW driving fields, measured for three different driving
strengths ΩMW/2pi = {850, 900, 960} kHz (blue, yellow and red curve, respectively)
on NVA by performing Rabi oscillation measurements on the |0〉 ↔ |−1〉 transition.
b) Typical fluctuations in our AC strain field, measured for three different driving
strengths Ωm/2pi = {470, 480, 510} kHz (blue, yellow and red curve, respectively)
on NVA via the Autler-Townes splitting of the | + 1,+1〉 hyperfine level. c) Fluc-
tuations of the zero-field splitting Dgs of different NV centers (three measurements
on NVA: blue, yellow and red curve; one measurement on NVB, purple curve) used
throughout our quantum interference measurements.
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Other noise sources, for example frequency noise of the driving fields, are neglected
in the following as we could not find any experimental evidence for their relevance.
To characterize the existing fluctuations in driving field amplitudes and zero-
field splitting we performed long-time measurements, using the NV center as a
probe (Fig. A.6). Low frequency drifts in ΩMW were analyzed by performing Rabi
oscillation measurements on a single hyperfine transition. Similarly, slow fluc-
tuations in Ωm and Dgs were investigated via the amplitude of strain-induced
Autler-Townes splittings (compare Chap. 5) and ESR transition frequencies, respec-
tively. We found relative driving amplitude fluctuations of σMW/ΩMW = 0.5 % and
σm/Ωm = 0.7 % within a bandwidth of ≈ 2 mHz, with σ being the corresponding
standard deviations, assuming Gaussian distributions. Additionally, these fluctu-
ations are accompanied by even slower amplitude drifts of δ′Ωm/Ωm ≈ ±1 % and
δ′ΩMW/ΩMW ≈ ±1.5 % for strain and MW driving, respectively, which happen on
timescales of several hours. In contrast, changes in the zero-field splitting δDgs/2pi
are characterized solely by slow drifts, with drift amplitudes varying between a few
and several tens of kHz. The inhomogeneous coherence time T ∗2 was measured as
explained in Chap. 4 and 5. The data presented in Chap. 6 was taken on an NV with
T ∗2 = (2.1± 0.1)µs. Magnetic noise is thus characterized by a Gaussian distribution
with width σT ∗2 /2pi = 1/
√
2piT ∗2 = 107 kHz [134] and is the strongest noise source in
our experimental setting.
In our experiments presented in Chap. 6, we worked with ΩMW/2pi = Ωm/2pi =
500 kHz. Absolute driving field fluctuations δΩMW and δΩm , characterized by stan-
dard deviations σMW/2pi = 2.5 kHz and σm/2pi = 3.5 kHz, as well as slow amplitude
drifts δ′Ωm/2pi ≈ ±5 kHz and δ′ΩMW/2pi ≈ ±7.5 kHz, accompany fluctuations in the
Zeeman splitting (σT ∗2 /2pi = 107 kHz) and zero-field splitting (δDgs/2pi . 100 kHz).
In our simulations, we neglect slow driving field amplitude fluctuations δ′ΩMW and
δ′Ωm when modeling the influence of existing noise sources for reasons of simplicity,
but consider faster driving amplitude fluctuations δΩMW and δΩm .
A.9.3.2. Modeling existing noise sources
To simulate our experimental results from Chap. 6, i.e. the influence of noise on the
observed spin dynamics, we solve the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
i~
d
dt
|Ψ(τ)〉 = Hˆrfcc(Φ)|Ψ(τ)〉 (A.95)
for |Ψ(τ = 0)〉 = |0〉 = (|Ψ−1〉+ |Ψ0〉+ |Ψ+1〉) /
√
3 (see (A.84)) and for varying
Φ, which we sample at nphs points. This approach not only allows modeling the
time evolution of the NV spin populations P|ms〉(τ) = |〈ms|Ψ(τ)〉|2 with ms =
0,±1 and their dependence on global phase Φ (see Fig. 6.2 in Chap. 6). By Fourier-
transforming P|0〉(τ), we can also compare the modeled spin precession frequency
spectrum with our measurements (Fig. 6.3). Fitting P|0〉(τ) with a sum of three
exponentially decaying sinusoids (see (6.7)) finally yields a modeled prediction for
the phase-dependence of Rabi decay times Tdecay (Fig. 6.4).
To include driving field fluctuations in our simulations, we set
Ω1,2 = Ω + δΩMW (A.96a)
Ω3 = Ω + δΩm (A.96b)
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where Ω/2pi = 500 kHz denotes the applied Rabi frequency and δΩMW and δΩm de-
scribe Gaussian fluctuations, taken from a normal distribution with zero mean and
standard deviations σMW/2pi = 2.5 kHz and σm/2pi = 3.5 kHz, respectively. Mag-
netic and zero-field splitting fluctuations are included by setting
δ1 = δDgs + δT ∗2 (A.97a)
δ2 = δDgs − δT ∗2 (A.97b)
in Hˆ
rf
cc. Variations δDgs in Dgs appear as simultaneous shifts of detunings δ1,2 while
magnetic fluctuations δT ∗2 induce an opposite change. δDgs can in principle be mod-
eled by a random walk approach, but for our simulations presented in the following
we usually set it manually. δT ∗2 is taken from a normal distribution with zero mean
and standard deviation σT ∗2 /2pi = 107 kHz (see above).
When solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation, we update δT ∗2 , δΩMW and
δΩm every step along Φ, i.e.nphs times per complete phase sweep. In contrast, δDgs is
changed at a much smaller rate, because the zero-field splitting changes on timescales
of several hours. Please refer to the provided plots of δDgs(Φ) (see Fig. A.9). The
presented procedure is repeated navg times and averaging over all solutions yields
mean values for |Ψ(τ)〉 and Ek with k = 0,±1. Note that this approach limits us to
low frequency fluctuations with a bandwidth of 1/τmax ≈ 15 kHz, as the experimental
environment is kept constant as long as the global phase Φ remains unchanged
(τmax ≈ 60µs the maximum evolution time for which |Ψ(τ)〉 is calculated). The
excellent agreement between simulations and experiment (see Sec. A.9.3.3) and its
simplicity justify our approach.
A.9.3.3. Comparing simulation and experiment
In Fig. A.7 and Fig. A.8, we compare our experimental data presented in Chap. 6
and our modeled results, which we obtained as described above (note that no fluc-
tuations in the zero-field splitting Dgs are included unless stated otherwise). In the
time domain (Fig. A.7), we observe excellent agreement between experimental data
and our model. Yet a few differences do exist. First, the measured interference
pattern of P|0〉(τ) in Fig. A.7a is characterized by a slightly lower oscillation contrast
compared to its simulated counterpart in Fig. A.7d. We assign this difference to the
limited signal-to-noise ratio of our experimental data due to finite integration time.
Also, slow fluctuations in driving fields and zero-field splitting have been neglected
in our simulation. Second, the experimentally obtained P|±1〉(τ) in Fig. A.7b are
characterized by slightly smaller oscillation amplitudes than predicted by our sim-
ulations. The simplified noise environment in our model is partly responsible for
this discrepancy. However, the finite Q factors of our mechanical resonators have
significant influence as well. They lead to a long mechanical response time, which
prevents us from switching off the strain field fast enough while the weak microwave
swap-pulse is applied to readout spin populations P|±1〉). Finally, we want to point
out that the linecuts for Φ = 0 in Fig. A.7b have not been taken exactly at Φ = 0,
but slightly offset at Φ ≈ +2◦. As a consequence, P|±1〉 are not degenerate.
Regarding the precession frequencies of the driven NV spin (Fig. A.8a+c), we
again find remarkable agreement between experiment and model. However, our
data in Fig. A.8a feature avoided crossings of different amplitudes (∼ 20 kHz at
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Figure A.7.: Closed-contour spin dynamics controlled by global phase Φ – a com-
parison between experiment (panels a+b) and our model (panels c+d). In general,
we observe excellent agreement between experimental data and simulations in the
time domain. The measured time evolution of P|0〉(τ) in panel a is, however, char-
acterized by a lower signal-to-noise ratio compared to its simulated counterpart in
panel d, as the experimental integration time was limited. Furthermore, the ex-
perimentally obtained P|±1〉(τ) in panel b are characterized by smaller oscillation
amplitudes than predicted by our simulations. This is caused by the finite Q factors
of our mechanical resonators, leading to a long response time and preventing us
from switching off the strain field while the weak microwave swap-pulse is applied
to readout spin populations P|±1〉. Finally, we want to point out that the linecuts
for Φ = 0 in panel b have not been taken exactly at Φ = 0, but slightly offset at
Φ ≈ +2◦, causing the observed small mismatch in oscillation frequencies, weaker
damping and the non-degeneracy of P|±1〉.
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Figure A.8.: Spin precession frequencies and corresponding decay times under
closed-contour interaction as measured experimentally (a+b) and obtained from sim-
ulations (c+d). Regarding the spin precession frequency spectra, we find great agree-
ment between experiment and model. However, our data in panel a feature avoided
crossings of different sizes at Φ = 0,±1 and |∆i,j| ≈ 750 kHz. In the simulated
counterpart, (panel c) these are indistinguishable. In contrast, the Rabi decay time
spectra in panels b and d are substantially different. While the modeled behavior of
Tdecay features four, equally long living frequency components at Φ = ±pi/4,±3pi/4,
the experimentally measured dependence of Tdecay on Φ is strongly asymmetric. This
difference is caused by slow fluctuations, most likely in the zero-field spitting Dgs
(see text.). Error bars denote 95 % fit confidence intervals.
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Φ = 0; ∼ 100 kHz at Φ = ±pi). In the simulated precession frequency spectrum
(Fig. A.8c), these are however of equal size. As we will see later (see Fig. A.9),
we assign this mismatch to slow fluctuations in the zero-field splitting Dgs. In
contrast to the excellent agreement in Fig. A.8a+c, the Rabi decay time spectra in
Fig. A.8b+d are substantially different. The modeled phase dependence of Tdecay
features four, equally long living frequency components with maximum decay times
of Tdecay ≈ 105µs at Φ = ±pi/4,±3pi/4. In our experimental data, Tdecay is strongly
asymmetric. Again, this difference is caused by slow fluctuations, most likely in the
zero-field spitting Dgs.
To investigate the influence of zero-field splitting variations, represented by de-
tunings δDgs in our model (see (A.97)), on spin precession frequency spectra and
Rabi decay time Tdecay, we repeated our simulations with the same noise environ-
ment, but non-zero detunings δDgs, and extracted precession frequencies ∆i,j and
Rabi decay times Tdecay as described above. The results are shown in Fig. A.9 and
indicate the following:
• A fixed δDgs/2pi = −100 kHz (Fig. A.9a) increases avoided crossings and in-
duces a strong asymmetry in Tdecay(Φ). Specifically, the frequency components
∆+1,−1 at Φ ≈ ±3pi/4 decay with Tdecay ≈ 120µs, and therefore decohere much
slower than the ∆±1,0 components, located at Φ ≈ ±pi/4, which are character-
ized by Tdecay ≈ 65µs.
• Decreasing Dgs, i.e. setting δDgs/2pi = +100 kHz, also increases avoided cross-
ings in the spin precession frequency spectrum. Inversing the detuning’s polar-
ity, however, also inverses its effect on Tdecay(Φ). Now, the ∆±1,0 components
decay with Tdecay ≈ 120µs and the frequency components ∆+1,−1 disappear
on timescales Tdecay ≈ 65µs,
By varying δDgs with Φ (see inset to Fig. A.9c) while solving the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation, we can qualitatively reproduce the experimentally determined
phase dependence of Tdecay very well (compare Fig. A.9c and Fig. A.8b). The em-
ployed variations in zero-field splittingDgs of δDgs/2pi ≈ ±100 kHz are in good agree-
ment with the experimentally determined fluctuations (see Fig. A.6c), and are most
likely caused by environmental temperature fluctuations [189]. Note, however, that
we did not measure how Dgs actually evolved during data acquisition. We attribute
the remaining mismatch between experiment and theory to our lack of knowledge
over the noise environment, especially slow fluctuations in driving field amplitudes
and zero-field splitting, during the measurement. The results from Fig. A.9c, even
though they almost quantitatively confirm our experimental data, should therefore
be considered as a proof of principle to demonstrate that our experimental results
lie within the framework of our closed-interaction system.
As discussed, our simulations indicate that slow fluctuations are responsible for
the observed asymmetry in Tdecay. We can support this statement by further analysis
of our experimental data. Typically, P|0〉(τ,Φ) (see for example Fig. 6.2a) is obtained
by averaging over several complete phase sweeps. In Fig. A.10 we plot P|0〉(τ) (left),
spin precession frequencies ∆i,j (middle) and the root-mean square (RMS) of P|0〉(τ)
for τ ∈ [50, 60]µs (right) versus Φ for four of these phase sweeps (note that the data
set used here is not the one from Chap. 6, but was recorded under similar conditions).
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Figure A.9.: Influence of zero-field splitting variations on spin precession frequen-
cies (left) and Rabi decay times (right). a+b) A constant detuning δDgs causes a
strong asymmetry in the phase dependence of Tdecay. When δDgs > 0, the ∆+1,−1
components at Φ ≈ ±3pi/4 decay much slower than the ∆±1,0 components, located
at Φ ≈ ±pi/4. For δDgs < 0, this effect is reversed. c) Varying δDgs with global
phase Φ (see inset), allows reproducing the experimentally determined behavior from
Fig. A.8b.
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Figure A.10.: Time evolution of our experimental data. When investigating the
time evolution of our closed-contour interaction scheme we essentially average over
individually taken phase sweeps. Spin dynamics P|0〉(τ,Φ) (left), precession frequen-
cies ∆i,j (middle) and the root-mean square of P|0〉(τ) for τ ∈ [50, 60]µs are shown
here for four such sweeps. RMS maxima, indicating weak damping and marked by
red arrows, change position with measurement time and thus hint at the presence
of slowly evolving fluctuations.
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The root-mean square of P|0〉(τ) serves as a measure for the corresponding decay time
Tdecay, which could not be extracted by fitting due to the limited signal-to-noise ratio
of the experimental data. Whenever the RMS of P|0〉(τ) is large, the decay time is
long. One can see that the individual RMS spectra show different behaviors with
respect to Φ, i.e. the observable maxima differ in amplitude and slightly in position.
This behavior is very similar to the influence of fluctuations in zero-field splitting
Dgs (see discussion above) and thus confirms the presence of slow experimental
fluctuations.
A.10. Strain- and stress-coupling Hamiltonians for
NV orientations NV1-NV4
In this section, we present the Mathematica file that was used to calculate the stress-
and strain tensors for all for NV orientations (see Sec. 2.4).
1. Calculate stress tensor for 
different stress directions
ClearAll["Global`*"] (*clearing all variables*)
Crystal coordinate system XYZ
X = {1, 0, 0};
Y = {0, 1, 0};
Z = {0, 0, 1};
Calculate stress tensor coordinates for an arbitrary stress direction
(*P denotes the applied amount of stress.*)
StressDir = {1, 1, 1};σXX = P * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, X]] * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, X]];σXY = P * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, X]] * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, Y]];σXZ = P * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, X]] * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, Z]];σYY = P * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, Y]] * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, Y]];σYZ = P * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, Y]] * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, Z]];σZZ = P * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, Z]] * Cos[VectorAngle[StressDir, Z]];σXYZTensor = {{σXX , σXY, σXZ}, {σXY, σYY, σYZ}, {σXZ, σYZ, σZZ }} // MatrixForm
P
3
P
3
P
3
P
3
P
3
P
3
P
3
P
3
P
3
Stress tensors for some predefined stress directions
σ100vec = {σx → 1, σy → 0, σz → 0};σ110vec = {σx → 1, σy → 1, σz → 0};σm110vec = {σx → -1, σy → 1, σz → 0};σm1m10vec = {σx → -1, σy → -1, σz → 0};σ1m10vec = {σx → 1, σy → -1, σz → 0};σ111vec = {σx → 1, σy → 1, σz → 1};
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σ110 = {{σXX, σXY, σXZ}, {σXY, σYY, σYZ}, {σXZ, σYZ, σZZ}} /. σ110vecσm110 = {{σXX, σXY, σXZ}, {σXY, σYY, σYZ}, {σXZ, σYZ, σZZ}} /. σm110vecσm1m10 = {{σXX, σXY, σXZ}, {σXY, σYY, σYZ}, {σXZ, σYZ, σZZ}} /. σm1m10vecσ1m10 = {{σXX, σXY, σXZ}, {σXY, σYY, σYZ}, {σXZ, σYZ, σZZ}} /. σ1m10vec
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2. Stress- and strain-induced level 
shifts for all four NV orientations◼ To include all four NV orientations, we keep the NV orientation fixed and rotate the crystal 
coordinate system. Essentially, we rotate the stress tensor using a passive transformation.◼ The formalism here employs an NV center, whose coordinate system xyz is defined such that the y 
axis is contained by one of the three mirror planes.
ClearAll["Global`*"] (*clearing all variables*)
2.1 Defining NV orientations
Here we determine  possible  orientations  of  the four  NV directions  in  a [001]-oriented  diamond.  As
stated above, the NV coordinate systems xyz are defined such that the y axis is contained by one of the
three mirror planes.
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Schematic NV center
radiuslattice = 0.0025;
radiusatoms = 0.04;
lengthlatticecoordsys = 0.6;
box = {Line[{{0, 0, 0}, {1, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1},{1, 0, 1}, {1, 1, 1}, {0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 1}}], Line[{{0, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1}}],
Line[{{1, 1, 0}, {1, 1, 1}}], Line[{{1, 0, 0}, {1, 0, 1}}]};
Nitrogen = Sphere[{0, 0, 0}, radiusatoms];
Vacancy = Sphere[0.5 * {1, 1, 1}, radiusatoms];
Carbons = {Sphere[{1, 1, 0}, radiusatoms],
Sphere[{0, 1, 1}, radiusatoms], Sphere[{1, 0, 1}, radiusatoms]};
NNNconncection = {Cylinder[{{0, 0, 0}, {0.5, 0.5, 0.5}}, radiuslattice],
Cylinder[{{0.5, 0.5, 0.5}, {1, 0, 1}}, radiuslattice],
Cylinder[{{0.5, 0.5, 0.5}, {0, 1, 1}}, radiuslattice],
Cylinder[{{0.5, 0.5, 0.5}, {1, 1, 0}}, radiuslattice]};
planeCarbons = Polygon[{{1, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1}, {1, 0, 1}}];
LatticeCoordSys = {Arrow[{{0, 0, 0}, 1 * lengthlatticecoordsys * {1, 0, 0}}],
Arrow[{{0, 0, 0}, lengthlatticecoordsys * {0, 1, 0}}],
Arrow[{{0, 0, 0}, lengthlatticecoordsys * {0, 0, 1}}]};
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Orientations of NV1 - 4 (as defined by Hughes1967, the y axis lies in a 
mirror plane of the defect)
start1 = {0, 0, 0};
NV1x = {-1, 1, 0};
NV1y = {-1, -1, 2};
NV1z = {1, 1, 1};
NVCoordSys1 = {Arrow[{start1, start1 + NV1x}],
Arrow[{start1, start1 + NV1y}], Arrow[{start1, start1 + NV1z}]};
start2 = {1, 1, 0};
NV2x = {1, -1, 0};
NV2y = {1, 1, 2};
NV2z = {-1, -1, 1};
NVCoordSys2 = {Arrow[{start2, start2 + NV2x}],
Arrow[{start2, start2 + NV2y}], Arrow[{start2, start2 + NV2z}]};
start3 = {1, 0, 1};
NV3x = {1, 1, 0};
NV3y = {1, -1, -2};
NV3z = {-1, 1, -1};
NVCoordSys3 = {Arrow[{start3, start3 + NV3x}],
Arrow[{start3, start3 + NV3y}], Arrow[{start3, start3 + NV3z}]};
start4 = {0, 1, 1};
NV4x = {-1, -1, 0};
NV4y = {-1, 1, -2};
NV4z = {1, -1, -1};
NVCoordSys4 = {Arrow[{start4, start4 + NV4x}],
Arrow[{start4, start4 + NV4y}], Arrow[{start4, start4 + NV4z}]};
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Graphical representation of coordinate systems
graph = Graphics3D[{Blue, Nitrogen, Red, Opacity[0.2], Vacancy, Black,
Opacity[1], Carbons, EdgeForm[], Gray, NNNconncection, Opacity[1],
Black, Thick, LatticeCoordSys, Opacity[1], Thick, Green, NVCoordSys1,
Thick, Red, NVCoordSys2, Thick, Blue, NVCoordSys3, Thick, Orange,
NVCoordSys4, Opacity[0.5], Black, box}, Boxed → False, Background → White]
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Graphical representation of coordinate systems showing only the 
quantization axis
graph = Graphics3D[{Black, Nitrogen, Black, Vacancy, Black, Opacity[1], Carbons,
EdgeForm[], Opacity[0], Gray, NNNconncection, Opacity[1], Thickness[0.01],
Green, Arrowheads[0.05], Arrow[{start1, start1 + 0.5 * NV1z}], Red,
Arrow[{start2, start2 + 0.5 * NV2z}], Blue, Arrow[{start3, start3 + 0.5 * NV3z}],
Orange, Arrow[{start4, start4 + 0.5 * NV4z}], Thickness[0.005], Opacity[1],
Black, Dashing[0.01], box}, Boxed → False, Background → White]
2.2 Defining rotation matrices for NV1 to NV2-4
The index denots the vector about which the rotation is performed. An active rotation is a rotation of a
vector in a fixed coordinate system. A rotation is positive if performed clockwise (observed along the
rotation vector).
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General definitions of rotation matrices (in 3x3 form)
Rx[xdeg_] := RotationMatrix[xdeg / 180 * π, {1, 0, 0}]
Ry[ydeg_] := RotationMatrix[ydeg / 180 * π, {0, 1, 0}]
Rz[zdeg_] := RotationMatrix[zdeg / 180 * π, {0, 0, 1}]
Rm1p10[deg_] := RotationMatrix[deg / 180 * π, {-1, 1, 0}]
Rp1p10[deg_] := RotationMatrix[deg / 180 * π, {1, 1, 0}]
R111[deg_] := RotationMatrix[deg / 180 * π, {1, 1, 1}]
Rpar111 [vec_] := RotationMatrix[{vec, {1, 1, 1}}]
Active rotation NV1 to NV2: Rot12 = Rz[180]
Rot12 = Rz[180];
NV2x12 = Rot12.NV1x
NV2y12 = Rot12.NV1y
NV2z12 = Rot12.NV1z
{1, -1, 0}
{1, 1, 2}
{-1, -1, 1}
Active rotation NV1 to NV3: Rot13 = Rp1p10[180].Rz[-90]
Rot13 = Rp1p10[180].Rz[-90];
NV3x13 = Rot13.NV1x
NV3y13 = Rot13.NV1y
NV3z13 = Rot13.NV1z
{1, 1, 0}
{1, -1, -2}
{-1, 1, -1}
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Active rotation NV1 to NV4: Rot14 = Rp1p10[180].Rz[90]
Rot14 = Rp1p10[180].Rz[90];
NV4x14 = Rot14.NV1x
NV4y14 = Rot14.NV1y
NV4z14 = Rot14.NV1z
{-1, -1, 0}
{-1, 1, -2}
{1, -1, -1}
2.3 Stress-induced level shifts Mx, My and Mz for all 
four NV orientations NV1-4 (defined in crystal 
coordinates XYZ)
Define stress tensor in crystal coordinates XYZ with X||[100], Y||[010] and 
Z||[001]
σXYZ = {{σXX, σXY, σXZ}, {σYX, σYY, σYZ}, {σZX, σZY, σZZ}};ϵXYZ = {{ϵXX, ϵXY, ϵXZ}, {ϵYX, ϵYY, ϵYZ}, {ϵZX, ϵZY, ϵZZ}};
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Rotate stress tensors to describe effect on NV1 (nothing changes, as the 
level shifts are defined for this orientation and given in Hughes1967)
σXYZNV1 = σXYZ;
MxNV1 = B * (2 * σXYZNV1[[3, 3]] - σXYZNV1[[1, 1]] - σXYZNV1[[2, 2]]) +
C * (2 * σXYZNV1[[1, 2]] - σXYZNV1[[2, 3]] - σXYZNV1[[1, 3]]);
MyNV1 = Sqrt[3] * B * (σXYZNV1[[1, 1]] - σXYZNV1[[2, 2]]) +
Sqrt[3] * C * (σXYZNV1[[2, 3]] - σXYZNV1[[1, 3]]);
MzNV1 = A1 * (σXYZNV1[[1, 1]] + σXYZNV1[[2, 2]] + σXYZNV1[[3, 3]]) +
2 * A2 * (σXYZNV1[[2, 3]] + σXYZNV1[[1, 3]] + σXYZNV1[[1, 2]]);
MatrixForm[σXYZNV1]
MatrixForm[{MxNV1, MyNV1, MzNV1}]σXX σXY σXZσYX σYY σYZσZX σZY σZZ
C (2 σXY - σXZ - σYZ) + B (-σXX - σYY + 2 σZZ)
3 B (σXX - σYY) + 3 C (-σXZ + σYZ)
2 A2 (σXY + σXZ + σYZ) + A1 (σXX + σYY + σZZ)
Rotate stress tensors to describe NV2 
σXYZNV2 = Inverse[Rot12].σXYZ.Transpose[Inverse[Rot12]];
MxNV2 = B * (2 * σXYZNV2[[3, 3]] - σXYZNV2[[1, 1]] - σXYZNV2[[2, 2]]) +
C * (2 * σXYZNV2[[1, 2]] - σXYZNV2[[2, 3]] - σXYZNV2[[1, 3]]);
MyNV2 = Sqrt[3] * B * (σXYZNV2[[1, 1]] - σXYZNV2[[2, 2]]) +
Sqrt[3] * C * (σXYZNV2[[2, 3]] - σXYZNV2[[1, 3]]);
MzNV2 = A1 * (σXYZNV2[[1, 1]] + σXYZNV2[[2, 2]] + σXYZNV2[[3, 3]]) +
2 * A2 * (σXYZNV2[[2, 3]] + σXYZNV2[[1, 3]] + σXYZNV2[[1, 2]]);
MatrixForm[σXYZNV2]
MatrixForm[{MxNV2, MyNV2, MzNV2}]σXX σXY -σXZσYX σYY -σYZ-σZX -σZY σZZ
C (2 σXY + σXZ + σYZ) + B (-σXX - σYY + 2 σZZ)
3 B (σXX - σYY) + 3 C (σXZ - σYZ)
2 A2 (σXY - σXZ - σYZ) + A1 (σXX + σYY + σZZ)
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Rotate stress tensors to describe NV3 
σXYZNV3 = Inverse[Rot13].σXYZ.Transpose[Inverse[Rot13]];
MxNV3 = B * (2 * σXYZNV3[[3, 3]] - σXYZNV3[[1, 1]] - σXYZNV3[[2, 2]]) +
C * (2 * σXYZNV3[[1, 2]] - σXYZNV3[[2, 3]] - σXYZNV3[[1, 3]]);
MyNV3 = Sqrt[3] * B * (σXYZNV3[[1, 1]] - σXYZNV3[[2, 2]]) +
Sqrt[3] * C * (σXYZNV3[[2, 3]] - σXYZNV3[[1, 3]]);
MzNV3 = A1 * (σXYZNV3[[1, 1]] + σXYZNV3[[2, 2]] + σXYZNV3[[3, 3]]) +
2 * A2 * (σXYZNV3[[2, 3]] + σXYZNV3[[1, 3]] + σXYZNV3[[1, 2]]);
MatrixForm[σXYZNV3]
MatrixForm[{MxNV3, MyNV3, MzNV3}]σXX -σXY σXZ-σYX σYY -σYZσZX -σZY σZZ
C (-2 σXY - σXZ + σYZ) + B (-σXX - σYY + 2 σZZ)
3 B (σXX - σYY) + 3 C (-σXZ - σYZ)
2 A2 (-σXY + σXZ - σYZ) + A1 (σXX + σYY + σZZ)
Rotate stress tensors to describe NV4
σXYZNV4 = Inverse[Rot14].σXYZ.Transpose[Inverse[Rot14]];
MxNV4 = B * (2 * σXYZNV4[[3, 3]] - σXYZNV4[[1, 1]] - σXYZNV4[[2, 2]]) +
C * (2 * σXYZNV4[[1, 2]] - σXYZNV4[[2, 3]] - σXYZNV4[[1, 3]]);
MyNV4 = Sqrt[3] * B * (σXYZNV4[[1, 1]] - σXYZNV4[[2, 2]]) +
Sqrt[3] * C * (σXYZNV4[[2, 3]] - σXYZNV4[[1, 3]]);
MzNV4 = A1 * (σXYZNV4[[1, 1]] + σXYZNV4[[2, 2]] + σXYZNV4[[3, 3]]) +
2 * A2 * (σXYZNV4[[2, 3]] + σXYZNV4[[1, 3]] + σXYZNV4[[1, 2]]);
MatrixForm[σXYZNV4]
MatrixForm[{MxNV4, MyNV4, MzNV4}]σXX -σXY -σXZ-σYX σYY σYZ-σZX σZY σZZ
C (-2 σXY + σXZ - σYZ) + B (-σXX - σYY + 2 σZZ)
3 B (σXX - σYY) + 3 C (σXZ + σYZ)
2 A2 (-σXY - σXZ + σYZ) + A1 (σXX + σYY + σZZ)
Check whether calculations of above are correct
Definition of stress tensors for stress along main directions
The stress tensors can be obtained by executing section "Calculate stress tensor for different stress
directions"
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fixedpar100 = {σXX → 1, σXY → 0, σXZ → 0,σYX → 0, σYY → 0, σYZ → 0, σZX → 0, σZY → 0, σZZ → 0};
fixedpar110 = {σXX → 0.5, σXY → 0.5, σXZ → 0, σYX → 0.5,σYY → 0.5, σYZ → 0, σZX → 0, σZY → 0, σZZ → 0};
fixedparm110 = {σXX → 0.5, σXY → -0.5, σXZ → 0, σYX → -0.5,σYY → 0.5, σYZ → 0, σZX → 0, σZY → 0, σZZ → 0};
fixedpar111 = {σXX → 1 / 3, σXY → 1 / 3, σXZ → 1 / 3, σYX → 1 / 3,σYY → 1 / 3, σYZ → 1 / 3, σZX → 1 / 3, σZY → 1 / 3, σZZ → 1 / 3};
Calculate Mx, My and Mz of NV1-4 for stresses along [100], [110] and [111] 
[100]: NV1-4 show identical reaction
[110]: NVs split into two families with identical reaction. NVA = NV1 and NV2. NVB = NV3 and NV4.
[111]: NV1 has a different reaction to stress than NV2-4
M100 = {{MxNV1, MyNV1, MzNV1}, {MxNV2, MyNV2, MzNV2}, {MxNV3, MyNV3, MzNV3},{MxNV4, MyNV4, MzNV4}} /. fixedpar100 // FullSimplify // TableForm
M110 = {{MxNV1, MyNV1, MzNV1}, {MxNV2, MyNV2, MzNV2}, {MxNV3, MyNV3, MzNV3},{MxNV4, MyNV4, MzNV4}} /. fixedpar110 // FullSimplify // TableForm
M111 = {{MxNV1, MyNV1, MzNV1}, {MxNV2, MyNV2, MzNV2}, {MxNV3, MyNV3, MzNV3},{MxNV4, MyNV4, MzNV4}} /. fixedpar111 // FullSimplify // TableForm
-B 3 B A1-B 3 B A1-B 3 B A1-B 3 B A1
-1. B + 1. C 0. 1. A1 + 1. A2-1. B + 1. C 0. 1. A1 + 1. A2-1. B - 1. C 0. 1. A1 - 1. A2-1. B - 1. C 0. 1. A1 - 1. A2
0 0 A1 + 2 A2
4 C
3 0 A1 - 2 A23- 2 C3 - 2 C3 A1 - 2 A23- 2 C3 2 C3 A1 - 2 A23
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Calculate level shifts \Delta = Mz \pm Sqrt[Mx^2 + My^2] of NV1-4 for 
stresses along [100], [110] and [111] 
comp100 = {{Sqrt[MxNV1^2 + MyNV1^2], MzNV1}, {Sqrt[MxNV2^2 + MyNV2^2], MzNV2},{Sqrt[MxNV3^2 + MyNV3^2], MzNV3}, {Sqrt[MxNV4^2 + MyNV4^2], MzNV4}} /.
fixedpar100 // FullSimplify // TableForm
comp110 = {{Sqrt[MxNV1^2 + MyNV1^2], MzNV1},{Sqrt[MxNV2^2 + MyNV2^2], MzNV2}, {Sqrt[MxNV3^2 + MyNV3^2], MzNV3},{Sqrt[MxNV4^2 + MyNV4^2], MzNV4}} /. fixedpar110 // TableForm
compm110 = {{Sqrt[MxNV1^2 + MyNV1^2], MzNV1}, {Sqrt[MxNV2^2 + MyNV2^2], MzNV2},{Sqrt[MxNV3^2 + MyNV3^2], MzNV3}, {Sqrt[MxNV4^2 + MyNV4^2], MzNV4}} /.
fixedparm110 // FullSimplify // TableForm
comp111 = {{Sqrt[MxNV1^2 + MyNV1^2], MzNV1}, {Sqrt[MxNV2^2 + MyNV2^2], MzNV2},{Sqrt[MxNV3^2 + MyNV3^2], MzNV3}, {Sqrt[MxNV4^2 + MyNV4^2], MzNV4}} /.
fixedpar111 // FullSimplify // TableForm
2 B2 A1
2 B2 A1
2 b2 a1
2 b2 a1
0. + (-1. B + 1. C)2 1. A1 + 1. A2
0. + (-1. B + 1. C)2 1. A1 + 1. A2
0. + (-1. b - 1. c)2 1. a1 - 1. a2
0. + (-1. b - 1. c)2 1. a1 - 1. a2
(1. B + 1. C)2 1. A1 - 1. A2
(1. B + 1. C)2 1. A1 - 1. A2
(1. b - 1. c)2 1. a1 + 1. a2
(1. b - 1. c)2 1. a1 + 1. a2
0 A1 + 2 A2
4 C2
3 A1 - 2 A23
4 c2
3 a1 - 2 a23
4 c2
3 a1 - 2 a23
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2.4 Strain-induced level shifts Mx, My and Mz for all 
four NV orientations NV1-4 (defined in NV coordinates 
xyz)
Approach  :  
1)  Convert  σXYZ  into  ϵXYZ
2) Convert ϵXYZ into ϵxyz for NV1-4
3) Use expressions for Mxϵ, Myϵ, Mzϵ from Ludlow1968 and insert ϵxyz for NV1-4. 
Note: setting γ=1 yields strain tensors used in Lee2016
ClearAll["Global`*"] (*clearing all variables*)
Definition of rotations
CXYZ = {{C11, C12, C12, 0, 0, 0}, {C12, C11, C12, 0, 0, 0}, {C12, C12, C11, 0, 0, 0},{0, 0, 0, C44, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, C44, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, C44}};
(*rotation matrices in 3x3 form*)
Rx[xdeg_] := RotationMatrix[xdeg / 180 * π, {1, 0, 0}]
Ry[ydeg_] := RotationMatrix[ydeg / 180 * π, {0, 1, 0}]
Rz[zdeg_] := RotationMatrix[zdeg / 180 * π, {0, 0, 1}]
Rm1p10[deg_] := RotationMatrix[deg / 180 * π, {-1, 1, 0}]
Rp1p10[deg_] := RotationMatrix[deg / 180 * π, {1, 1, 0}]
R111[deg_] := RotationMatrix[deg / 180 * π, {1, 1, 1}]
Rpar111 [vec_] := RotationMatrix[{vec, {1, 1, 1}}]
(*Rotations NV1 to NV2-4*)
Rot12 = Rz[180];
Rot13 = Rp1p10[180].Rz[-90];
Rot14 = Rp1p10[180].Rz[90];
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Find expression for strain tensor ϵxyz for the four different NV orientations 
when starting from σXYZ
Convert σXYZ into ϵXYZ
σXYZ6x6 = {σXX, σYY, σZZ, σYZ, σXZ, σXY};ϵXYZ6x6calc = Inverse[CXYZ].σXYZ6x6 // FullSimplify;
MatrixForm[ϵXYZ6x6calc]ϵXYZcalc = {{ϵXYZ6x6calc[[1]], ϵXYZ6x6calc[[6]], ϵXYZ6x6calc[[5]]},{ϵXYZ6x6calc[[6]], ϵXYZ6x6calc[[2]], ϵXYZ6x6calc[[4]]},{ϵXYZ6x6calc[[5]], ϵXYZ6x6calc[[4]], ϵXYZ6x6calc[[3]]}};
MatrixForm[ϵXYZcalc]
C11 σXX+C12 (σXX-σYY-σZZ)
C112+C11 C12-2 C122
C11 σYY-C12 (σXX-σYY+σZZ)(C11-C12) (C11+2 C12)-C12 (σXX+σYY)+(C11+C12) σZZ(C11-C12) (C11+2 C12)σYZ
C44σXZ
C44σXY
C44
C11 σXX+C12 (σXX-σYY-σZZ)
C112+C11 C12-2 C122 σXYC44 σXZC44σXY
C44
C11 σYY-C12 (σXX-σYY+σZZ)(C11-C12) (C11+2 C12) σYZC44σXZ
C44
σYZ
C44
-C12 (σXX+σYY)+(C11+C12) σZZ(C11-C12) (C11+2 C12)
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Rotation of ϵXYZ into ϵxyz of NV1; calculate MxϵNV1, MyϵNV1 and MzϵNV1
KHughes = Rm1p10[ArcCos[1 / Sqrt[3]] / π * 180].Rz[135];
RotNV1ϵ = Inverse[KHughes];ϵxzyNV1calc = RotNV1ϵ.ϵXYZcalc.Transpose[RotNV1ϵ] // FullSimplify;
MxϵNV1calc = b (ϵxzyNV1calc[[1, 1]] - ϵxzyNV1calc[[2, 2]]) + 2 c ϵxzyNV1calc[[2, 3]]
MyϵNV1calc = -2 b ϵxzyNV1calc[[1, 2]] - 2 c ϵxzyNV1calc[[1, 3]]
MzϵNV1calc =
a1 ϵxzyNV1calc[[3, 3]] + a2 (ϵxzyNV1calc[[1, 1]] + ϵxzyNV1calc[[2, 2]])
- 2 c ((C11 - C12) (2 σXY - σXZ - σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY - 2 σZZ))
3 (C11 - C12) C44 +
b
C11 C44 σXX - 2 C112 σXY - 2 C11 C12 σXY + 4 C122 σXY + C11 C44 σYY - 2 C12 C44 σZZ
2 C112 C44 + 2 C11 C12 C44 - 4 C122 C44 -2 C112 (σXY - 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) +
2 C12 (-2 C12 (σXY - 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) + C44 (-2 (σXX + σYY) + σZZ)) +
C11 (2 C12 (σXY - 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) + C44 (σXX + σYY + 4 σZZ)) 
(6 (C11 - C12) (C11 + 2 C12) C44)
-
2
3 c (C44 (-σXX + σYY) - (C11 - C12) (σXZ - σYZ))
(C11 - C12) C44 - b 
σXX-σYY
C11-C12 - 2 (σXZ-σYZ)C44 
3
a1 (2 (C11 + 2 C12) (σXY + σXZ + σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY + σZZ))
3 (C11 + 2 C12) C44 +
a2
C11 C44 σXX - 2 C112 σXY - 2 C11 C12 σXY + 4 C122 σXY + C11 C44 σYY - 2 C12 C44 σZZ
2 C112 C44 + 2 C11 C12 C44 - 4 C122 C44 +2 C112 (σXY - 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) +
2 C12 (-2 C12 (σXY - 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) + C44 (-2 (σXX + σYY) + σZZ)) +
C11 (2 C12 (σXY - 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) + C44 (σXX + σYY + 4 σZZ)) 
(6 (C11 - C12) (C11 + 2 C12) C44)
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Rotation of ϵXYZ into ϵxyz of NV2; calculate MxϵNV2, MyϵNV2 and MzϵNV2
RotNV2ϵ = Inverse[Rot12.KHughes];ϵxzyNV2calc = RotNV2ϵ.ϵXYZcalc.Transpose[RotNV2ϵ] // FullSimplify;
MxϵNV2calc = b (ϵxzyNV2calc[[1, 1]] - ϵxzyNV2calc[[2, 2]]) + 2 c ϵxzyNV2calc[[2, 3]]
MyϵNV2calc = -2 b ϵxzyNV2calc[[1, 2]] - 2 c ϵxzyNV2calc[[1, 3]]
MzϵNV2calc =
a1 ϵxzyNV2calc[[3, 3]] + a2 (ϵxzyNV2calc[[1, 1]] + ϵxzyNV2calc[[2, 2]])
- 2 c ((C11 - C12) (2 σXY + σXZ + σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY - 2 σZZ))
3 (C11 - C12) C44 +
b
C11 C44 σXX - 2 C112 σXY - 2 C11 C12 σXY + 4 C122 σXY + C11 C44 σYY - 2 C12 C44 σZZ
2 C112 C44 + 2 C11 C12 C44 - 4 C122 C44 -2 C112 (σXY + 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) - 4 C12 (C44 (σXX + σYY) + C12 (σXY + 2 (σXZ + σYZ))) +
2 C12 C44 σZZ + C11 (2 C12 (σXY + 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) + C44 (σXX + σYY + 4 σZZ)) 
(6 (C11 - C12) (C11 + 2 C12) C44)
-
2
3 c (C44 (-σXX + σYY) + (C11 - C12) (σXZ - σYZ))
(C11 - C12) C44 - b 
σXX-σYY
C11-C12 + 2 (σXZ-σYZ)C44 
3
a1 (2 (C11 + 2 C12) (σXY - σXZ - σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY + σZZ))
3 (C11 + 2 C12) C44 +
a2
C11 C44 σXX - 2 C112 σXY - 2 C11 C12 σXY + 4 C122 σXY + C11 C44 σYY - 2 C12 C44 σZZ
2 C112 C44 + 2 C11 C12 C44 - 4 C122 C44 +2 C112 (σXY + 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) - 4 C12 (C44 (σXX + σYY) + C12 (σXY + 2 (σXZ + σYZ))) +
2 C12 C44 σZZ + C11 (2 C12 (σXY + 2 (σXZ + σYZ)) + C44 (σXX + σYY + 4 σZZ)) 
(6 (C11 - C12) (C11 + 2 C12) C44)
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Rotation of ϵXYZ into ϵxyz of NV3; calculate MxϵNV3, MyϵNV3 and MzϵNV3
RotNV3ϵ = Inverse[Rot13.KHughes];ϵxzyNV3calc = RotNV3ϵ.ϵXYZcalc.Transpose[RotNV3ϵ] // FullSimplify;
MxϵNV3calc = b (ϵxzyNV3calc[[1, 1]] - ϵxzyNV3calc[[2, 2]]) + 2 c ϵxzyNV3calc[[2, 3]]
MyϵNV3calc = -2 b ϵxzyNV3calc[[1, 2]] - 2 c ϵxzyNV3calc[[1, 3]]
MzϵNV3calc =
a1 ϵxzyNV3calc[[3, 3]] + a2 (ϵxzyNV3calc[[1, 1]] + ϵxzyNV3calc[[2, 2]])
2 c ((C11 - C12) (2 σXY + σXZ - σYZ) - C44 (σXX + σYY - 2 σZZ))
3 (C11 - C12) C44 +
b
2 C112 σXY + C11 (2 C12 σXY + C44 (σXX + σYY)) - 2 C12 (2 C12 σXY + C44 σZZ)
2 C112 + C11 C12 - 2 C122 C44 --2 C112 (σXY + 2 σXZ - 2 σYZ) +
2 C12 (2 C12 (σXY + 2 σXZ - 2 σYZ) + C44 (-2 (σXX + σYY) + σZZ)) +
C11 (-2 C12 (σXY + 2 σXZ - 2 σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY + 4 σZZ)) 
(6 (C11 - C12) (C11 + 2 C12) C44)
-
2
3 c (C44 (-σXX + σYY) - (C11 - C12) (σXZ + σYZ))
(C11 - C12) C44 - b 
σXX-σYY
C11-C12 - 2 (σXZ+σYZ)C44 
3
a1 (-2 (C11 + 2 C12) (σXY - σXZ + σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY + σZZ))
3 (C11 + 2 C12) C44 +
a2
2 C112 σXY + C11 (2 C12 σXY + C44 (σXX + σYY)) - 2 C12 (2 C12 σXY + C44 σZZ)
2 C112 + C11 C12 - 2 C122 C44 +-2 C112 (σXY + 2 σXZ - 2 σYZ) +
2 C12 (2 C12 (σXY + 2 σXZ - 2 σYZ) + C44 (-2 (σXX + σYY) + σZZ)) +
C11 (-2 C12 (σXY + 2 σXZ - 2 σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY + 4 σZZ)) 
(6 (C11 - C12) (C11 + 2 C12) C44)
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Rotation of ϵXYZ into ϵxyz of NV4; calculate MxϵNV4, MyϵNV4 and MzϵNV4
RotNV4ϵ = Inverse[Rot14.KHughes];ϵxzyNV4calc = RotNV4ϵ.ϵXYZcalc.Transpose[RotNV4ϵ] // FullSimplify;
MxϵNV4calc = b (ϵxzyNV4calc[[1, 1]] - ϵxzyNV4calc[[2, 2]]) + 2 c ϵxzyNV4calc[[2, 3]]
MyϵNV4calc = -2 b ϵxzyNV4calc[[1, 2]] - 2 c ϵxzyNV4calc[[1, 3]]
MzϵNV4calc =
a1 ϵxzyNV4calc[[3, 3]] + a2 (ϵxzyNV4calc[[1, 1]] + ϵxzyNV4calc[[2, 2]])
2 c ((C11 - C12) (2 σXY - σXZ + σYZ) - C44 (σXX + σYY - 2 σZZ))
3 (C11 - C12) C44 +
b
2 C112 σXY + C11 (2 C12 σXY + C44 (σXX + σYY)) - 2 C12 (2 C12 σXY + C44 σZZ)
2 C112 + C11 C12 - 2 C122 C44 --2 C112 (σXY - 2 σXZ + 2 σYZ) +
2 C12 (2 C12 (σXY - 2 σXZ + 2 σYZ) + C44 (-2 (σXX + σYY) + σZZ)) +
C11 (-2 C12 (σXY - 2 σXZ + 2 σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY + 4 σZZ)) 
(6 (C11 - C12) (C11 + 2 C12) C44)
-
2
3 c (C44 (-σXX + σYY) + (C11 - C12) (σXZ + σYZ))
(C11 - C12) C44 - b 
σXX-σYY
C11-C12 + 2 (σXZ+σYZ)C44 
3
a1 (-2 (C11 + 2 C12) (σXY + σXZ - σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY + σZZ))
3 (C11 + 2 C12) C44 +
a2
2 C112 σXY + C11 (2 C12 σXY + C44 (σXX + σYY)) - 2 C12 (2 C12 σXY + C44 σZZ)
2 C112 + C11 C12 - 2 C122 C44 +-2 C112 (σXY - 2 σXZ + 2 σYZ) +
2 C12 (2 C12 (σXY - 2 σXZ + 2 σYZ) + C44 (-2 (σXX + σYY) + σZZ)) +
C11 (-2 C12 (σXY - 2 σXZ + 2 σYZ) + C44 (σXX + σYY + 4 σZZ)) 
(6 (C11 - C12) (C11 + 2 C12) C44)
Calculate strain-induced level shifts for NV1-4
Our formalism is based on σXYZ (see above -- all expressions for Mx, My, and Mz depend on stress
tensor components). To extract level shifts for certain cantilever directions, we therefore need to use
the corresponding stress tensors.
The final results for strain-induced level shifts are given in dependence of stiffness tensor components
C11, C12 and C44. The following relations are used to rewrite them:
E = (C11 - C12)(C11 + 2*C12)/(C11+C12)ν  =  C12/(C11  +  C12)
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(1-ν) = C11/(C11 + C12)γ = (C11 - C12)/C44
fixedpar100 ={σXX → 1, σXY → 0, σXZ → 0, σYX → 0, σYY → 0, σYZ → 0, σZX → 0, σZY → 0, σZZ → 0};
fixedpar110 = {σXX → 0.5, σXY → 0.5, σXZ → 0, σYX → 0.5,σYY → 0.5, σYZ → 0, σZX → 0, σZY → 0, σZZ → 0};
fixedpar111 = {σXX → 1 / 3, σXY → 1 / 3, σXZ → 1 / 3, σYX → 1 / 3,σYY → 1 / 3, σYZ → 1 / 3, σZX → 1 / 3, σZY → 1 / 3, σZZ → 1 / 3};
ϵxzyNV1calc /. fixedpar100 // FullSimplify // MatrixFormϵxzyNV1calc /. fixedpar110 // FullSimplify // MatrixFormϵxzyNV1calc /. fixedpar111 // FullSimplify // MatrixForm
C11
2 C112+2 C11 C12-4 C122 13 (2 C11-2 C12) - 16 (C11-C12)
1
3 (2 C11-2 C12)
C11-4 C12
6 C112+C11 C12-2 C122 - 13 2 (C11-C12)- 1
6 (C11-C12) - 13 2 (C11-C12) 13 C11+6 C12
0.5 C11
1. C112+1. C11 C12-2. C122 - 0.5C44 0. 0.
0. 0.166667 C11-0.666667 C121. C112+1. C11 C12-2. C122 + 0.166667C44 - 0.2357021. C11-1. C12 - 0.235702C44
0. - 0.2357021. C11-1. C12 - 0.235702C44 0.3333331. C11+2. C12 + 0.333333C44
1
3  1C11+2 C12 - 1C44 0 0
0 13  1C11+2 C12 - 1C44 0
0 0 2 C11+4 C12+C443 C11 C44+6 C12 C44
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comp100ϵcalc = {{Sqrt[MxϵNV1calc^2 + MyϵNV1calc^2], MzϵNV1calc},{Sqrt[MxϵNV2calc^2 + MyϵNV2calc^2], MzϵNV2calc},{Sqrt[MxϵNV3calc^2 + MyϵNV3calc^2], MzϵNV3calc},{Sqrt[MxϵNV4calc^2 + MyϵNV4calc^2], MzϵNV4calc}} /.
fixedpar100 // FullSimplify // TableForm
comp110ϵcalc = {{Sqrt[MxϵNV1calc^2 + MyϵNV1calc^2], MzϵNV1calc},{Sqrt[MxϵNV2calc^2 + MyϵNV2calc^2], MzϵNV2calc},{Sqrt[MxϵNV3calc^2 + MyϵNV3calc^2], MzϵNV3calc},{Sqrt[MxϵNV4calc^2 + MyϵNV4calc^2], MzϵNV4calc}} /.
fixedpar110 // FullSimplify // TableForm
comp111ϵcalc = {{Sqrt[MxϵNV1calc^2 + MyϵNV1calc^2], MzϵNV1calc},{Sqrt[MxϵNV2calc^2 + MyϵNV2calc^2], MzϵNV2calc},{Sqrt[MxϵNV3calc^2 + MyϵNV3calc^2], MzϵNV3calc},{Sqrt[MxϵNV4calc^2 + MyϵNV4calc^2], MzϵNV4calc}} /.
fixedpar111 // FullSimplify // TableForm
2
3
b2-2 2 b c+2 c2(C11-C12)2 a1+2 a23 C11+6 C12
2
3
b2-2 2 b c+2 c2(C11-C12)2 a1+2 a23 C11+6 C12
2
3
b2-2 2 b c+2 c2(C11-C12)2 a1+2 a23 C11+6 C12
2
3
b2-2 2 b c+2 c2(C11-C12)2 a1+2 a23 C11+6 C12
0.666667 b 1. C112+1. C11 C12-2. C122-0.5 C11 C44-1. C12 C44+c 0.707107 C112+0.707107 C11 C12-1.41421 C122+0.707107(C11-1. C12)2 (C11+2. C12)2 C442
0.666667 b 1. C112+1. C11 C12-2. C122-0.5 C11 C44-1. C12 C44+c 0.707107 C112+0.707107 C11 C12-1.41421 C122+0.707107(C11-1. C12)2 (C11+2. C12)2 C442
0.666667 c 0.707107 C112+0.707107 C11 C12-1.41421 C122-0.707107 C11 C44-1.41421 C12 C44+b 1. C112+1. C11 C12-2.(C11-1. C12)2 (C11+2. C12)2 C442
0.666667 c 0.707107 C112+0.707107 C11 C12-1.41421 C122-0.707107 C11 C44-1.41421 C12 C44+b 1. C112+1. C11 C12-2.(C11-1. C12)2 (C11+2. C12)2 C442
0 13  a1+2 a2C11+2 C12 + 2 (a1-a2)C44 
4
9 2
2 b2+2 2 b c+c2
C442
a1+2 a2
3 C11+6 C12 - 2 (a1-a2)9 C44
4
9 2
2 b2+2 2 b c+c2
C442
a1+2 a2
3 C11+6 C12 - 2 (a1-a2)9 C44
4
9 2
2 b2+2 2 b c+c2
C442
a1+2 a2
3 C11+6 C12 - 2 (a1-a2)9 C44
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3. Miscellaneous
ClearAll["Global`*"] (*clearing all variables*)
3.1 Expressing spin-strain coupling Hamiltonians in 
different basis
spin-orbit basis
(*The corrected spin-orbit states are called Φ1,A1so' , Φ1,Exso' , Φ1,Eyso'  in Doherty2012(PRB85, 205203 (2012)) and {A1,Ex,Ey in Barson2017*)
SxSO = ℏ {{0, 0, -ⅈ}, {0, 0, 0}, {ⅈ, 0, 0}};
SySO = ℏ {{0, ⅈ, 0}, {-ⅈ, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}};
SzSO = ℏ {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, -ⅈ}, {0, ⅈ, 0}};
SzSO.SzSO
SySO.SySO - SxSO.SxSO // FullSimplify
SxSO.SySO + SySO.SxSO
{0, 0, 0}, 0, ℏ2, 0, 0, 0, ℏ2
{0, 0, 0}, 0, ℏ2, 0, 0, 0, -ℏ2
{0, 0, 0}, 0, 0, -ℏ2, 0, -ℏ2, 0
(*The strain Hamiltonian in the ground state
therefore takes the following form --> eq. (23) in Doherty2012
VstrSO = 1ℏ2 * (dpar * σz * SzSO.SzSO +
dperp * σx * (SySO.SySO - SxSO.SxSO) + dperp * σy * (SxSO.SySO + SySO.SxSO));
MatrixForm[VstrSO] // FullSimplify
0 0 0
0 dperp σx + dpar σz -dperp σy
0 -dperp σy -dperp σx + dpar σz
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spin basis
(*see for example www.easyspin.org*)
Sx = ℏ / Sqrt[2] * {{0, 1, 0}, {1, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 0}};
Sy = -ⅈ ℏ / Sqrt[2] * {{0, 1, 0}, {-1, 0, 1}, {0, -1, 0}};
Sz = ℏ {{1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1}};
(*In this case, the strain Vstr takes the following form in the {-1〉,0〉,+
1〉} basis *)
Vstr =
1ℏ2 (dpar * σz * Sz.Sz + dperp * σx * (Sy.Sy - Sx.Sx) + dperp * σy * (Sx.Sy + Sy.Sx));
Vstrtemp = 1ℏ2 (Mztemp * Sz.Sz + Mxtemp * (Sx.Sx - Sy.Sy) - Mytemp * (Sx.Sy + Sy.Sx));
MatrixForm[Vstr] // FullSimplify
dpar σz 0 -dperp (σx + ⅈ σy)
0 0 0-dperp (σx - ⅈ σy) 0 dpar σz
3.2 Testing rotations - Voigt and standard notation
(*Runciman1967 define a fixed NV orientation with z||[111],
x||[-110] and y||[-1-12]. In the SOM of Barson et al. they convert
stress in the crystal basis to strain in the NV basis by performing
the rotations [100]→[-1-12], [010]→[1-10] and [001]→[111].*)
define 3x3 rotation
Rx[xdeg_] := RotationMatrix[xdeg / 180 * π, {1, 0, 0}]
Ry[ydeg_] := RotationMatrix[ydeg / 180 * π, {0, 1, 0}]
Rz[zdeg_] := RotationMatrix[zdeg / 180 * π, {0, 0, 1}]
Rm1p10[deg_] := RotationMatrix[deg / 180 * π, {-1, 1, 0}]
Rp1p10[deg_] := RotationMatrix[deg / 180 * π, {1, 1, 0}]
R111[deg_] := RotationMatrix[deg / 180 * π, {1, 1, 1}]
Rpar111 [vec_] := RotationMatrix[{vec, {1, 1, 1}}]
define rotations such that [100] -> [11-2], [010] -> [-110] and [001] -> [111] 
Rotation as e.g. in Doherty2012 : Rm1p10[ArcCos[1/Sqrt[3]]/π*180].Rz[45]
Note that the NV coordinate system is defined such that the x axis is contained by one of the mirror
planes
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unitx = UnitVector[3, 1];
unity = UnitVector[3, 2];
unitz = UnitVector[3, 3];
(*this approach starts with a rotation of 135deg about the z-axis,
followed with aligning the [001] direction to [111]*)
rot1 = Rpar111[{0, 0, 1}].Rz[45];
rot1vecx = rot1.unitx;
rot1vecy = rot1.unity;
rot1vecz = rot1.unitz;
MatrixForm[{rot1, Sqrt[6] * rot1vecx, Sqrt[2] * rot1vecy, Sqrt[3] * rot1vecz}] //
FullSimplify
 1
6
, - 1
2
, 1
3
  1
6
, 1
2
, 1
3
 - 23 , 0, 13 
1 1 -2-1 1 0
1 1 1
(*the next approach also starts with rotating by 45deg about the z-axis,
but than rotates by about 54.3deg about the [-110] axis,
i.e. the x-axis of the NV center*)
rot2 = Rm1p10[ArcCos[1 / Sqrt[3]] / π * 180].Rz[45];
rot2vecx = rot2.unitx;
rot2vecy = rot2.unity;
rot2vecz = rot2.unitz;
MatrixForm[{rot2, Sqrt[6] * rot2vecx, Sqrt[2] * rot2vecy, Sqrt[3] * rot2vecz}] //
FullSimplify
 1
6
, - 1
2
, 1
3
  1
6
, 1
2
, 1
3
 - 23 , 0, 13 
1 1 -2-1 1 0
1 1 1
define rotations such that [100] -> [-1-12], [010] -> [1-10] and [001] -> [111]
Rotation as in Barson2017 : Rm1p10[ArcCos[1/Sqrt[3]]/π*180].Rz[225]
Note that the NV coordinate system is defined such that the x axis is contained by one of the mirror
planes, but different to the NV orientation from Doherty2012
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rot3 = Rpar111[{0, 0, 1}].Rz[225];
rot3vecx = rot3.unitx;
rot3vecy = rot3.unity;
rot3vecz = rot3.unitz;
MatrixForm[{rot3, Sqrt[6] * rot3vecx, Sqrt[2] * rot3vecy, Sqrt[3] * rot3vecz}] //
FullSimplify
- 1
6
, 1
2
, 1
3
 - 1
6
, - 1
2
, 1
3
  23 , 0, 13 -1 -1 2
1 -1 0
1 1 1
rot4 = Rm1p10[ArcCos[1 / Sqrt[3]] / π * 180].Rz[225];
rot4vecx = rot4.unitx;
rot4vecy = rot4.unity;
rot4vecz = rot4.unitz;
MatrixForm[{rot4, Sqrt[6] * rot4vecx, Sqrt[2] * rot4vecy, Sqrt[3] * rot4vecz}] //
FullSimplify
- 1
6
, 1
2
, 1
3
 - 1
6
, - 1
2
, 1
3
  23 , 0, 13 -1 -1 2
1 -1 0
1 1 1
define rotations such that [100] -> [-110], [010] -> [-1-12] and [001] -> [111]
Rotation to match NV orientation from Hughes1967 : Rm1p10[ArcCos[1/Sqrt[3]]/π*180].Rz[135]
In contrast to the two rotations defined above, here one of the mirror planes contains the y axis!
rot5 = Rm1p10[ArcCos[1 / Sqrt[3]] / π * 180].Rz[135];
rot5vecx = rot5.unitx;
rot5vecy = rot5.unity;
rot5vecz = rot5.unitz;
MatrixForm[{rot5, Sqrt[2] * rot5vecx, Sqrt[6] * rot5vecy, Sqrt[3] * rot5vecz}] //
FullSimplify
- 1
2
, - 1
6
, 1
3
  1
2
, - 1
6
, 1
3
 0, 23 , 13 -1 1 0-1 -1 2
1 1 1
convert 3 x3 rotation matrix into 6 x6 rotation matrix - compare methods 
from Koay2009 and Mehrabadi1995
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To convert strain to stress and change the coordinate system from crystal to NV, we need to rotate the
strain/stress tensor. These can expressed in a 6x1 vector in Voigt notation. Consequently,  to rotate
these we need to define a 6x6 rotation matrix. These two papers which deal with exactly this problem:
a) Mehrabadi et al., Int. Journal of Solids and Structures 32, 439 (1995).
b) Koay et al., Mechanics of Materials 41, 951 (2009).
Going to use the formalism from Mehrabadi1995.
pvec = {p1, p2, p3}; (*unit vector about we rotate*)
P3x3 = {{0, -pvec[[3]], pvec[[2]]},{pvec[[3]], 0, -pvec[[1]]}, {-pvec[[2]], pvec[[1]], 0}};(*skew-symmetric tensor in 3x3 form*)
Rot3x3[deg_] :=
IdentityMatrix[3] + Sin[deg * π / 180] * P3x3 + (1 - Cos[deg * π / 180]) * P3x3.P3x3;(*equation (1) from Mehrabadi1995*)
P6x6 = {{0, 0, 0, 0, Sqrt[2] * pvec[[2]], -Sqrt[2] * pvec[[3]]},{0, 0, 0, -Sqrt[2] * pvec[[1]], 0, Sqrt[2] * pvec[[3]]},{0, 0, 0, Sqrt[2] * pvec[[1]], -Sqrt[2] * pvec[[2]], 0},{0, Sqrt[2] * pvec[[1]], -Sqrt[2] * pvec[[1]], 0, pvec[[3]], -pvec[[2]]},{-Sqrt[2] * pvec[[2]], 0, Sqrt[2] * pvec[[2]], -pvec[[3]], 0, pvec[[1]]},{Sqrt[2] * pvec[[3]], -Sqrt[2] * pvec[[3]], 0, pvec[[2]], -pvec[[1]], 0}};(*skew-symmetric tensor in 6x6 from,
eq.(5) from Mehrabadi1995*)
Rot6x6[deg_] :=
IdentityMatrix[6] + Sin[deg * π / 180] * P6x6 + (1 - Cos[deg * π / 180]) * P6x6.P6x6 +
1 / 3 * Sin[deg * π / 180] * (1 - Cos[deg * π / 180]) * (P6x6 + P6x6.P6x6.P6x6) +
1 / 6 * (1 - Cos[deg * π / 180])^2 * (P6x6.P6x6 + P6x6.P6x6.P6x6.P6x6)(*rotation matrix as in eq.(4) from Mehrabadi1995*)
(*Note that the vector pvec needs to be
normalized such that Rot6x6 is still orthognal*)
Transpose[Rot6x6[10]].Rot6x6[10] /.{p1 → 2 / Sqrt[6], p2 → 1 / Sqrt[6], p3 → 1 / Sqrt[6]} // N // Chop
{{1., 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1., 0, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1., 0, 0, 0},{0, 0, 0, 1., 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 1., 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1.}}
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rotate strain tensor and strain tensor in Voigt notation and compare to 
matrix notation
Voigt notation
Rz6x6[deg_] := Rot6x6[deg] /. {p1 → 0, p2 → 0, p3 → 1}(*rotation about the z-axis*)
Rm1p106x6[deg_] := Rot6x6[deg] /. {p1 → -1 / Sqrt[2], p2 → 1 / Sqrt[2], p3 → 0}(*rotation about the [-110] axis*)
R1116x6[deg_] := Rot6x6[deg] /. {p1 → 1 / Sqrt[3], p2 → 1 / Sqrt[3], p3 → 1 / Sqrt[3]}(*rotation about the [111] axis*)
Kvoigt = Rm1p106x6[ArcCos[1 / Sqrt[3]] / π * 180].Rz6x6[45];
Transpose[Kvoigt].Kvoigt // N // Chop // MatrixForm;
σvoigt = {σXX, σYY, σZZ, Sqrt[2] * σYZ, Sqrt[2] * σXZ, Sqrt[2] * σXY};σvoigtrot = Kvoigt.σvoigt;
MatrixForm[σvoigtrot // N // Chop]
0.166667 σXX - 0.57735 σXY + 0.471405 σXZ + 0.5 σYY - 0.816497 σYZ + 0.333333 σZZ
0.166667 σXX + 0.57735 σXY + 0.471405 σXZ + 0.5 σYY + 0.816497 σYZ + 0.333333 σZZ
0.666667 σXX - 0.942809 σXZ + 0.333333 σZZ-0.471405 σXX - 0.816497 σXY - 0.333333 σXZ + 0.57735 σYZ + 0.471405 σZZ-0.471405 σXX + 0.816497 σXY - 0.333333 σXZ - 0.57735 σYZ + 0.471405 σZZ
0.235702 σXX + 0.666667 σXZ - 0.707107 σYY + 0.471405 σZZ
Matrix notation
K3x3 = Rm1p10[ArcCos[1 / Sqrt[3]] / π * 180].Rz[45];σ3x3 = {{σXX, σXY, σXZ}, {σYX, σYY, σYZ}, {σZX, σZY, σZZ}};σ3x3rot =
K3x3.σ3x3.Transpose[K3x3] /. { σZY → σYZ, σZX → σXZ, σYX → σXY} // N //
FullSimplify;
MatrixForm[σ3x3rot]
0.166667 σXX - 0.57735 σXY + 0.471405 σXZ + 0.5 σYY - 0.816497 σYZ + 0.333333 σZZ
0. + 0.166667 σXX + 0.471405 σXZ - 0.5 σYY + 0.333333 σZZ 0.166667-0.333333 σXX + 0.57735 σXY - 0.235702 σXZ - 0.408248 σYZ + 0.333333 σZZ -0.333333
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Comparison
σvoigtrot[[1]]/σ3x3rot[[1,1]]//N//FullSimplify//Chopσvoigtrot[[2]]/σ3x3rot[[2,2]]//N//FullSimplify//Chopσvoigtrot[[3]]/σ3x3rot[[3,3]]//N//FullSimplify//Chopσvoigtrot[[4]]/Sqrt[2]/σ3x3rot[[2,3]]//N//FullSimplify//Chopσvoigtrot[[5]]/Sqrt[2]/σ3x3rot[[1,3]]//N//FullSimplify//Chopσvoigtrot[[6]]/Sqrt[2]/σ3x3rot[[1,2]]//N//FullSimplify//Chop
1.
1.
1.
1.
-0.333333 σXX + 0.57735 σXY - 0.235702 σXZ - 0.408248 σYZ + 0.333333 σZZ-0.333333 σXX + 0.57735 σXY - 0.235702 σXZ - 0.408248 σYZ + 0.333333 σZZ
1.
(*When comparing both ways of doing the rotation,
one finds that both are the same if: a) one assumes σij=σji and b)
takes into account the additional factor of Sqrt[2] that is
present in the definition of σvoigt.*)
3.3 Converting stress tensor in crystal coordinates XYZ 
to strain in NV coordinates xyz for three different NV 
orientations
NV orientation from Barson2017
It  is  important  to  know  that  we  are  using  a  Transpose[Transpose[[Rot]]  expression  here.  This  is
because our  rotation “KBarson6x6”  rotates vectors  --  > active  transformation.  We  however  want  to
keep the vector fixed and rotate the coordinate system and thus need to work with the inverse of the
rotation matrix -- > passive transformation.*)
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CXYZ = {{C11, C12, C12, 0, 0, 0}, {C12, C11, C12, 0, 0, 0}, {C12, C12, C11, 0, 0, 0},{0, 0, 0, C44, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, C44, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, C44}};(*stiffness tensor for a cubic material, e.g. diamond;
taken from Gross, Festkoerperphysik;*)
MatrixForm[CXYZ]
C11 C12 C12 0 0 0
C12 C11 C12 0 0 0
C12 C12 C11 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C44 0
0 0 0 0 0 C44
ϵxzy6x6 = {ϵxx, ϵyy, ϵzz, Sqrt[2] * ϵyz, Sqrt[2] * ϵxz, Sqrt[2] * ϵxy};(*in NV coordinate system*)σXYZ6x6 = {σXX, σYY, σZZ, Sqrt[2] * σYZ, Sqrt[2] * σXZ, Sqrt[2] * σYX};(*in NV coordinate system*)
KBarson6x6 = Rm1p106x6[ArcCos[1 / Sqrt[3]] / π * 180].Rz6x6[225];(*rotation from NV coordinate system to cubic coordinate system*)ϵxyz6x6rotBarson =
Transpose[KBarson6x6].Inverse[CXYZ].σXYZ6x6 // FullSimplify;σXZY6x6rot = CXYZ.Inverse[Transpose[KBarson6x6]].ϵxzy6x6 // FullSimplify;σXZY6x6rot2 = CXYZ2.Inverse[Transpose[KBarson6x6]].ϵxzy6x6 // FullSimplify;(*convert stress in XYZ to strain in xyz, using voigt notation;
MatrixForm[ϵxyz6x6rotBarson];
Mz = a1 * (σXZY6x6rot[[1]] + σXZY6x6rot[[2]] + σXZY6x6rot[[3]]) +
2 * a2 * (σXZY6x6rot[[4]] / Sqrt[2] + σXZY6x6rot[[5]] / Sqrt[2] +σXZY6x6rot[[6]] / Sqrt[2]) // FullSimplify
Mx = b * (2 * σXZY6x6rot[[3]] - σXZY6x6rot[[1]] - σXZY6x6rot[[2]]) +
c * (2 * σXZY6x6rot[[6]] / Sqrt[2] - σXZY6x6rot[[4]] / Sqrt[2] -σXZY6x6rot[[5]] / Sqrt[2]) // FullSimplify
My = Sqrt[3] * b * (σXZY6x6rot[[1]] - σXZY6x6rot[[2]]) + Sqrt[3] * c *(σXZY6x6rot[[4]] / Sqrt[2] - σXZY6x6rot[[5]] / Sqrt[2]) // FullSimplify
-a2 C44 (ϵxx + ϵyy - 2 ϵzz) + a1 (C11 + 2 C12) (ϵxx + ϵyy + ϵzz)
c C44 ϵxx - 2 ϵxz - ϵyy + b (C11 - C12) ϵxx + 2 2 ϵxz - ϵyy
-2 b (C11 - C12) ϵxy - 2 ϵyz - c C44 2 ϵxy + 2 ϵyz
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NV orientation from Hughes1967 (compare to results from Ludlow1968)
KHughes6x6 = Rm1p106x6[ArcCos[1 / Sqrt[3]] / π * 180].Rz6x6[135];σXZY6x6rotHughes =
CXYZ.Inverse[Transpose[KHughes6x6]].ϵxzy6x6 // FullSimplify;
MatrixForm[σXZY6x6rotHughes];
Mz = a1 * (σXZY6x6rotHughes[[1]] + σXZY6x6rotHughes[[2]] + σXZY6x6rotHughes[[3]]) +
2 * a2 * (σXZY6x6rotHughes[[4]] / Sqrt[2] + σXZY6x6rotHughes[[5]] / Sqrt[2] +σXZY6x6rotHughes[[6]] / Sqrt[2]) // FullSimplify
Mx = b * (2 * σXZY6x6rotHughes[[3]] - σXZY6x6rotHughes[[1]] -σXZY6x6rotHughes[[2]]) +
c * (2 * σXZY6x6rotHughes[[6]] / Sqrt[2] - σXZY6x6rotHughes[[4]] / Sqrt[2] -σXZY6x6rotHughes[[5]] / Sqrt[2]) // FullSimplify
My = Sqrt[3] * b * (σXZY6x6rotHughes[[1]] - σXZY6x6rotHughes[[2]]) +
Sqrt[3] * c * (σXZY6x6rotHughes[[4]] / Sqrt[2] -σXZY6x6rotHughes[[5]] / Sqrt[2]) // FullSimplify
-a2 C44 (ϵxx + ϵyy - 2 ϵzz) + a1 (C11 + 2 C12) (ϵxx + ϵyy + ϵzz)
-b (C11 - C12) ϵxx - ϵyy - 2 2 ϵyz - c C44 ϵxx - ϵyy + 2 ϵyz
2 b (C11 - C12) ϵxy - 2 ϵxz + c C44 2 ϵxy + 2 ϵxz
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NV orientation from Doherty2012
KDoherty6x6 = Rm1p106x6[ArcCos[1 / Sqrt[3]] / π * 180].Rz6x6[45];σXZY6x6rot2Doherty =
CXYZ.Inverse[Transpose[KDoherty6x6]].ϵxzy6x6 // FullSimplify;ϵxyz6x6rotDoherty = Transpose[KDoherty6x6].Inverse[CXYZ].σXYZ6x6 //
FullSimplify;
MatrixForm[ϵxyz6x6rotDoherty]
Mz = a1 * (σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[1]] +σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[2]] + σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[3]]) +
2 * a2 * (σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[4]] / Sqrt[2] + σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[5]] / Sqrt[2] +σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[6]] / Sqrt[2]) // FullSimplify
Mx = b * (2 * σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[3]] - σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[1]] -σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[2]]) +
c * (2 * σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[6]] / Sqrt[2] - σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[4]] / Sqrt[2] -σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[5]] / Sqrt[2]) // FullSimplify
My = Sqrt[3] * b * (σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[1]] - σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[2]]) +
Sqrt[3] * c * (σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[4]] / Sqrt[2] -σXZY6x6rot2Doherty[[5]] / Sqrt[2]) // FullSimplify
2 C112 (-2 σXZ+σYX-2 σYZ)+2 C12 (2 C12 (2 σXZ-σYX+2 σYZ)+C44 (-2 (σXX+σYY)+σZZ))+C11 (2 C12 (-2 σXZ+σYX-2 σYZ)+C44 (σXX+σYY
6 (C11-C12) (C11+2 C12) C44
C11 C44 σXX-2 C112 σYX-2 C11 C12 σYX+4 C122 σYX+C11 C44 σYY-2 C12 C44 σZZ
2 C112 C44+2 C11 C12 C44-4 C122 C44
2 (C11+2 C12) (σXZ+σYX+σYZ)+C44 (σXX+σYY+σZZ)
3 (C11+2 C12) C44
C44 (-σXX+σYY)-(C11-C12) (σXZ-σYZ)
3 (C11-C12) C44-(C11-C12) (σXZ-2 σYX+σYZ)+C44 (σXX+σYY-2 σZZ)
3 (C11-C12) C44
C44 (-σXX+σYY)+2 (C11-C12) (σXZ-σYZ)
6 (C11-C12) C44
-a2 C44 (ϵxx + ϵyy - 2 ϵzz) + a1 (C11 + 2 C12) (ϵxx + ϵyy + ϵzz)
b (C11 - C12) ϵxx - 2 2 ϵxz - ϵyy + c C44 ϵxx + 2 ϵxz - ϵyy
c C44 -2 ϵxy + 2 ϵyz - 2 b (C11 - C12) ϵxy + 2 ϵyz
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Comparison of strain tensor elements for NVs with same quantization axis, 
but different x and y axes
ϵxyz6x6rotHughes =
Transpose[KHughes6x6].Inverse[CXYZ].σXYZ6x6 // FullSimplify // MatrixFormϵxyz6x6rotBarson =
Transpose[KBarson6x6].Inverse[CXYZ].σXYZ6x6 // FullSimplify // MatrixForm
C11 C44 σXX-2 C112 σYX-2 C11 C12 σYX+4 C122 σYX+C11 C44 σYY-2 C12 C44 σZZ
2 C112 C44+2 C11 C12 C44-4 C122 C44
2 C112 (-2 σXZ+σYX-2 σYZ)+2 C12 (2 C12 (2 σXZ-σYX+2 σYZ)+C44 (-2 (σXX+σYY)+σZZ))+C11 (2 C12 (-2 σXZ+σYX-2 σYZ)+C44 (σXX+σYY
6 (C11-C12) (C11+2 C12) C44
2 (C11+2 C12) (σXZ+σYX+σYZ)+C44 (σXX+σYY+σZZ)
3 (C11+2 C12) C44(C11-C12) (σXZ-2 σYX+σYZ)-C44 (σXX+σYY-2 σZZ)
3 (C11-C12) C44
C44 (-σXX+σYY)-(C11-C12) (σXZ-σYZ)
3 (C11-C12) C44σXX-σYY
C11-C12- 2 (σXZ-σYZ)C44
6
2 C112 (-2 σXZ+σYX-2 σYZ)+2 C12 (2 C12 (2 σXZ-σYX+2 σYZ)+C44 (-2 (σXX+σYY)+σZZ))+C11 (2 C12 (-2 σXZ+σYX-2 σYZ)+C44 (σXX+σYY
6 (C11-C12) (C11+2 C12) C44
C11 C44 σXX-2 C112 σYX-2 C11 C12 σYX+4 C122 σYX+C11 C44 σYY-2 C12 C44 σZZ
2 C112 C44+2 C11 C12 C44-4 C122 C44
2 (C11+2 C12) (σXZ+σYX+σYZ)+C44 (σXX+σYY+σZZ)
3 (C11+2 C12) C44σXX-σYY
C11-C12+ σXZ-σYZC44
3(C11-C12) (σXZ-2 σYX+σYZ)-C44 (σXX+σYY-2 σZZ)
3 (C11-C12) C44
C44 (-σXX+σYY)+2 (C11-C12) (σXZ-σYZ)
6 (C11-C12) C44
3.4 Rotations in spin-space
RotSpin[p_, deg_] := MatrixExp[-ⅈ p deg π / (180 ℏ)]
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alpha = -90;
RotSpin[Sz, alpha].Vstr.Inverse[RotSpin[Sz, alpha]] // FullSimplify //
MatrixForm
MatrixForm[Vstr] // FullSimplify
RotSpin[SzSO, alpha].VstrSO.Inverse[RotSpin[SzSO, alpha]] // FullSimplify //
MatrixForm
MatrixForm[VstrSO] // FullSimplify
dpar σz 0 -dperp (σx + ⅈ σy)
0 0 0-dperp (σx - ⅈ σy) 0 dpar σz
dpar σz 0 -dperp (σx + ⅈ σy)
0 0 0-dperp (σx - ⅈ σy) 0 dpar σz
0 0 0
0 -dperp σx + dpar σz dperp σy
0 dperp σy dperp σx + dpar σz
0 0 0
0 dperp σx + dpar σz -dperp σy
0 -dperp σy -dperp σx + dpar σz
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